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Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION. Y 9; .

1.1 Object of the Study. V‘ ,; y,»,

VThis dissertation is concerned with the development and

application of new experimental techniques in Field—Ion Microscopy,
with the intention of clarifying some of the physical processes
involved in field-ion image formation and in field-evaporation;
that is, in the interaction of a curved metal surface with a

very high electric field, in the presence or absence of an inert
gas. The techniques employed include simple field—ion imaging,
field-desorption imaging, ion current measurements, energy analysis
and atom-probe mass—spectrometry. Results are derived which '

are not predicted by present field—evaporation theories and

which must be considered in future theories: operating boundary

conditions for the atom—probe are also described.

1.2 Field—Ion Microscopy.

Field-ion microscopy was invented by Professor E.H. Muller
in 1951. In this technique the specimen to be studied is the

hemispherical end-cap at the tip of a sharply-pointed metal

or semi-metal needle; the end-cap is typically 10-200 nm. in
diameter. In the field-ion microscope (FIM) the specimen needle

is positioned some tens of millimetres from a phosphor screen:

a high positive potential ( l-3O KV) is applied to the specimen,

creating a very high electric field ( 1-5 1010 V m 1 ) at its tip.
This field ionizes any gas present near the tip and repels the

positive ions formed towards the screen, where they produce

sdintillations. As ions are formed preferentially over atoms

protruding from the surface and the ions are repelled radially
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to the screen, the scintillations map out the surface atomic
arrangement on the tip of the needle. Cooling the tip to 780K

or below increases the resolution of the instrument, by reducing
tangential velocities of the gas ions, so that close-packed atoms

in the surface may be resolved: In modern field—ion microscopes

a micro-channel~plate image intensifier (Turner et al 1970) is
generally interposed between the specimen and the phosphor screen;

this device converts the flux of gas ions into an amplified flux
of electrons, which are more efficient at exciting the phosphor

and which do not damage it. I

The electric field may be raised to a level high enough

to ionize protruding surface metal atoms and remove them from the
surface: this is termed ‘field evaporation‘. Field evaporation
is used to create the initial smooth endcap of the specimen from

a roughly electropolished wire and to dissect the specimen, uncovering

features of interest lying in the bulk of the metal below the initial
surface. By pulsing the field to a high value for a short time,
individual ions removed from the surface may be chemically analysed

in a time—of—flight mass spectrometer; this is the fAtom-Probe’

field—ion microscope, also invented in Mullerls laboratory
(Muller et al 1968). For a comprehensive review of the early
development of field-ion microscopy and some of its applications
to surface physics and metallurgy the reader is referred to the book

by Muller and Tsong on the subject, and to their later review
(Muller and Tsong 1969, 1973). Only previous work which is directly
relevant to this dissertation will be reviewed in this chapter and

elsewhere , as the literature is large.
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1.3 Field Evaporation.

Although field evaporation is used in all experiments
involving field—ion microscopy, the physical processes involved

are not well understood at the present time. The interaction
0

of an electric field of 2-6 1010 volts/metre with the atoms on

a metal surface is a difficult process to treat theoretically;
Nonetheless, various attempts have been made to tackle the problem

(Muller 1956, Gomer 1959, Gomer and Swanson l963a,b, Brandon 1965)

and various attempts to refine these theories will be described below

1.3.1 The Image-Force Theory,

The simplest theory of field-evaporation treats it as the

removal of a surface atom, as an ion, over the Schottky barrier
formed by the combined effect of the potentials due to the external

field and to the coulomb attraction between the ion and its image

in the metal. This gives a barrier Qn to evaporation, where

Qn =/\+ § In - up - <n3e3F>% <1)
(47"3-'0)

for an ion of charge n; here /\ is the sublimation energy of a

surface atom, In is nth ionization energy of a free atom, p is the

work function of the metal, and F is the field.
The ion is thermally excited over this barrier; the rate

constant for this process is
ke=VeXp(—Qn/KT) (2)

where Y is the atomic vibration frequency and k is Boltzmann's

constant. (1) and (2) may be combined to give

41rr.( 1< )2F=---/\+£I —n¢+kTln‘en3e3( n Y1

The charge species to be expected may be found by minimizing
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F with respect to n, at constant ke ( Brandon 1965). If this is
done using reasonable values for the parameters involved ( Taylor l970

it is found that n = 2 for most metals, with the exception of
tungsten, for which n = 3. By writing ke =)/, corresponding to
Qn = O, a value for the evaporation field may be calculated; the

values obtained are generally within, 20$ of the experimentally
observed values.

Although the image force theory is fairly successful in
predicting the evaporation field and the majority charge species

to be expected, it has defects both in its construction and in
its predictions. A serious error is the use of the classical
image potential in equation (1); the distance of the Schottky

barrier from the surface is of the same order as the atomic radius

(Muller and Tsong 1969, p. 58); at this distance from the surface

the classical potential could not be expected to be correct.
Indeed, the precise position of the surface is difficult to define

to the accuracy which this theory assumes ( Smoluchowski 1941).

Secondly, no allowance is made for the short-range interatomic
potentials between the evaporating atom and its neighbouring

atoms, which should be taken into account in the calculation of Qn

( Brandon l963). No allowance is made for the penetration of the
field into the surface; the field will penetrate the surface for

.1..

a distance comparable to the classical skin—depth = (3/QHTnoe2)”

which is of the order of 0.2-0.9 § for most metals( Friedel 1954).
Various attempts have been made to include these effects, and others,

such as polarization energies ( Brandon 1965), ( Tsong 1969, Taylor

1970, Muller and Tscng 1973 ) but the general form of the rate
equation remains the same.
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Apart from its dubious physical basis, the image force

theory makes several predictions which are known to be false. Firstly
the expected charge species is that species for which the evaporation

field is lowest: any small difference in Qn for two values of n
will lead to a vast predominance of the species with the lowest

Qn, since ke(n) =)'exp ( -Qn/ kT ). In practice, however, it is
commonly found that elements evaporate as a mixture of charge
species ( Brenner and McKinney 1968). Secondly, the variation
in evaporation rate with field is predicted to be extremely high:

rewriting equation (2) we have

*1
1

Po‘:-I

\./\/

ke ='V exp ( - Qn / kT)
=yexp(—(I\+€In--n¢)/kl‘)exp( n3e3* 5

( 41T£okT

The second, field-dependent, exponential is approximately

i'_\;_ exp(42/kT)forn=3,F=4.5V/A, k'1‘ineV
Q-_, exp ( 4000 ).

This term de ends on F7: a 1% variation in F will alter its

JP

value toeeexp ( 4000 x 1.005 ) = exp ( 4020 ), so the evaporation

rate constant ke will vary by approximately exp (20) = 1010,

depending on the temperature, for a 1% change in field. This is in
fact much more rapid than the experimentally observed values, which

lie nearer 1Ol'5 for a 11 change in field (Tsong and Muller 1970).

A less rapid variation of ke with F may be obtained by introducing

polarization energies (Muller 1958 ) into equation (1);

-BN3

=1G,“
"\UJ
an

X/LJ

Q4

Qn =/\+51n_ n¢—-E -- “ +e(<><_-<><;)F2+-§-Z(y___y_)i

O

where Gk,0Q amd);_,)Q are the polarizability and second hyperpolariz-

ability of the atom and ion respectively, Brandon ( 1965 ) attempted

to relate the bulk compressibility of the metal and the conduction
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electron density to the value of'°Qyhich is relevant to field-
evaporation; this will in general be different to that of a free

atom, which is expected to have a polarizability of order lO A3

( non— SI units ) (Born 1935 ). The polarizabily Kill be roughly
I

proportional to the volume of the atom or ion, and will therefore
be considerably less for a multiply-charge positive ion. Brandon

estimated the net polarization correction as 1-3 eV. Muller (1964 )

and Tsong and Muller ( 1970, 1971 ) have adopted the approach of
assuming the general validity of the image potential model of
field evaporation, and using it to calculate the effective polariz-
abilities of tungsten kink-site atoms and ad-atoms. Tsong found

O(= 4.6 A3 for kink-site atoms; however, Vesely and Ehrlich (1972 )

found.0(=-4.80 i .03 A3, using Tsong's data; moreover, they obtained

this value using the ( incorrect ) assumption that tungsten evaporates

as W2+. When they used the correct charge, W3+, they obtained

°(= 9.5 A3, in marked disagreement with Tsong.

1.3.2 The Charge—Exchange Model.

An alternative approach to field—evaporation theory is
the charge—exchange model ( Gomer and Swanson 1963 ). This

treats field evaporation as a continuous transition between

bound metallic states and unbound ionic states, the transition
occurring at the point where the energies of the states are equal.

Muller and Tsong ( 1973 ) state that the atomic potential energy

is Ua(F,x) = - (/\(F0 + g-ogr2 + 1/24;;F4)

and the ionic energy is

NH

»¥
'13

|\J

Ui(F,x) = Z In -AE - %|" — n - neFx —

-1/243;F4 + U5 (F,x)

where ¢ (F) = ¢ + neE/A
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and U! (F X) = K - §ne)2
1 , §r£F) 4x+lA)

where A E and I" are the energy level shift and broadening, (1/A )

is the field penetration depth, and Ui (F,x) is an attempt to
represent the interaction of the ion with the metal atoms as the

sum of a coulomb potential and of a Lennard-Jones interatomic
potential energy. They then derive the activation energy as

Qn(F) =§1n *5‘ /\(F) _ n¢ (F) - AE _ 1% rgnep (X +,\'1>

+ =5 (o(__- oz‘) F2 + 1/24 (ya -,1) F4

K n2e2

+5-§?<F> ' 4<x +x"1>

Although this equation may represent a better approach
than the image potential model, the majority of the quantities
involved are at present poorly known or impossible to calculate
sufficiently accurately: for this reason the image potential model

has generally been used in any attempt to correlate field-evaporation
theory and experiment.

1.3.3 Ionic Tunnelling.

As Brandon (l966a ) pointed out, the width of the potential
barrier to field evaporation is small (A-1 §); it is therefore
to be erpected that there will be a finite probability that an

ion may tunnel through the barrier, in spite of the short wavelength

of such a heavy particle. The total contribution of tunnelling to the

field evaporation rate will be given by ( Taylor 1970)

1< =65-grj DJ.

where3L is a frequency factor, Pj is the probability that the
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8.

jth vibrational energy level is occupied, and Dj is the probability
of tunnelling from that level. We have

Pj = exp (- jhs)/kT) (1 - exp ( - ha!/kT),
and, using the WKB approximation,

U2l—*

+

V

=eXp<-4/i<§;§->‘**'<%;- * g ><<.>.,, - :ih>')3/2

for jh vin and DJ. = 1 ( ,jh~1> Qn ).

Here Sm and Sv are the slopes of the triangular potential
on the metal and vacuum sides respectively.

barrier

As discussed by Taylor (1970), Brandon (l966a) only

considered the ground state. Ehrlich and Kirk ( 1967 ) put

)l= "ynebye = k GD /h, where GD is the Debye temperature.

Tsong ( 1968 ) used'V = 3/ , where )1 is the bulk frequency
H18.X H18.X

with the highest population. Taylor states that )'= \dD is the

better approximation, since the surface atoms are fairly well

decoupled from the bulk states. The temperature below which

tunnelling, rather than thermal activation over the barrier,
is expected to become the dominant mechanism has been calculated

O
8.S 41°K ( Ehrlich and Kirk 1967) and 68 K ( Tsong 1968 ) for
tungsten; the differences are due to different assumptions
about Sm and SV. Tunnelling is expected to be essentially from the

ground state at 210K , while at 780K terms up to j = 7 have to

be considered. Taylor ( 1970 ) has discussed in some detail the
expected sensitivity of evaporation rate to field and temperature;

in general, the rates are less sensitive than those predicted

-15-)( en - ;ihv)))
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by a simple image-charge model, and correspond more closely to
observed sensitivities. Tsong ( 1968 ) developed his tunnelling theory
while considering the effect of temperature on the ratio of
the abundances of charge species. This followed the observation

by Schmidt and Vanselow ( 1966 ) that platinum evaporated as

Pt+ at 145o°K, rather than as Pt2+, and by Barofslcy and I‘-fuller

(1968) that beryllium and copper show a rapid change in abundance

between Cu++ and Be++ at low temperatures, and Cu+ and Be+ at
higher temperatures. Tsong showed that such changes in abundance

were not explicable on the thermally activated image force model,

and showed that the results could be explained in terms of a

tunnelling model. However, it is now known that both copper and

beryllium are particularly sensitive to the influence of residual
hydrogen and water vapour on their evaporation behaviour. As will
be shown below, this can be true for copper even under supposedly

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Barofsky and Muller's
experiments were conducted in a relatively poor vacuum, as is
shown by the H+ and H3O+ peaks on their published mass spectra,

and it seems likely that the shift in relative abundances which

they observed was due to an alteration in the products of field-
induced corrosion reactions, and not necessarily to simple tunnelling.
Nonetheless, it still seems likely that tunnelling should play
an important role in field evaporation at the low temperatures

used in field—ion microscopy, and any future theory of field
evaporation must take tunnelling into account.
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1.4 Field Evaporation Experiments.

Various attempts have been made to compare field evaporation
theories with experiment. Brandon (1966) measured the evaporation
rates of tungsten, platinum, and molybdenum in the presence of

I
helium, as a function of field and of temperature. He found that
his data could be explained on the basis of ionic tunnelling, as

described above: the tunnelling was reflected by very low apparent
values for the pre-exponential frequency factor‘y, which were

10 -1 6 .measured as 6 1O sec for tungsten, 6 10 for platinum, and

as low as 7 103 for molybdenum. He attributed the exceptionally
low value for molybdenum to mechanical deformation during evaporation
( this view is tentatively supported by the work to be described
below).

Following Brandon's early work, Tsong and Muller (1970)
and Taylor (197 O) have made direct measurements on the field
evaporation rate of tungsten. Both these experimenters assumed

that the presence of the helium image gas has little, if any,
effect on the evaporation behaviour, following Muller and Eishikawa's
statement ( 1964 ) that helium only lowered the evaporation field
of tungsten by less than 2%. Hith the advent of the atom-probe

it became clear that this lowering of the evaporation field A

was not due to gas impact or to electron—impact promoted evaporation,
as had been suggested ( liishikawa and Muller 1964), ( Young 1960).
It was found (Muller et al 1969, 1970 ) that the atom—probe spectra
contained both sharp helium and neon peaks ( He+ and Ne+ ), but
also peaks attributable to helium/metal and neon/metal complex
ions. Although some of the initially reported complexes ( Muller et
al, op. cit.) were probably due to metal ionswhich had suffered
energy losses ( Chapter 2 below ) or to afterpulsing in the detector
and,indeed, some extravagant claims to identify with certainty
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ionic species on the appearance of 1 ( Muller and Tsong 1963 )

or 4 (Krishnaswamy and Muller 1974) ions in the mass spectrum
have been made recently, there is now little doubt that many

metals evaporate as helides in the presence of helium. Even the
I

non—appearance of a helide ion in the mass spectrum is no guarantee
that a short—1ived intermediate helide ion might not have existed
at the moment of evaporation, decaying shortly afterwards.
The formation of helide ions which are sufficiently stable to
survive the 10 pS flight time to the detector implies a fairly
substantial interaction between the helium and the metal ion.
If we assume that the departing helide complex is thermally
equilibrated with the specimen surface (Schulten 14?: ) then we

may calculate a lower limit to the ion binding energy Q. The

decay time will be given by

»t = A)/-1 exp(Q/kT)
where ‘y~is the ionic vibration frequency. If we put \/ = 1012 sec‘l
and t = 1O PS, kT = .006 eV, then we obtain Q = 0.1 eV.This is a

minimum value since t may be considerably longer than 10 FS.

Although 0.1 eV is small compared to some of the terms in the
field evaporation equations described above, it is generally
agreed ( Taylor 1970 ) that Qevann = 30 kT is a reasonable barrierii 0

to evaporation: it is thus seen that the complex binding energy
is at least of the same order as the evaporation barrier. The

actual binding energy of the complex ions may well be considerably
higher than 0.1 eV. We may estimate the binding energy of such a

complex ion by considering it as a neutral inert gas atom bound

to a multiply-charged metal ion by electrostatic polarization
forces, resulting from the interaction of the ion's coulomb field
with the polarizable gas atom. The order of magnitiude of the effect
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may be calculated by considering the binding energy as

Q = -3-5-oc F2

where F = ne /( 4fK{6d2) is the ( unperturbed )

electric field at the centre of the gas atom, M.is its polarizability
and d the distance between the centres of the atom and the ion.

Taking 0(He as 0.2 K3, rPe = 1.22 K, n = 3, we obtain

Q = 0.53 eV. This binding energy will confine the helium atom

to the immediate vicinity of the metal ion since the field F

falls rapidly with an increase in d. A more accurate calculation
should take into account the variation in field across the atom;

the polarizability of the metal ion, and the hyperpolarizability
1'oi the gas atom, will also contribute to the binding energy,

and the overlao between the outermost orbitals.of the ion and

the atom will contribute a repulsive term to the potential.
This simple model predicts that the binding energy of

metal/inert gas complex ions should be greater for gas atoms with

a high polarizability. Although the polarizabilities of the inert
gas atoms increase in the order 0(He <°< He <c><AI_ < M Kr,

Muller and Tsong ( 1973) report finding many helium complexes,

very few neon complexes, and no argon complexes. The probable reason

for this is that the gas atom is likely to be field—ionized

by the intense electric field close to the multiply-charged

metal ion: the repulsive coulomb energy between the two resulting

positive ions will lead to the instant breakup of the COmpleX.

For this process to occur it is necessary for the electron which

leaves the gas atom to tunnel into an empty allowed energy level.

This level need not necessarily be in the metal ion; if the complex

is very close to a metal surface, as at its moment of formation,
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the local field may be so modified by the presence of the metal ion
that the electron can easily tunnel into the metal's conduction
band. It is clear that the breakup of the complex is easiest for
inert gas atoms with the lowest ionization potentials: for the
noble gases, IHe= 24.5 eV, INe'= 21.5 eV, and IAr = 15.7 eV, which
is at least in the correct order for the observed ionic species.
Whatever the mechanisms involved in the formation and breakup
of metal/gas complex ions, the effect of any imaging gas on

field evaporation should not be ignored. Using the atom-probe
it has been found that image gases are adsorbed on the specimen

surface for considerable lengths of time ( Muller et al 1969 ):
if the image gas is pumped from the microscope, the first metal
layer analysed in vacuum will evaporate at a low voltage, and

will contain gas ions. The existence of this'field—adsorbed' gas,
which is bound with an energy of 0.1 eV or more ( Muller et al 1969)
has been explained by Tsong ( 1970 ) as due to the short—range

attractive force beteen the gas atom, which is polarized by the
applied field, and the electrical image of the induced dipole, in the
metal surface. The long lifetime of this adsorbed gas film must call
into question the experiments of Muller and Nishikawa ( 1954 )

who attempted to find the vacuum evaporation field of tungsten
after imaging it with helium; unless special precautions are taken
to remove the adsorbed helium, its presence will reduce the
evaporation field in such an experiment.

1.5 1—.Current JOTA

The brief summary of previous work o field evaporation
which has been given above shows two major barriers to our
better understanding of it: firstly, the theory has to deal
simultaneously with a number of parameters which are at present
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difficult to calculate separately; secondly, only a limited
amount of experimental work directly aimed at field evaporation
has been carried to completion, and almost all of this work has been

done in the presence of an imaging gas. This dissertation is not
Idirectly concerned with the development of the theory of field

evaporation; it is aimed at the development of experimental
techniques which may be employed to establish a firm experimental
basis for such a theory. The actual techniques which have been

developed have been governed by the pressing need to form a firm
basis from which the capabilities of the atom-probe field-ion
microscope can be decided. The expanding use of the at2m—probe

as a routine metallurgical tool makes this experimental basis a

necessity.

Chapter 2 will deal with the use of energy analysis in
field ion microscopy and the selection, design, and construction
of a suitable energy analyser. Chapter 3 will describe the performance

of the analyser and its application to the field-adsorption of
~inert gases. Chapter 4 will describe the application of the analyser
to field evaporation and the experimental determination of the
energy spectra of metal ions evaporated under both pulsed and

steady—field conditions. Chapters 5-8 will be concerned with
the application of field-desorption microscopy to field-evaporation
experiments. Chapter 5 will describe the construction and use

of a desorption microscope to determine atom—probe aiming—errors,

and the discovery of an unexpectedly finely-detailed spatial
distribution of metal ions across the desorption image. Chapter 6

will describe a wide variety of experiments using the desorption
microscope, including a general survey of the desorption images of
most of the elements accessible to FIM. Chapter 7 will describe
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the construction and use of an imaging atom-probe and its
application to metallurgical problems. Chapter 8 will summarize

the experimental results obtained by field-desorption microscopy
and consider the modifications'to field—evaporation theory
necessary to account for the desorption images found.The
limits of the spatial resolution of an atom—probe will be discussed
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Chapter 2

ENERGY ANALYSIS IQ FIELD IQN MICROSQOPY,

2.1 Introduction. ' i

Energy analysis of field~ionized gas atoms is one of the
few technidues available to test the accuracy of theories about

field-ion image formation. To see how this is so, consider fig. (2.1)

This diagram shows the electron potential energy for an atom in\the
high electric field near a field-ion specimen. In free space (a)

the atom may be ibnized by the electron tunnelling from the bound

level through the reduced barrier provided by the field (Oppenheimer

1928 ). There is an extra constraint close to the surface (b): l

the electron now tunnels from the atom into the metal and must

be received into an empty energy level ( lnghram and Gomer 1954 ).
Such levels are only available above the Fermi level, and so there

exists a critical distance from the surface, xc, within which it
is not possible for ionization of the atom to occur. This distance

is dependent on the ionization potential of the atom, I, and on the

field. Once ionization has occurred, the ion formed gains energy

from the field and the total energy available to it depends on

the electrical potential of the point at which it was formed;

measurement of the ion's final energy therefore indicates its place

of origin; Considerations of the tunnelling probability as a

function of field, and of the gas supply to the surface (Southon

1963), show that the ions will be formed mainly close to the critical
distance at moderate fields, and the energy distribution will
be as shown schematically (0).
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2.2 Previous Work on Enera" Anal sis.pl, la .1,
Inghram and Gomer (1954) used a magnetic spectrometer

to show that the energy distribution of the field—ions was less
than 20 eV wide; later, Muller and Bahadur (1956) used a simple

retarding analyser to show the existence of the critical distance
xc and the narrow half-width of the distribution from argon,

which was still less than the 2 eV resolution of their analyser.
Tsong and Muller (1964) extended the available data to neon and helium,
using an improved analyser. Boudreaux and Cutler (1965, 1956) '

calculated the half-width of the ionisation zone for hydrogen,
using a variety of quantum-mechanical approaches, and found

that at a field of 2.3 volts/Angstrom unit the zone should be

about 0.12 A wide, corresponding to an energy distribution half—width

of 0.27 volts. 1

7 Jason (1965) measured multiple peaks in the energy

distributions of hydrogen and neon which (1966, 1967) were interpreted
as due to Bohr—type standing waves between the metal surface and

the potential of the applied field. Alferieff and Duke (1967)

considered that the effect was due to interference between waves

reflected from the metal surface and the potential of the atom

concerned. Yet a further interpretation has come from Lucas (1971)

who considered that the sudden formation and subsequent rapid
acceleration of the gas ions should excite surface plasmons in the

metal: the discrete energy peaks are then due to the loss of integral
numbers of energy quanta to the surface plasmons.

Utsumi (1973 ) has measured the detailed energy spectra

of hydrogen, neon and helium ionized above tungsten and platinum

emitters, in an attempt to distinguish between the various

alternative quantum-mechanical models of the ionization process

which have been published. These include the 1D WKB method
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(Tsong and Muller 1964), the rearrangement-collision Born

approximation and metal plane-wave/atomic plane-wave methods

of Boudreaux and Cutler (1966 a,b), the 6s,5d metal orbitals/atomic
wave interaction method of Iwasaki and Nakamura (1972), and the

Bardeen-type transfer Hamiltonian method of Appelbaum (1973).

No firm experimental distinction between the methods has

yet appeared.-

In Jason's 1967 paper the energy spectrum of neon which

was presented showed signs of ionization at higher energies
than those of the main peak of the distribution; that is, ions

were apparently formed closer to the tip than the critical distance.
Krshnaswamy and Euller (1973), using a Mollenstadt analyser,
also found Jason peaks in the energy spectra of helium and neon

and claimed that ions could be formed in the forbidden region
in mixtures of neon or helium and hydrogen, due to e1ectron—impact

ionization, or desorption of electron-impact excited, field-adsorbed
inert gas by the electron shower from the hydrogen ionizing far
from the surface. As the cross-section for such processes was

thought to be low, and as it is possible for misaligned Kollenstadt
analysers to produce 'gh0St' spectral lines, there was some small

doubt about this latter result.

2.3 Ener»* Analysis and Field Evaporation ._ $3 1 t a rs
As outlined in Chapter 1, the atom-probe is a combination

of a field—ion microscope and a time-of—flight mass spectrometer.

Ions are evaporated from a metal surface using a short high-voltage
pulse, and their flight-time t to a detector a distance L away

is measured. As the energy of the ions is given by the sum of the
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specimen standing voltage V and the pulse voltage P, the mass

to charge ratio of the ions may be easily calculated;
-5 m v2 = n e ( V + P )

W & v = L/t
» so m/ne = 2 ( T + P ) t2/L2

The atom-probe has been used to provide useful metallurgical
information, for example in the analysis of small precipitate
particles( Brenner and Goodman 1971, Turner, Regan and Southon 1972).

The mass-resolution of the atom-probe becomes important

in the analysis of systems in which ions of similar mass to charge

ratio may be formed; for example, in systems where hydrides of
heavy metals are formed, and in alloy steels, where a large number

of elements are present, each with several abundant isotopes,
poor resolution can cause difficulties in unravelling the mass-spectrum

obtained. The situation is worsened by the fact that the mass~peaks

of monoisotopic elements are found to have a finite width.
This is illustrated by fig (2.2), which is a mass—spectrum

of rhodium in the presence of helium imaging gas. The presence of
a rhodium—helium complex ion, previously reported by Muller et al (1969)

is clearly shown; both the Rh++ and RhHe++ peaks are seen to have
** '

a considerable width.

** The all-stainless steel UHV atom-probe used in this work was

designed by Dr P.J. Turner and has been described elsewhere (Turner

et al 1972). Flight times were measured using a lOO MHZ digital
timer designed and built by Dr B.J. Regan (Regan 1973 ). The assistance

of Dr Turner in operating the atom probe for this work is gratefully
acknowledged.
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The finite width of the mass peaks shown is not due to errors
in measuring flight—times which are measured extremely accurately.
It is apparently due to a spread in the energies of the ions
evaporated from the specimen, and an appropriate energy scale
for the Rhffand RhHe++ peaks is shown in fig (2.2). Various
suggestions have been made as to how the energy spread arises.
These include 3 emature evaporation of the ions before the
maximum pulse voltage has been reached (Krishnaswamy and Muller 1973),
to ions still being in the field of the tip when the pulse
voltage starts to decay (Regan 1973) and in special cases to the
breakup of complex ions. '

The first of these reasons is probably appropriate
when large evaporation pulses are applied to a specimen in the
presence of an image gas. Muller commonly uses such pulses in the
search for rare charge species but, as has been pointed out
elsewhere ( Turner Regan and Southon 1972 ), high evaporation
rates are not suitable in quantitative metallurgical applications,
where low rates must be employed in order to prevent several ions
arriving simultaneously at the detector and being counted only as

one ion. At low evaporation rates the energy spread is probably
due to ions ‘seeing’ the falling edge of the evaporation pulse,
and calculations (Regan 1973) have shown this to be likely.
A further source of energy losses has been suggested by Lucas (1971)
who suggested that the departing metal ion might lose energy to
surface plasmons, in the same way as he had predicted for image gas

ionsL The energy losses predicted were quite large: for tungsten,
N surface plasmons, of energy 7 eV, would be excited by the evaporation
of an ion of charge ne, where N has a Poisson distribution of mean
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Nm = 4 n2; for W3+, Hm = 36, so the mean energy loss would be

252 eV, corresponding to a change in specimen voltage of 84 volts.
Regan (1973) has pointed out that the uncertainty in this deficit
is given by the standard deviation of the Poisson distribution,

1

giving an uncertainty of 7 x 2n = 42 eV, corresponding to 14 volts.
The net result is a narrow mass peak with a mass shift of
28 n M V-1, where M is the mass and V the tip voltage.
Muller and Tsong (1973) state that the energy deficit of Ta3+
was greater than that of Ta4+, and claimed that this proved that
plasmon losses were not observed. However, the predicted
mass shift and peak broadening are sufficiently small that they
would have been obscured by pulse-effects in this experiment, and

their conclusion is not valid.
During the course of the present work Krishnaswamy and

Muller (1973) described an atom—probe fitted with a 900 electrostatic
energy analyser which they had used to show that a large energy

spread does indeed exist for pulse-evaporated metal ions; they
found that this spread is larger for ions of high mass/charge ratio,
which was not unexpected, as the slower heavy ions are still in the

vicinity of the specimen when the tip voltage starts to fall at the
end of the pulse.

Lucas (1972) has produced further calculations showing

that plasmon excitation by heavy metal ions was less likely than

previously thought, due to the heavy metal ion being removed

sufficiently slowly for any plasmon excitation to be adiabatically
undone. However, he maintained his original theory that the ‘Jason

Peaks' in field-ionized gas spectra are due to plasmon losses.
As these peaks have been observed for neon ( m/n = 20.2 ) it
does not seem clear that plasmon losses should not be expected
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for metal ions of similar mass/charge ratio ( e.g. Be+, Al++ or Al+,

or even Fe++). Further experiments on plasmon excitation are

therefore seen to be desirable, to clarify the situation,
and a suitable experimental technique for field-evaporated ions

will be described below.

2.4 Current York. $7

At the outset of this work there were several areas

of energy analysis which seemed to merit further attention.
These were a) A study of the fine details of energy spectra of

field—ionized gases, to explore the influence of the band structure

of the specimen on ion current and distribution, and the possibility
of obtaining information on the electronic properties of the specimen

surface ( Knorr and Muller 1968, Iwasaki and Nakamura 1972 )

b) An extension of Jason's excellent work to mixtures of gases,

to investigate the effect of field-adsorption on the energy spectrum.

c) An investigation of the energies of field-evaporated ions,

particularly with reference to the broadening of peaks in the

atom-probe mass spectra, and the Lucas theory of energy loss to

surface plasmons.

During the course of this work various other workers

have published results which have modified the emphasis of the

Work described here. Utsumi (1973) has reported some results on the

fine structure of energy distributions. Krishnaswamy and Muller (1973

reported the effect of hydrogen on field-adsorbed helium and

neon, though their results were subject to some doubt for the

reasons outlined above. Muller and Krishnaswamy (1973) described

measurements of the energy—losses of pulse-field-evaporated metal
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ions showing that the broad energy distribution expected from

atom—probe spectra existed. Poschenrieder and Oetjen (1972)

have described an energy compensated time-of-flight mass

spectrometer capable of accurately mass-analysing ions even though

they have a large energy spread; Krishnaswamy and Muller (1974 )

have described a copy of Poschenrieder's instrument which

O
w

seems to work well as an atom-probe. The development this

device makes the energy spread of evaporated ions of less

practical importance, but the energy distribution of metal ions,

excluding pulse effects, is still of theoretical importance

as will be shown below.

d For these reasons, and for experimental reasons outlined

below, only a limited amount of work on field ionigation will be

E described in this in particular, evidence supporting the

CP- D.
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electron-impact desorption of adsorbed gases, described above,

will be presented. Some results on the pulsed-evaporation of

metal ions will be discussed, and in addition a technique for

measuring accurately, for the first time, the energies of metal

ions evaporated under effectively steady—fie1d conditions will
be described.A comparison of the experimental results with existing

theories of field-evaporation emphasises the inadequacies of such

theories.
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2.5.1 The Selection or a Suitable Spewcitrometel‘.

"The design of a spectrometer suitable for energy analysis
of field-ionized gas ions and field—evaporated metal ions needs

some care. A first consideration is that the spectrometer should

select ions produced from a relatively small area of the specimen

(say less than 5° acceptance angle) so that the crystallographic
nature of the surface from which the ions are taken is relatively
well defined. This constraint has two effects; firstly,as many

types of spectrometer can be operated at high energy—resolution

only when the ion beam has a narrow cone-angle, it simplifies
spectrometer design; secondly, as the number of ions available
for analysis varies with the selected specimen area, and hence

with the square of the cone—angle, too narrow a cone—angle will
result in a very low ion flux and hence signal to noise ratio
problems. The low ion fluxes available from a field—ion specimen

make this particularly serious. The image-gas ion current
available from each image-point is around 103 ions/second at
10-5 Torr and best image voltage (BIV); below BIV the ion current
falls very rapidly and depends on the 30th power. of the voltage
(Southon 1963). The ion current is proportional to pressure, but
too high a pressure leads to problems with collisions between

ions and neutral gas atoms (Forbes 1970). Differential pumping
between the specimen and spectrometer (Jason 1967) may be used,to
reduce this problem, but even so the ion current from a small area

is limited to around 104-105 ions/second at most and will be signif-
icantly less at low fields. This in itself would not be particularly
serious, as pulse-counting techniques and multi-channel sealers
are frequently used in other types of experiment to build up a
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spectrum from much lower currents, over periods of minutes.
The special nature of the field-ion source makes this difficult
if not impossible; if the emitting area euisists of only a few
surface atoms, the specimen must be completely stable against
field-evaporation or etching during the course of the experiment.
Furthermore, vacuum requirements become extremely stringent.
This may be illustrated by the fact that if a partial pressure of
1 lO 8 Torr of neon is present when a tungsten specimen is
imaged in helium at 780K, ‘bright spots‘ are seen to appear and

disappear on the surface, with residence times typically between

0.1 and 1 second (Schmidt, Reisner, and Krautz 1971); these
spots correspond to the field-adsorption and desorption of neon
atoms. At low temperatures the residence times of the neon atoms

becomes very much longer (t¢€1QadS/kT) and a more complete coverage
of the surface will result. Since the adsorbed neon is only
visible because of the considerable effect it has in enhancing
the local ion current, it may also be expected to influence any fine
details in the energy spectrum, such as those expected as a

result of the influence of the metal band-structure on field—ionization
(Fonash and Schrenk 1969). Ultra—high vacuum techniques now

available do considerably reduce the possibility of specimen
contamination by hydrogen and water vapour from the residual
gases in the system ( Boyes 1974 ) but care still has to be taken
that contaminants are not introduced either with an imaging gas

or as a result of outgassing from some source, such as a

channel-plate ( van Ocstrom 1969, Morgan 1970, Lewis and Gomer 1970 )

during the course of an experiment. Unless a spectrum can be taken
rapidly (in a few seconds) so that changes in the condition of
the specimen are apparent and can be eliminated, any claimed
fine detail (on a scale of less than 1 volt ) must be treated
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with suspicion.

“ ‘

Measurements of the energy of field-evaporated ions
puts even greater constraints on the type of spectrometer which
may be used. The total number of metal ions which are available
from a small area of the specimen surface may only be a few hundreds,
before the specimen fractures or becomes too blunt. If a reasonably
accurate energy distribution is to be obtained, every ion's
energy must be measured and recorded. As the energy of the ions
cannot of course be predicted exactly, all ions in“a
suitably wide range of energies must be detected and recorded
simultaneously.

\ Three main types of spectrometer are available for measure-
ment of ion energies: retarding-field analysers, dispersive
analysers, and time-of-flight analysers. Retarding analysers have
been used in previous measurements of field—ionized gas ion spectra,
such as the work by Muller and Tsong referred to above. In these
instruments a retarding electrostatic field is used to prevent ions
reaching a detector, except those with sufficiently high enery.
If there are N(E)dE ions of energy between E and E+ dB per second,
and the potential of the retarding electrode is V, the current
reaching the detector is co

I

1 = I 1-1(2) dE
V

. -‘
and after a time t the energy spectrum N($} , obtained by differentiating
the collector current with respect to V, is only known to an

00 .1accuracy g J; N(E) dEg¢

'—_VT5V"'_*t L N(E) as

<+
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as random current fluctuations in the high energy ion current
obscure the small current due to ions with energy in the range

V to V +,AV} Long measurement times, of order minutes to hours,

are mandatory if accurate energy spectra are to be obtained

over a wide energy range. The advantage of the retarding
analysers is that an absolute value of the ion energy is obtained from

the retarding voltage. Staib (1972) has recently described

a retarding analyser in which the hi5her—cnergy ions which have

passed through the retarding barrier are focussed away from the

detector, so that only ions with just sufficient energy to pass

the barrier are detected: this allows measurement times to
‘ be greatly reduced. Such an analyser combines the better features

of retarding analysers and differential analysers, to be described

below, and could be usefully employed in future work on field-
ionization.

Time of flight spectrometers include quadrupole

spectrometers, in which ions of a particular mass and energy are

selected by an oscillating electric . field. The energy resolution
is relatively poor,and as with the other time—0f-flight spectrometer,

F11

an

both mass and energy contribute to any spectrum measure they

are not suitable for the present application.
The third class of spectrometer is that of the dispersive

energy analysers. These include both electrostatic and magnetic

types. Magnetic spectrometers use a shaped magnetic lens to

deflect an ion beam and focus ions of a particular mass/charge

ratio on a detector: as they actually focus ions of a particular
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momentum, energy spectra can be obtained by a scan across a
small mass range. The mass-sensitivity of a magnetic spectrometer
can be useful in determining the identity of a particular ionic
species, but also has disadvantages; as will be shown below,
the known absolute energy of ions of one m/ne value may be used
to determine the energy deficit of ions with another value, in
an electrostatic spectrometer, but this is not possible in a

magnetic spectrometer.

Electrostatic dispersive spectrometers use electrostatic
fields to separate ions of differing energies independently of their
mass. Plane, cylindrical, or spherical fields may be used to
focus ions in an energy range E to T E onto a detector. The

+

unoertainty in the measurement is now
1

%t.fE 11(2) argg
after a time t, and the time needed to scan a spectrum is greatly
reduced from that needed for the retarding analyser. Against this
advantage is that no absolute energy scale can be directly obtained.
Kuyatt and Plummer (1972) have described a spherical consenser
suitable for the measurement of the energies of field—emitted
electrons; an excellent energy resolution of4E/3 = 10-5 may be

obtained with this spectrometer if careful machining and alignment
procedures are followed. This spectrometer could be used in accurate
measurements of field-ion energy distributions, but cannot analyse
all energies simultaneously and so is not suitable for studying
field-evaporated ions.

A solution to this problem is to use a dispersive spectromete //
with a well-defined focal plane, at which a detector with spatial
resolution and single-particle sensitivity may be placed. Cylindrical
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and parallel—plate spectrometers may be designed with suitable
focal planes ( which must, of course, be outside the focussing
field if severe complications in detector design are to be avoided).‘ .~

k

Muller and Krishnaswamy (1973) have recently described a Mollenstadt
analyser for use in field—ion microscopy; this device apparently
has high resolution ( 5 10-5) but no focussing action, so that
an acceptance angle of less than 2.5 lO—4 radians is necessary,
thereby limiting the field-ion current to the unacceptably low
value of 1O-lOO ions/second. The design of an alternative
analyser using 900 electrostatic deflection was published
during the course of this work ( Krishnaswamy and Muller 1973)
and would be a reasonable alternative to the instrument described
below. x

2.5.2 Paral1el—P1ate Spectrometers.

Parallel—plate spectrometers have been described in
recent papers (Green and Proca 1970, Allen 1971) which are particularly
suitable for focal plane detection. By using an entrance angle of
300 for the ion beam ( fig (2.3)) both the source and the focal
point of the beam are outside the spectrometer in a field-free
region. This allows the use of a micro-channel plate intensifier
as a fooal—plane detector of the particles being analysed (Galanti,
Gott and Renaud 1971). Following Green and Proca, the design of
a spectrometer suitable for field-ion microscopy may be derived as
follows.

Consider a source O, at a distance h from the speptemter’
I

emitting a beam of particles of charge ne from a potential V, 7

at an entrance angle G to the spectrometer. Taking Cartesian
coordinates x,y, the beam enters the spectrometer at
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X = h Cot 9.

Inside the spectrometer the equation of motion of the
particles is given by

d2v neE dgx = O-_._iL = _-_- I -_-_-
at2 m dt2

where E is the electric field inside the spectrometer.

Integrating, and taking t = O at the spectrometer entrance,

we obtain ' 2

% n e E t2 .y = ~ vt sin Q

so that y = O at t = O or t = 2 m v sin9/(neE).

%% = v cos 9, so the particle leaves the

spectrometer at
+ 2 m v2 sin9 cos9x = n cot9 nnew

Substituting % m v2 = neV, the trajectory of the ion outside the

spectrometer is given by

1 = (h + y) cot e + 2 V/E sin 2o (1)

We require the locus of the focal points of the spectrometer.

i.e. gg = O = (h + y) cosec29 - £32 cos 29
Y

‘ or h + y = Ail cos 29 sin29 (2)

Eliminating V, the focal line is given by

2‘L Qx = (h + y) cot 9 + % (h + y) ————j2£L**?%i%\\\
cos 29 sin‘ \



Rearranging, we obtain

Y
cos 29 tan 9' 1 + cos 29 11 9

31.

so that the focal plane is flat, and at an angle to the spectrometer

plates of I

tan-1 ( cos 29 tan Q )
( 1 + cos 29 )

The value of 9 at which aberrations of the snectrometer are a

minimum is obtained by the following expansion:- .

~ 2 9 ~ 3 3
X = + Kézl 2% +  “ é;—Z:§' + 000

d9 6 d9

2

A

Z1 ( 2A9 cos 39_‘ E ( sin9

/\
UJ

UJf\J

/—~

+

sin3Q sin9 ~_ cos39cosQ)A 93
sinlg )

)
O I O )

For Q = 30° the term in ($92 is zero and we have second order

focussing,with
Ax: 8 V 3

= "TAG (3)

as the change in at for an angular increment ofd G.

For O = 30° , from equations (1) and (2) above we have

X

SO 'X

= (h+y)~/-3‘ +

‘ vand h+y=2-5

V
= ;—§é£§ and y = gg — h on the focal line (4)

- 1and Q( = tan 1 —3-75 = 10.920 (5)

The dispersion of the spectrometer, that is, the distan the
focal plane by which the focus moves for a small increment in V,

is given by
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or dispersion D = Z5? = Jgy (6)

so that there is a linear relation between position and energy.

2.5.3 Mechanical Size of Spectrometer.
The design of a practical parallel-plate spectrometer

is governed by various considerations, including the total ion
energy, the energy spread, the resolution required, the mechanical

size of the source, and the linear resolution of the detector.
For the field—evaporated ions the energy and energy spread

were expected to be 5-15 KV and 200-500 V respectively, from the

atom-probe spectra shown above. The resolution required for a useful
study of field—ion energy spectra is of the order of 1 volt, or better.
The linear resolution of a proximityefocussed channel-plate
detector is typically of the order of l0 line-pairs/mm.Magnetically
focussed channel—plate intensifiers (Turner et al 1969) have

somewhat higher resolution, but the presence of a large magnetic

field close to the spectrometer was felt to be undesirable. ~

Proximity—focussed chevron channel—plates (Bendix Corp.) have the

advantage of very high gain, and can be used for the_detection:of
single ions (Brenner and McKinney 1972) but according to the manufacturers

have a resolution of only 4 lp/mm.

Taking l0 1p/mm as the detector resolution, for a spectrometer

to resolve 1 volt gives a dispersion D = 0.1 mm/volt =/‘57l?\\\
or E = 26.4 volts/mm as the spectrometer field. For a §0»mm diameter

channel-plate the width of the spectrum would be 500 volts.
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The total ion energy at which this could be attained

depends on the physical size of the instrument, and the width A9

of the beam which is to be accepted. The maximum ion energy

Vmax which will arrive at the detector without intercepting the
I

charged condenser plate is given by

E <1 = vmax sin2(3O +Ao)
where d is the spacing of the

condenser plates. Taking d = 70 mm, which is a convenient size,

x == V = 610 mm, for the field calculated
max 2:1. max

above, and for A9 = 30.

. Taking x xmax
= 550 mm, say,

A V = 235 03E = 5,6 KV for E = 26,4 V/mm.

We therefore ex;-ect the detector to be good enough to resolve

1 volt at a total energy of 5,6 XV, with a 500 volt energy window.

Is this compatible with the energy resolution of the analyser itself?
From (3) above, AX = §-TQZAQ3.

This corresponds to an energy spread on the detector of

Av = Ax Seooz 1) = 16/315 VAQ3

or (8% = 3.1[_\Q3.

' 3
Green and Proca quote AV/V as l.6A9 : although they do not

E explicitly state it, this presumably l'al~:es into account the shape

of the spectral line obtained from a uniform beam;

.¢-]-Tm _f"“]__ -—>
K

9 9+-A9 , ,

V V+4v
é-- 3'! -)

x
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0 » 3 . -4For Ac = 3 ,Av/v = 1.049 = 2,3.,1o .

For V = 5,6 KV, 45V = 1,3 volts.
We therefore see that our initial selection of dimensions

is not far wrong, and a very small reduction hqlwdll give the
required 1 volt resolution, at the lower end of the total energy

. . . . . 0range required. This resolution is obtained at a beam cone-angle of 3O .

Furthermore, no lensexare needed for this system, so there is no

danger of artefact peaks in the spectrum due to chromatic lens
aberrations, at the large spread in ion energies which can be

simultaneously accepted and measured.

The spacing between the condenser and the detector may

now be calculated. From equation (4)

- y = V/213-h=lO6-h
or y + h = 106 mm.

Therefore, as y must not be negative, h»<lO6 mm, and h = 50 mm

was taken as a convenient distance between the specimen and the

earthed condenser plate.
2.5.4 Frinfring Fields.

The analysis above assumes that the condenser plates
extend to infinity in all directions, and that there is no disturbance
of the field at the entrance and exit apertures of the spectrometer.
In practice the spectrometer has to be confined within a small
vacuum system and so the potential of surfaces outside the

spectrometer must be screened by establishing equipotentials
at the edges of the plates. A simple iterative calculation of the
potential inside the capacitor showed that the desired scr ing
could be readily attained by using thin equispaced paralgeifjires,
suitably charged by a potential divider chain, at the edges of the
parallel plates, provided that the plates were reasonably wide.
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It had been anticipated (Green and Proca 1970) that
the entrance and exit apertures of the spectrometer, which need

to be large for ease of alignment as well as to provide the desired
energy bandwidth of the detector, would need to be covered with wire
mesh to establish the local fields. However, initial experiments
without such meshes showed that the spectrometer could still be

adjusted sufficiently well to provide the required resolution. The

only effect of the fringing fields was to alter the curvature of
the line focus obtained on the detector ( the spectrometer, of
course, only focusses the beam in one dimension). As this did not
interfere with the use of the spectrometer, and as introducing
meshes mould have reduced the transmission efficiency of the
analyser, and introduced a source of secondary electrons, they were

not fitted to the spectrometer.

5

2;5.5 Mechanical Construction.
It was decided that the spectrometer should initially be

built for use in a modest vacuum, and, if results justified it,
that a more sophisticated version should be built from ultra-high
vacuum compatible materials. Although the spectrometer performed

well up to the theoretical predictions, considerations of time and

expense prevented the construction of the UHV version, and the

results presented here were obtained with the trial version.
The spectrometer plates have to be maintained flat, parallel, e

and insulated from one another over a working area of some 700x75 mmé.

They must also be non-magnetic. Aluminium allo; was chosen/for\the
material of the trial design; flat glass plates with a cdndgctive

tin oxide or gold coating could perhaps be used for a bakeable

version.The spectrometer plates were milled as flat as possible
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after bolting them down on a backing plate. Entrance and exit
apertures were milled in the 12mm thick earthed plate: the

surface adjacent to te apertures and outside the condenser

was profiled so that the beam was not intercepted. The Slight residual
0

-Lcurvature in the grounded plate_was removed using a parallel bar,
outside the condenser, as a brace( fig (2.4)). This also supported,

via a framework, PTFE insulators which held the charged plate in
position.The equipotential wires were held in equispaced grooves

machined 5 mm apart in four PTFE rods at the corners of the charged

J plate: the parallel ends of these rods also held the condenser

plates parallel. The wires were 38 swg bare copper, and small

stainless steel springs held each wire in tension. An internal
chain of 13x 1M 5f resistors was used to supply the potential for the

wires. The whole spectrometer was designed to be supported hanging*
vertically from one end, so that the plates rould not sag. Following

this machining, the alloy parts of the spectrometer were cleaned by

immersion in caustic soda solution, followed by a brief immersion in
dilute nitric acid, to remove surface films of grease, etc. Charging

of the oxide film on the plates did not appear to be a problem, and

no attempt was made to modify their surface ( i.e. by gold plating}.

2.5.6 The Field Ion Source.

The field~ion specimen was supported on a manipulator

system which allowed the ion beam to be aligned with the spectrometer

** My thanks go to Hr. D Starnell for machining p rts\for the
‘ 1

spectrometer.
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and which allowed some choice of the area on the specimen from

which the ions were derived. This was achieved using a pair of

concentric shafts sealed through the wall of the vacuum system

using PTFE Seals ( "7iLl$ |q'?2- ). The specimen was supported
I

on the inner shaft, and the fieldwion microscope screen, with a

2 mm probehole, was carried on the outer shaft. The inner shaft

could be rotated relative to the screen, to allow a 1-dimensional

choice of emitting area; sliding this shaft in or out allowed

the entrance angle of the beam to the spectrometer to be adjusted.

Rotating the inner and outer shafts together allowed the beam to be

steered in the transverse plane, and sliding them simultaneously

allowed the position of the focal plane to be moved until it coincided

with the plane of the detector. This was further facilitated by

mounting the detector on a pair of rails attached to the earthed

analyser plate, so that it could be moved perpendicular to the plates

via a stainless steel bellows and an external screw. As this motion

disturbed the focus of the camera system (see below) this operation

was only used for initial alignment of the system.

The field—ion specimens were spot-welded onto lmm diameter

nickel tubes, which were then push—fitted onto a nickel pin which

passed through a recrystallized alumina tube 3 mm in diameter overall;

this tube served as the high-voltage insulation for the specimen.

The alumina tube passed through a copper block, to which a heavy

flexible copper braid was attached. The other end of the braid

was bolted to a copper block brazed into the end of a 250 mm length

of thin-walled stainless tubing, which served a a c yostat.

The copper block carrying the specimen was a push-fit into a

stainless-steel sleeve which served as a mantle around the specimen:

this sleeve was attached to the inner rotating shaft of the manipulator
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by a length of thin stainless steel strip, which provided some

thermal insulation for the specimen. Judging by the quality and
stability of the field—ion images which were obtained, the specimen
temperature was very close to the temperature of the coolant in the
cryostat. Liquid nitrogen and occasionally pumped nitr0gen—oXygen
eutectic were used as coolants.

The high voltage was carried to the specimen on a thin
flexible molybdenum wire, routed so as to avoid deflecting the trajector\
of the ion beam. The field-ion image was viewed directly from the
specimen side of a layer of FFl2 ZnS phosphor deposited on a tin—oxide
coated glass disc, using a silicate binder. This screen was later
modified and insulated, for reasons thich will be described below.

2.5.7 The Detection Qystem.

The feasibility of using this type of analyser to detect
single ions relies on the availability of an extended detector
with sufficient gain and sufficiently high spatial resolution
and with sufficiently small background noise level. The microchannel-
plate is now commonly used in field—ion microscopy to convert the
image current of gas ions into an amplified electron current (Turner
et al 1969). The microchannel plate is a closepacked array of
semiconducting glass tubes, each approximately lmm long and
40 um or less in diameter. A potential of order l KV is applied
along the tubes, via a metal film deposited on the surface of the
plate. Each incident ion creates a number of secondary electrons,
and these are amplified by an avalanche process within the channel
to produce an amplified output pulse of electrons at the far side
of the plate. The gain of the plate is varied by varying the applied
voltage, and may be as high cs lO5 at relatively high voltages

:1
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(1500 volts) (Mullard datasheet). It has been found that the size of

the output pulse obeys an exponentially decreasing type of distribution
at low applied voltages, but approaches a saturated type of distribution
at high gains, with a rather more constant number of electrons

produced by each incident ion ( see Acta Electronics 14.2, 1971).

The output pulse of electrons must be recorded in such a

manner that the position of the emitting channel is recorded. Various

possibilities arise. The electrons could be used to expose a

film directly, by using a high electrostatic field and a magnetic

field to focus them onto a thin mica window separating the vacuum

chamber and 3 nuclear emulsion outside the chamber; this mechanism

is used in Spectracon image intensifiers ( McGee et al 1969) and

is very efficient, but is relatively cumbersome to construct and

operate. A better solution is to proximity-focus the electrons

onto a phosphor screen, using a high accelerating voltage ( 5 KV )

and a small gap (1 mm), so that the resulting scintillation is

small and bright. Using such a system it is possible to attain a

resolution of 10 lp/mm (Turner1967). The phosphor can be deposited

on a fibre-optic plate, which serves as a vacuum window and couples

the light from the phosphor onto a film held against its surface;

the optical coupling is very efficient, and Galanti et al (1971),

who used this system for the output from their parallel-plate

spectrometer, were able to record individual ions. This system has

the disadvantagssthat a) it requires a non-standard, and therefore

expensive, fibre—optic window and b) the light output from the

phosphor cannot be monitored visually wheé\a;§hotograph is being

recorded.This is a serious problem when the spectrometer is being

used to record transient spectra, such as those of pulse—evaporated

ions.
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The light output from the phosphor may most conveniently

be recorded by using a plane glass window and a close—up lens system

to couple the light onto standard 35 mm film. As lenses are very

inefficient light—gatherers, compared to fibre—optics, it is important

that Wide—aperture optics are used. A very efficient way of

collecting the light from a phosphor (Cartwright 1971) is to use

two short-focus wide—aperture lenses front-to-front: the phosphor

is at the focus of one lens , and the film is at the focus of the
other. The light reaching the film is then of the order of 0,4 %

of that emitted by the phosphor, using a Dallmeyer fl,9 lens

as the first lens, and a Canon f,€9 lens on the camera. The number
photons

of / reaching the film for each incident ion may now be calculated

as (gain of channe1—plate)x(acceleration voltage)x(phoe;hor efficiency)x
x(optical efficiency)/(photon energy)

A =1o4x5ooox1o'1x4x1o'3x;3;=5103.
The demagnification of the lens System is aproximately 2/5, so

the number of photons per unit area of film is approximately

3 106 photons/mm2, which is marginally enough to cause a significant
exposure of the film, according to the manufacturers data: the two

fast films used in this study were Kodak Tri-X (nominally 400 ASA)

and Kodak 2475 recording film (4000 ASA). The Tri-X was developed

for 15 minutes in D 76 developer, diluted 1:1, at 20°C, to ensure

maximum speed and contrast. The 2475 was developed in DK 50.

Although 2475 is nominally faster than Tri-X, it has a much higher

background noise level, and Tri—X was found to be very staisfactory
for this work.

Tests made at low ion-current v s showed that individual

ions could indeed be recorded on film, providing that the channel—plate

was operated at high gain (operating voltage 1200-1500 volts).
Even at the highest voltage possible there was still a fairly wide
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variation in the density of the individual spots on the film,
due to the lack of completely saturated channel-plate gain.

It is felt that the major portion of the ions produced scintillations
bright enough to be recorded, and the detection efficiency is
estimated as (open area of channel-plate) x (recording efficiency)

er 65:-1 x (say 807$) =.=.- 50%.

2.5.8 Noise Level. ' -

Two sorts of channel—plate noise may be identified.
Firstly, there are usually some permanently-emitting ‘lit-up‘
channels, which appear in all photographs and may be eliminated
by inspection. The channe1—plate used in this analyser (Bendix

50 mm diam. x 40 pm channel) had only a small number of such

channels at one time (6.5). Secondly, there are random output pulses

from channels; these are a rapidly increasing function of the
applied voltage, and become prohibitively frequent at channel—plate

voltages above about 1500 volts, except under pulsed conditions
as will be described below (Chapter 7). By using suitable exposure ‘

times at any given channel-plate voltage and for any particular
experiment, as detailed below, no insuperable problems with channel-

plate noise were found.

I
02.5.9 Vacuum System and Electronics.

The vacuum chamber for the spectrometer was machined

from lengths of aluminium alloy tubing, which were joined together

using Varian Torrseal epoxy resin, which has an extremely low
/,

vapour pressure. Joints between the ch mben and windows, etc., were

made using Viton O—rings. Pumping was b 2" liquid-nitrogen
trapped oil diffusion pump and a 6" diameter titanium sublimation

pump, giving a residual vacuum of approximately l 1O 7 Torr.
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This was adequate to give stable field-ion emission from the
refractory metals (W, Re, Rh, Mo). As explained above, it was
originally intended that the vacuum system and analyser should
be the prototype for a fully UHV stainless steel system. Although

I
the second analyser was not built, for reasons of expense and time,
the prototype analyser worked well, and a careful choice of
experiments, keeping the vacuum limitations in mind, allowed useful
data to be obtained.

’

Research grade gases were supplied dynamically to the
vacuum chamber from glass flasks (BOG). The pressure in the analyser,

_:when field-ion spectra were being recorded, was kept low (<:5 10 U)

so that the mean free path of the ions was large compared to the
length of the flight-path to the detector.

The specimen high voltage was supplied from a Brandenburg
Q-series 30 KV generator, adjusted using a ten-turn helipot. The
generator was calibrated using a Computing Techniques resistive
voltage divider and a Fluke secondary standard differential voltmeter.
The generator performed well up to its specified stability'(40ppm§-M
and no problems due to drift of the tip voltage were experienced.

The high—voltage supply to the energy analyser was

derived from a VG Electronics type f“5*‘1-5KV generator. The output
of this unit can be set digitally to better than one volt; the
stability and ripple performance of this supply were checked using
the Fluke differential voltmeter and an oscilloscope, and were
also found to be more than adequate.

The value of the current-limiting resistor between the
Brandenburg generator and the specimen was adjusted according to

J‘I _£l $7the experiment in progress. For studying rield-ion spectra a 25 MJI
resistor was used; it was found that if the more conventional
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value of 1 GSX was used a stable energy spectrum could not be
readily attained, with fluctuations of a few volts being observed.
This was not unexpected, as leakage currents of the order of 1 nA,
which would produce such fluctuations, imply a resistance of approximately
lOl3Jl between the tip and ground potential. Reducing the limiting
resistor to 25 ETSL reduced any instabilities to less than the resolution
of the energy analyser. The limiting resistor was reduced to 10 K51
during experiments in which negative pulses were applied to the
screen, as will be described below.

2.6 Summary.

In the first part of this chapter a brief review of
energy-analytical techniques in FIM showed how useful information
on field—ionization and on the performance of the atom-probe can
be obtained. Some areas of current interest, such as field—adsorption
and plasmon losses, were mentioned. The severity of the experimental
requirements of energy-analytical techniques in FIM were outlined,
and a review of energy-analysers discussed the ability of various
instruments to meet these requirements. An energy—analyser of
potentially high sensitivity and resolution was selected, and
its design and construction described in some detail. The use
of a single micro-channel plate intensifier as a focal-plane
detector, and in particular its ability to record single ions
on film, were discussed.

'

The next chapter will describe the experimentally—determined
performance of the energy analyser,\and the operating procedures
adopted; the use of the energy analyser in field—adsorption
experiments will also be described. The energy analysis of
field—evaporated ions will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3.

3.1.1 Alignment.

The full resolution of the energy analyser is only

attained when the focal plane of the ion beam coincides with

the input side of the channel-plate detector. Once an unfocussed

beam of image-gas ions had been obtained on the detector the

analyser could be focussed accurately by an iterative adjustment

of the mechanical positions of the tip, the screen, and the detector.
I

>

i PEREORZI-i§.:T\T_C@,_OF THE AXALYSER: FIELD, imsgoagpgoiq.
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xThe beam was generally focussed using the helium field-ion signal

from a bright part of the specimen, at best image voltage. The ii

energy spread of the helium ions at BIV is known from the work of

previous investigators, outlined above, to be of the order of 1 volt

or less. A comparison of the relatively well focussed and grossly

unfocussed conditions is shown in fig (3.1). It should be noted

that in the photographs of the detector output shown here and

elsewhere, the energy scale is vertical, with the lowest energy

ions producing scintillations at the top of the detector. The

analyser focusses the ion beam in one dimension only, so a

(diverging) monoenergetic beam of ions arrives along a line on

the detector. The curvature of this line, as explained above, is y

partly due to fringing fields at the entrance and exit slits of

the condenser.

Care was necessary when aligning the spectrometer to

ensure that a false focus was not obtained. Such foci may be reached

when:- .

. a) the beam-angle is reduced by intersection with the edge

of one of the apertures in the system
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b) the focal plane of the oeam intersects the detector at an

angle, so that a sharp focus is only obtained at one point of the

detector

c) the probe-hole aperture is only partially illuminated

by one Small, brightly emitting, area of the specimen. This has

thr ffect of artificially reduciny the diverence of the beam,

so the resolution of the analyser (l.6g§93) is apparently improved.

As soon as the probehole is moved to a uniformly emitting area the

analyser is seen to be out of focus. Equally, if two separate

emitting areas of the specimen lie under the probehole of the

out-of-focus analyser, an artificial splitting of the energy

spectrum into two peaks may be obtained.

3.1.2 Linearity and Dispersion.

The linearity of the analyser was checked by measuring the

position on the detector of the spectral line as a function of

specimen voltage, at a fixed analyser voltage. The results are

plotted in fig (3.2). As may be seen, the plot is linear, within

the accuracy of the measurements. The dispersion measured from this

graph corresponds well with the theoretical value (O,F45 mnn!Vo[E)_

3.1.3 Stray Eagnetic Fields.
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In any ion-optical system there may be unacceptable

deflections of the ion beam by stray magnetic fields. An ion of

charge ne which has been accelerated by a potential E will be
deflected into a path with a radius

1._£"__‘L_ l’_21_h1_Y».l
_ neB ' B n e

' where B is the magnetic field.
For small deflections the beam will be deflected sideways by
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a distance L2/Pr after a flight of distance L. In the case of
the energy analyser the beam is striking the detector at a

glancing angle of incidence, and the observed deflection will
be approximately (

2jD._..L_.'° 1’ _.
— 2r sin §3O — ll) .

The magnetic field in the vicinity of the prototype

analyser was investigated using a Hall—effect gaussmeter. The

relevant component of the magnetic field was found to be around
_5 A_5

10 T and was reduced to 6’lu T by reorienting the analyser.
The direction of this field was in a direction such as to deflect
the positive ions towards the low-energy end of the spectrum.

The calculated deflections for various ions are tabulated below,

for E = 10 KV. "

m/n 4 D,mm A AE,volts
+.n ' 1 0,24 4,27.

He+ 4 ‘ 0,12 T 2,14

n.+ 20 0,038 0,68

w3* 61,3 0,031 0,55

Mo2+ 48 0,035 0,62 2

m03* 32 0,031 0,55

3.1.4 Resolution.

. The energy resolution of the analyser may be tested
by energy-analysing the field-ion current produced by a mixture
of helium and neon, at a suitable field. The two gases will produce
ions from their respective critical distances with energy deficits
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of approximately (I - ¢) where Q is the metal work function and

I is the gas ionization potential. The highest energy ions of the
helium and neon will there fore be separated b a can of -l Y e .

I -I =2A1§-21/;;_~_1 ev,
He Ne "4 "7 '3

Fig (3.3a) shows a field—ion energy spectrum from

neon alone. There is seen to be a narrow high—intensity high—energy

line corresponding to ionization at the critical distance. As

expected, there is also a long tail to the low-energy side of the main

peak, corresponding to ionization further from the surface, since

the field used for this experiment was relatively high( well above
neon BTV). When helium is added to the system a second bright
line appears in the spectrum (fig(3.3b)). This line corresponds

to the ioxization of helium at its critical distance, and remains

undisturbed when the neon is pumped from the system. The resolution
of the 3volt separation of the neon and helium lines at a specimen

voltage of ~6E<IV implies an energy resolution of A3/E 2.’ 6-/0-!’
after making some allowance for the effect of magnetic fields.
This compares quite favourably with the theoretical resolution
for a perfectly aligned spectrometer of-m-10-4 .

3.1.5 Recording Time and Detector Noise.

Useful records of field-ion spectra could be obtained

with film exposure times of between a fraction of a second and

some tens of seconds, depending on the intensity of the feature
under study. The channel—pl2te gain could be reduced to obtain
a spectrum from a very large number of ions without saturation of
the film, at the expense of losing any very faint peaks in the

spectrum. This also reduced the background noise from the
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channel—plate, which limited exposure times for field—ion signals

to 30 seconds or so, when operated at high gain. A more serious

noise problem with the field-ion signal was caused by ‘signal induced

noise‘. This was the occurrence of a random faint background
.

o . ' .
signal which only appeared in the presence of a bright field—1on

signal. This was probably"due to secondary electrons liberated

from surfaces touched by the beam, or to ions scattered from such

surfaces. This background noise was independent of pressure at

a sufficiently low pressure, and was therefore not due to gas¢phase

collisions. The background detector noise could in principle

be removed by using a lov—1ight-level TV camera interfaced to a

multichannel-analyser to store the spectrum digitally, so that a

very large number of ions could be detected and stored, and so that

the background noise level could be subtracted from the total.
Signal-induced noise can only be removed by removing the source

of the noise ( eg by using a weak electric field to repel secondary

electrons away from the detector).
In the case of experiments involving the detection of a few

field—evaporated ions at widely-scattered energies, any background

noise was felt to be unacceptable. The pulser used to evaporate

the ions was therefore triggered by the electronic-flash shutter

I
+3Q.

‘.10

U7

contacts on the camera, using a 1/60 second exposure . reduced

the background noise level, measured from blank experiments, to

around 5 or less random signals over the whole channel-plate area.
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It was shown in Chapter 2 that experiments on field
ionization can be very sensitive to the presence of contaminants
in the vacuum system. For this reason, the (relatively) poor

vacuum of the prototype analyser limited the use of the analyser

to experiments insensitive to small traces of contaminants; that is,
to experiments at high fields using refractory metal specimens, so

that the field itself would provide a barrier to the contaminants,

and at high pressures of the gases involved in the experiment, so that
contaminant effects would be swamped.

A further limitation, which was accepted when the analyser

was designed, was in the resolution of the analyser; this was

intended to be suitable for the measurement of the energies of

field-evaporated ions, under pulsed conditions. As has been demonstrated

by Utsumi (1973) there are interesting experiments to be performed

on, for example, the detailed shape of the spectral line obtained

at best image field. However, these experiments require an analyser

with a resolution of 0.1 eV or better: although the parallel-plate
analyser could be made to operate with a resolution approaching

this, by restricting the angular divergence of the beam accepted

by the analyser, the limited spatial resolution of the channel—plate

detector in the present instrument wouldrweventthe extra resolution

from being usefully employed.

For these reasons the experiments on field-ionization
were limited to those in which a resolution of 2-4 volts was

acceptable, at least in the initial stages. -
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3.3.1 Field Adsorption: Previous Work.

It was assumed for a long time that the surface of a

field-ion emitter was perfectly clean and free from adsorbates,

since field—ion micrographs of refractory metals imaged in helium
I

showed perfectly regular crystallographic structures; it was

believed that the electric field acted as a barrier by ionizing
contaminants, while the helium itself was not expected to be

significantly adsorbed at 200K or 780K. When ‘promoted’ images

were obtained, in which a helium-ion image of enhanced resolution
was obtained at a lower field than normal by adding a few percent

of neon or hydrogen to the helium, Muller (1967) attributed the

effect to the ability of the promoting gas to act as an intermediate
collision partner between the incoming energetic image gas and the

cold metal surface, enabling the image gas to be accommodated

readily to the specimen temperature.

Following the development of the atom-probe it became

apparent that inert gases can be adsorbed for long periods of time
on the surface even at relatively high temperatures. Muller,Panitz
and McLane (1969) reported that sharp neon and helium peaks were

sometimes obtained as well as the metal peaks in the mass spectrum.

It was clear that the gases must be adsorbed semipermanently

on the surface, in view of the short length of the desorption

pulse and the low ambient gas pressure.

Following the introduction of the channel-plate image—intensifier
Q

(Turner and co-workers 1969), Schmidt and coeworkers (1971)

observed ‘hopping bright spots‘ on the field-ion image when

neon was added at low pressures QylO-8 Torr)to the helium imaging

gas. This was attributed to an enhancement of helium ionization
when a neon rather than a helium atom was adsorbed on the surface.
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Rendulic (1971, 1972) used a photomultiplier to measure screen
brightness, and hence quantitatively measured the enhancement

produced by adding neon to helium. Rendulic, and Janssen (1973)

measured the lifetime of an adsorbed neon atom on the surface
I

under imaging conditions; Janssen showed that the lifetime was

given fairly accurately be an equation of the form

e 2(%ruF + E)t -- to exp ( 0 k T O)

where to = 1/% = 1Q“I2 _ 10-14 sec

no = 300-600 cal/mole
and fo is a factor whose derivation will be outlined below. The

lifetime at any particular surface site is a large fraction of a

second at 780K, in the presence of helium imaging gas.

Boyes (l97l,l974) has observed field-adsorbed films of
argon and xenon on iridium, using neon—ion microscopy. He found

that the degree of coverage of the specimen surface was a sensitive
function of the local field at any point. Some interaction -

between the xenon atoms was evident, as only complete films
were stable; this was not the case for argon films.

Krishnaswamy and Muller (lj72,l973) measured the field—ion
energy spectrum of helium and noon in the presence of hydrogen.
They found that there were ions in the sjectrum with higher
energies than would normally be observed — that is, ions originating
bet een the metal surface and the normal critical distance for ionization
were observed. They attributed these ions to the desorption of
fieldsadsorbed image-gas by the electron shower from hydrogen

ionizing far from the specimen surface. This result was not generally
acceptable at the time, in view of the small cross—section for
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electron impact desorption found in other experiments, and

the possibility was raised that the high-energy signal was due

to a'ghost' spectral line produced by the Mollenstadt analyser,

which is capable of producing such artefacts. It will be confirmed
.

below that the high—energy ions are not produced in this way, but

are genuine.

3.3.2'Theory¥o:<Leeld5Adsorption.

J
1:

‘-M

The currently-held theory of field-adsorption was put

forward by Tsong in 1970. He pointed out that a gas atom which is
polarized by the high field at the surface will be attracted to the

surface by image forces; providing that the surface atoms are polarizable

an electrostatic image dipole will be induced in the surface. This

will produce a short—range binding force, in addition to the

long-range %1xF2 binding energy, which confines a thermally—accommodated

atom to the vicinity of the high-field region around the specimen.

The field experienced by a gas atom of polarizability<Xa at a distance

d from a metal atom of polarizability gLm is

‘r; = + (3?1(Y>m-?1)—'5m)/<13

where E = °RFn F0 is the applied field, and' is a unit vector.
L

\I

Similarly, for the metal atom

Em = '50 + (3a<;a.t>_ta>/<13 .

These may be combined to give the potential energy of the gas atom

U = -~.~.»OLF (ll*i_@ )
8. - 3,

Q7
U2

J

Ol\)

/\

/\
l—'

E--3,-¢><fF28.8.0
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Substitution of known values for the atomic radii and

polarizabilities, and assuming that v%l= 3,44 A3, which is derived
from experiments on field-evaporation and, as shown in Chapter l,
is subject to some doubt, leads to local adsorption energies,
given by .1; ;,<a(£a.»- 1) , of 'o,13 eV for 12¢ at 4,5 v/ii, of
0,14 eV for Ne at 3,75 vfK, and of 0,15 eV for Ar at 2,2 v/x.
These are of the correct order of magnitude to give lifetimes
which are near the experimentally observed values.

While Tsong's theory clearly contains a large part of the
truth, it is a simplified version of the real situation. In

“$3H

ticular, the use of only the first polarizability o(m may be

questioned. Buckingham and Orr (1967) define the energy of a molecule

in a field as a pOW8T series
U = pF + ~?;uF2 + 1/<5@F3 + 1/24xF4 + . .

Here p is the permanent dipole moment and Q , 3 are the first and

second hyperpolarizabilities respectively. Q = O for all cases
in which the molecule has two-fold symmetry, such as, for example,

a spherical helium atom. Huller and Tgong (1973) introduce terms in
F4 into a refined version of the simple image force theory of field-

surface atom
evaporation. However, a metal / is not in a symmetric situation;
part of it is exposed, and part of it is immersed in the sea of
conduction electrons. Under these circumstances it seems unwise

to reject terms involving;@ and F3 at least until some estimate

of the magnitude of Q becomes available.

3.3.3 Energy Analysis and Field Adsorptiqn

The position at which the majority of the field—ion
current is formed at BIV is given by (Muller and Tsong 1969)
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, 2 -1 P2exc = I — Q - e Ubggc) + $1 (Ma—WQ

and ions will therefore have an energy deficit
ZKEX = potential at point of formation + image potential

c
of the ion

Xc . 2 -1= e F(X) dx + e (l61TgOxc )
0

= I — ¢ + small polarizability term

An ion formed from an atom which was originally in
contact with the metal surface will have a deficit of approximately

2 —l¢:XEadék (:\ + rads)F + e ( l6W’£o(rads+)L))

where JK is the penetration depth of the field, of the order of
0,2 to 0,9 A (Taylor l9'iO))and rads is the atomic radius of the
adsorbate.

The difference in energies of the two ions is then approximately

AE - I - - (>\+r )1?‘ - e?(16’7f{o(r+1))'1' ' ads

This derivation assumes that none of the kinetic energy

of an exciting electron is transferred to the ion desorbed from

the surface. This is not necessarily the case. Clampitt (1972)

has reported experiments in vhich inert-gas atoms were adsorbed

on a cooled copper substrate, and desorbed by low-energy electrons
under zero-field conditions. He found that a proportion of the
atoms were desorbed as excited neutrals, with a mean kinetic
energy of 4 e? for Ar* atoms desorbed by 93 eV electrons. The

remaining atoms were desorbed as singly—charged ions, with kinetic
energies in the range l-4 eV. The ions are presumed to be formed

by resonance ionization ( Hagstrum 1964 ), as the condition
I - I*5€ ¢ is met; here I is the first ionization potential and
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* e"‘*3I the first excitation/of the atom, and ¢ is the metal work function
Using these data in conjunction with the potential diagrams
of Hagstrum (1954), reproduced in fi5(3.4), suggests that the
equation for AXE should be modified ;

A13‘ =1 - §5 - (Aw T‘) F-e2(l6’/T£O(r' +;\,))"1 _

-
where r‘ is considerably less than the radius of a neutral
adsorbate atom and Cke is a kinetic energy in the range 1-4 eV.

The adjustment provided by these new parameters should more than

compensate for the fact that the coulomb-attraction image force
is not likely to be a very good description of the interaction
between the newly-formed ion and the metal surface which is in
close proximity. The separation of the spectral lines is
expected to be in the range 7 — 15 eV, and to be a decreasing
function of the field.

T

3.3.4 Experimental Results.
The experiment of Krishnaswamy and Muller (1973),in

which the energy spectrum of a mixture of hydrogen and helium or

neon is observed, was repeated. The results are illustrated by

fig (3.5a—c). Fig(3.5a) shows the energy spectrum from helium imaging

near to best image field, producing ions of a single energy. If the
helium is replaced by hydrogen, at the same field, the spectrum

is much broader and at a lower energy, corresponding to ionization
far from the surface; the bulk of the hydrogen ion are at too low

an energy to be seen in fig(3.5b). If and only if the helium and

the hydrogen are present together a second sharp line appears in the
spectrum to the high-energy side of the original helium line.
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A similar high-energy line is obtained in a mixture of hydroger
and neon, thereby confirming Krishnaswamy'v original experimental
results.

.

It is clear, in view of the high energy nd the sharpness
of the line, that the ions involved must originate close to the
surface. These ions must be either helium or neons ions dislodged
by electron impact as outlined, or possibly complex ions (e.g. HeH+

or NeH+). An attempt to distinguish between these possibilities,
by using field-ionized argon instead of hydrogen as a source of
low-energy electrons, was thwarted by the low ion current which
could be obtained from the argon at any reasonable pressure, at
fields high enough to ionize the helium or neon. Cartwright (1971)
has shown that at high fields the majority of the argon is supplied
by hopping down the specimen shank (Southon 1963), and a region
of intense ionization around the edges of the specimen reduces the
argon supply to the specimen endcap. This is ilustrated by a plot
of ion current vs. field for various gases and gas mixtures, for
a tungsten specimen (fig(3.6)).~This was obtained from an auxiliary
UHV field-ion microscope equipped with a probe-hole and an
electron multiplier/counting system to measure the current
(Cartwright measured the total screen current for the inert gases,
separately, using a channel-plate/phosphor/external photomultiplier).

The effect of a small quantity of argon on the neon
field-ion current is dramatic; observation of the field-ion
image under the conditions of fig(3.6) showed that the small
number of adsorbed argon atoms image extremely brightly, and apparently
drain the local supply of neon atoms away (Boyes 1974): when an
adsorbed argon atom was under the probe-hole the current was very
much l rger (approaching lO5ipS on the scale of fig(3.6)),
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At high fields the argon atom supply to the surface is reduced
and the neon-ion current reverts to its normal value.

The main argument which has been advanced against the
electron—impact desorption hypothesis is that the cross~section
for desorption under zero—field conditions is very low for
typical adsorbates, generally being around 5 10-22 mg ( Menzel 1975).
An estimate of the apparent average desorption cross—secticn
can be made from the energy-spectrum if the intensity of the
various peaks is known. An accurate measure of the intensity of
a peak can be made by counting the number of scintillationsof
which it is composed. A hand count of the scintillations in a

helium/hydrogen spectrum taken at the lowest field at which
appreciable helium ionization occurred ( 3,3 vfh) revealed
2760 ions in the broad hydrogen peak, 72 in the normal He+ peak,
and 48 in the high~cnergy peak. Assuming that each electron which
is produced by the ionization of hydrogen intersects an adsorbed
helium atom at the metal surface (i.e. there is a constant rapid
replenishment of the adsorbed film) then the average cross-section
(ignoring its variation with electron energy) is 48/276Ox(area of
a helium atom) /3 8,1 1o'22 m2.

e thus see that the apparent cross-section under these
conditions is comparable to that found in e1ectron—impact desorption
experiments. Swanson and Crouser(l963) suggested.that the low

I ¢cross-section in zero field is largely due to rapid neutralization
of the ion by electron capture from the adjacent metal; it seems

possible that the cross-section under field—ion conditions might
be slightly greater at higher fields, since the ion is rapidly
removed from the vicinity of the metal surface.
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Varying the field while the helium/hydrogen spectrum

was being observed showed that the normal helium peak and the

high-energy peak both faded at the same lower limit, at a field of
about 3,3 v/A, which is close to the field at which Fuller and

coworkers (1969) found that field—adsorbed helium ceased to

appear in atom-probe spectra. This is strong confirming evidence

that the high—energy signal is due to field-adsorbed helium, and

suggests that the presence of the field-adsorbed helium promotes

the normal helium-ion current; helium will still be supplied to

the surface at lower fields, even if it is not strongly adsorbed.

An attempt to measure the separation of the normal and high—energy

lines as a function of field, for comparison with the formula

derived above, was unsuccessful; the 3-4 volt resolution of the

analyser, while allowing it to be seen that the high-energy ions

were in the correct energy range, was too poor to allow any meaningful

comparison between theory and experiment. i

3.3.5 Conclusions and Suggestion for Further Work,
The existence of ions with unexpectedly high energies

in the spectra obtained from a mixture of hydrogen and helium or

neon is confirmed. The apparent cross-section for desorption,
assuming that the electron shower from field-ionized hydrogen is

responsible, is found to be at least of the right order of magnitude
for the electron-impact theory to be correct. This cannot be

proved until it is shown experimentally that the high—energ3 ions

are definitely He+ or Ne+, rather than a com lex hydride ion. This

should be possible to prove using a magnetic spectrometer. An

alternative method of proof, the substitution of argon for the

hydrogen as a source of low-energy electrons, was found to be
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made difficult in the present experiments by the low supply

of argon ions, and hence electrons, and by the effect on the

normal behaviour of the helium and neon due to the bright emission

from field-adsorbed argon. Scuthon (private communication) has

suggested that at higher temperatures the argon supply to

the specimen endcap at high fields will be increase§ and also

the residence time of adsorbed argon atoms will be decreased.

It may be possible in future experiments to strike a balance between

the higher argon supply at high temperatures on one hand, and the

lower residence time of field—adsorbed helium on the other. Assuming

that electron—impact desorption is a rapid mrocess it might also

be possible to correlate the arrival of a high—energy ion at

a detector with the arrival of a hydrogen ion shortly beforehand,

provided that the trajectories of both were suitable.

I

1
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It ownthat if a mass-spectrometer is used to analyse

the field—evaporation products from a refractory metal specimen 1n

poor vacuum the products are found to include many ions which

are attributable to the interaction of nitrogen, oxygen and

water vapour with the specimen. This is the case mhen the

evaporation is occurring at»a relatively low rate (a few planes per

second) or under pulsed evaporation conditions where there is
sufficient time between pulses for contaminants to build up on the

surface. At very high evajoration rates which are sustained for
the time necessary for many planes to evaporate, it is likely that
only the first plane to be evaporated will be severely affected
by corrosion processes: the supply of contaminants will be
inhibited at the evaporation field of a refractory metal by

the need for the contaminants to penetrate the high—field barrier
without being ionized. This field-ionized current of contaminants
may be seen with an energy analyser as a low-energy signal:
the contaminants have low ionization potentials compared to helium,

and at helium BIV or higher fields the; will mostly be ionized far
from the surface, if coming from the gas phase. This low-energy

signal may be used to determine whether or not the metal-ions

evaporated under a particular set of conditions are likely to
have been affected by corrosion processes. Provided that the number

of evaporated metal ions detected greatly exceeds the number of
contaminant ions caught in the same period of time, pure field-evaporation
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rather than corrosion is likely to be the dominant process.
This is not necessarily the case for non—refractory metals;
experiments in field desorption, to be described below, show that
under some conditions the field—evaporation behaviour of copper
and silver may be dominated by a thin film of contaminant, which is
resistant to field-evaporation and field-ionization.

In view of the relatively poor vacuum of the prototype
energy analyser it was clear that any attempt to superpose the

.-1

)4.

cl"
D’

metal ion spectra obtained by evaporating the specimen ' a
series of nanosecond pulses over a period of seconds would lead
to misleading results,if each pulse only removed a fraction of
a monolayer of the s~ecimen surface. To obtain sensible metal ion
spectra using pulsed eva oration it would be necessary ro remove
a minimum of 2 planes per pulse, in the hope that any field-adsorbed
impurities would evaporate aith the first plane to be evaporated.
This process leads to unacceptably high evaporation rates, using
nanosecond pulses: to obtain the required rate (n»1O9 planes/second,
sustained while 2 or more planes evaporate) the vacuum evaporation
field has to be raised to a value at which premature mechanical failure
of the specimen becomes a virtual certainty.

There is a much higher chance of success if the evaporation
pulse is some tens of microseconds long, rather than a few nanoseconds.
The evaporation rate is now of the order of 105 planes/second; the

5contamination is still 10 less than would be the case if the
rate was 1 plane/second (either continuous evaporation or repetitive
pulsed evaporation). Against this must be set the fact that the
energy loss processes due to pulse effects will be different to
those found under nanosecond-pulsed conditions, so that direct
comparison between the energy spectra and atom-probe spectra is not
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possible. There will still be pulse-effects: there is a high
probability that some ions will be evaporated during the relatively
slow rising edge of such an evaporation pulse. Provided that the
flat top of the evaporation pulse is maintained until the

r
>

evaporation rate has been reduced substantially b5 the blunting of

(D
Q

cF
(D

Q4

the specimen, very few of the ions will have been aff by the
falling edge of the pulse, rhich uill proabably fall over a time
long compared to the time taken for the ions to leave the specimen

field. Any energy losses which are intrinsic to the field—evaporation
process (plasmon losses, etc.) are expected to be insensitive to
the evaporation rate, and they will therefore be similar for the

\Pv ..L' -Lnanosecond and microsecond-pulse evaporation spectra.

4.2 Experimental Technicue.—__.:~_ _— __—: -_...¢$.-.-_'».- — 7- _ _v___ l
An electronic pulser capable of delivering positive

pulses with lengths between 30‘pS and lmS, with risetime and

falltime lessethan 300 nS, and pulse-height between 50 volts
and 6 kV, was constructed. This pulser uses two high-voltage
thyristor stacks as switches. One switch briefly connects a small

storage capacitor to a high voltage supply to commence the output
pulse; the storage capacitor maintains the output voltage during

i
s

the output pulse; the second switch then terminates the pulse by
0 Q 0 \discharging the capacitor. The microsecond pulse was coupled

to the specimen by a coupling capacitor (fig(4.l)) in the standard

atom-probe arrangement; the pulse line is now_n2t terminated by
. aa 5OJlresistor. The use of a terminated pulse line iould preclude

the use of this type of pulser and would require an unnecessarily
. . -

\high—powered pulse-generating circuit.
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The mode of operation of the energy analyser to detect
field—evaporated ions was as follows. The specimen was manipulated

until a suitable part of the image was over the probe—hole. The

specimen and screen positions were then adjusted until the image-gas

spectrum was properly focussed on the detector. The specimen voltage
was then adjusted until slight evaporation took place when a pulse
was applied. The pulser voltage was typically 1500 volts for
10 KV specimen voltage. The image gas was then removed and a large
increment of voltage was added to the specimen voltage ( typically
an extra 450 volts). The energy~ana1yser field was then adjusted
so that ions with a maximum energy ne(V . + V ) would betip pulse
detected at the high—energy end of the detector. The pulser
was then fired, using the ‘X’ electronic flash contacts on the

camera to trigger the iulse, using a shutter speed of 1/60 second

to minimize the background channel-plate noise on the spectrum.

U2
|,_v.

If any gnificant number of metal ions were seen to arrive at the
detector, further sgectra were recorded until the evaporation
rate was low again. The specimen and analyser voltages were then

raised again, and a further sequence of spectra recorded, without
readmitting any helium to the system. Then sufficient snectra had

been recorded the image gas was readmitted to the system, so that the
state of the field-ion image and the focus of the energy analyser

could be checked.
T

The background noise level using this technique was very

low. The number of apparent ions detected when the camera shutter
was operated with the pulser disconnected, or at too low a voltage

for evaporation to occur, was of the order of 5, over the whole

detector area. When evaporated ion spectra were being recorded
r 0the film was generally overdeveloped to ensure maximum contrast and
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the maximum chance of detecting weakly-recorded ions. The

development time was generally 15 minutes in 1:1 D 76 for Tri-X
film.

Some typical spectra are shown in fig(4.2). The scintillations
; .due to the arrival of individual ions are clearly seen. The

photographs of spectra were converted to histograms showing the

.-1
-1
pa.

<+
D‘

total number of ions an energy in a particular range. A

graticule of equispaced lines, with a radius of curvature the same

as that of a photograph of a helium spectrum, was ruled on
II ll

a celluloid film which was laid over a 10 x 8 print of the metal
spectrum; the number of ions recorded between adjacent lines
was then counted ‘by hand‘ to obtain the histogram. The energy
scale of the histogram was obtained from the movement of a helium
peak when a known voltage was added to the specimen voltage. The

results of this procedure for various molybdenum specimens are
shown in fig(4.2) and fi8(4-3): for large and small evaporations
per pulse respectively-

Two features of these spectra are noteworthy. Firstly,
the ions are found to have a very large energy spread, comparable
to that found in the atom—probe. In the atom-probe many evaporation
pulses are needed at a particular standing voltage and pulse voltage

,5before the evaporation rate drops to a low value. The majority of w

ions are therefore formed relatively close to the rapidly-falling ‘ Y

edge of the evaporation pulse and will expe;ience energy losses
as a result. In the case of the slow (80 or 500yS) pulses used

in the present experiments, considerable specimen blunting occurred
in the duration of an individual pulse, as very few ions were

4
lggenerally recorded on subsequent pulses. It might be argued that

0 a
K

t
only a few ions would be produced on the rising edge of the pulse)

I
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which is relatively short in duration, and the majority of the ions

would be evaporated at a constant voltage during the flat top of
the evaporation pulse. If this were to be correct we would expect

to see a spectrum with a substantially sharper peak than in the

'-'74
-'~4

(D

atom—pr0be, which is not the case. must therefore conclude that
either (1) the width of the spectrum is due to intrinsic energy

losses, which are unaffected by the evaporation pulse width, or

(2) substantial numbers of ions are formed during the rising edge

Of the Pulse, and relatively few during the peak of the pulse.

T The second feature which aroused interest may be seen

in fi8(4.2a). In a number of the spectra obtained from molybdenum

the hi@h—energy erd of the spectrum apparently contained two sharp

lines; these were not seen in spectra taken from tungsten specimens

which were otherwise similar to the molybdenum spectra shotn. The

apparent lines are largely obscured in the histograms by the

large bin—width used.

The origin of these spectral lines could be due either
1) to a mere statistical fluctuation in the density of ions arriving
on the detector, or I

2) to a 'ripple' on the supposedly flat top of the evaporation pulse,

3) to an intrinsic feature of the evaporation process.

Although statistical effects could in principle be

eliminated by careful repetition of the experiment, it is not possible

using the experimental technique described above to discriminate
between the other possibilities with certainty. However, pulse

effects can be eliminated by means of a simple experimental

modification, which is described below. This new technique allowed

the measurement of intrinsic energy losses of field-evaporated ions,

for the first time.
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4-3-1 Use of an Acceleration lectrcde,
The experimental technique used in these measurements

is related to the technique which is used in field—ion mass-spectro-

metry to introduce a beam of field-ionized molecules into a

H:
}._|.

N
G)

Q-'

magnetic spectrometer at a energy ( Beckey 1971 ). , i
In the present experiment we wish to obtain a beam of field—evaporated

metal ions which have all been accelerated through the same

potential, with the energy-spread of the beam not dependent on the

exact way in which the potential is applied: since the beam is to
be analysed by an electrostatic spectrometer whose focussing
properties depend on the angular components of the particle velocities,
it is important that no unwanted lens effects are introduced in the

process of obtaining the beam of ions.
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An electrode assembly which meets these requirements

is shown in fig(4.4). The specimen is connected to a stable voltage
V by a low-value limiting resistor (10 KJD. An electrically isolated
10 mm diameter stainless-steel mantle surrounds the specimen,

and is electrically connected to the microscope phosphor screen,

which is deposited on an electrically—isolated stainless—stee1 plate.
-L aA second, earthed, plate is positioned by alumina spacers accurately

parallel to, and lO mm behind, the phosphor screen. There is
a 1,5 mm diameter probe—hole in the centre of the phosphor screen,

beam of ions to pass into the spectrometer. The two probe-holes are

covered by small pieces of 80% transparent 500 cpi copper micromesh,
‘t

attached by conducting paint ('Aquadag') to the inside surfaces of

the plates.
The electrode assembly operates in the following manner.

The electric field at the specimen surface, which determines the

»
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evaporation behaviour, is determined by the difference in
potential between the specimen and the mantle/screen assembly.

However, the energy of any ion which leaves the specimen and enters
the spectrometer is determined by the difference in potential

I

between the specimen and the second, earthed, electrode. In effect,

2+
$3‘

CD

the space between the screen and second plate is an acceleration
region, which accelerates the ion through the exact potential
needed to give a beam of energy which is independent of the mantle

voltage (fig (4.4b)). This compensation only works if the mantle

voltage does not change by a significant amount during the transi
- -v

$0
5

DJ

time of an ion between the tip the second electrode. For a

10 KV Ir2+ ion this time is approximately 300 nS. If the mantle

voltage is to change by only 1 volt during this time, and a total
pulse voltage of 2 KV is ap lied to the mantle, then the pulse

risetime must be greater than 2000 X 300 nS = 600 PS. The 25 Mil
resistor in series with the pulse ensures that this condition is met,

by removing any pulse component with a time-constant less than
6 -1? . . . 125.10 x 50.10 " - 1250 FS, where 50 pF is approximately tne

$1
’_|~

¢!~
p-‘J

>4

screen stray capacity. The 10 Klresistor in series the specimen

is sufficiently low in value to ensure that stray capacitance between

the specimen and the mantle does not allow any of the 2 kV mantl
4

» .

Z

t

| e a

pulse voltage to be coupled to the specimen; the specimen time-
constant is approximately 0,5 S and is thus too small to allot~ ' ' . 1 ' - K," ' ~,\ .1,

TY"-5‘., .

W

any significant proportion of the slow pulse voltage to reach the

specimen. The 10 or 15 mS evaporation pulse, which is negative—going, ;n
W»--4'

was obtained from a vacuum-tube circuit which has been described

elsewhere (Taylor 1970).

The copper micromesh in the prube~h0les serves the dual

purpose of preventing field penetration through the probehole and,
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by defining the potential within the probehole, of ensuring

the probehole from acting as a strong lens. The potential at the

centre of a square aperture in a grid is given by (Heddle»197l,
I H!

5Staib 1972) V = 16 10-2 Fa, where V is in volts, F is the field
I 1‘

on one side of the aperture in voltsymetre, and a is the grid repeat

distance in metres. For the mesh used, the potential is
approximately 1,76 volts for a field in the acceleration region

of 2 105 volts/metre. This is the worst case; since the specimen

field is highest when the acceleration field is zero, most evaporated k

ions will pass through the grids when the field-penetration
voltage is close to zero.

A Strictly speaking, the acceleration region should be
1

constructed with concentric spherical electrodes, with the

specimen at the centre, so that off-axis ions are not deflected

by the acceleration field. However, the half-angle of the beam

selected by the probe-hole in the present apparatus is small; the

exit-angle of a particle after traversing the acceleration region

is given by a simple calculation as of = co (1 + v/vt)"?5‘,

where V is the voltage between the specimen and the screen, V ist
¢

the voltage across the acceleration region, and Q0 is the entrance

angle, which is small. For Vt = 10 KV, and V = 1,5 KV,

Gf = 9° x 0,933. The main effect of the change in angle is to cause

the ions to be diverging from a source which is further from the

screen; for a 10 mm acceleration region and a tip—screen separation

of 40 mm ,_9max = 0,019 radians and the source appears to be shifted

2,8 mm from the screen, along the axis of the specimen. This shift
will cause a slight worsening of the resolution of the analyser,

but will not cause any shift of the focal line at the detector
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(that is, no shift in the apparent energy of the beam). This
was checked by monitoring the arrival position andfocus of a

monoenergetic beam of helium ions, from a 10 KV specimen, as the
mantle voltage was altered between + 2 XV and O V. No shift in
tke arrival position of the beam on the detector, or change in
the focus, was discernible. During measurements of the energy losses
of field—evaporated ions the spectrometer was aligned and focussed
with the mantle set to zero, so that conditions were optimized
for the metal ions. '

4.3.2 Experimental Results.
As the system described above is purely electrostatic,

it operates equally well for field-ionized image-gas ions or for
field—evaporated metal ions, both of which will arrive at the same

point on the detector if they have the same energy deficit, no

matter what the mantle voltage is. This has two important consequences;

1) If the energy deficits are similar, the analyser field does ’

not have to be altered between the setting—up process using the
field—ion signal, and the evaporation process in which the image gas

is pumped from the system. Any significant amount of residual gas ’i
would produce a current visible on the detector, which was not the
case, even after integrating for tens of seconds; any effect of
residual gases on the spectra described below is therefore believed
to be negligibly small. g

2) Since both the field—ion spectrum, whose energy is known from

ller 1964 ),

KT"1-=1

C

retarding-potential measurements ( e.g. Tsong and

and the field—evanorated ion spectrum are obtained at the sameL ...
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specimen voltage, the absolute energy of the field—evaporated ions Q

is available to quite high accuracy by comparison between the
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helium and metal ion spectra, and knowing the dispersion on the
detector.

The spectrometer was operated in a similar manner to that
criminally employed for pulsed-evaporation measurements. TheQ)

1

spectrometer was aligned and focussed on a helium field—ion signal.
After checking that the analyser was properly focussed, the mantle
voltage was raised to +1 XV or +l,5 XV, and the focus re-checked.
The helium was then removed and the pulser used to reduce this
voltage to zero for 15 mS, in synchronism with the camera flash
contacts. If no evaporated ions were recorded the specimen voltage
was raised and the analyser voltage reset to bring any ions back onto

the detector, using a previously—prepared calibration chart.

f_J¢

Pb

Another pulse was then applied to the mantle: no ions were seen,

the voltages were raised again; if any ions were detected, further
pulses were applied until the ion flux per pulse was low again.
Helium was then readmitted to the system and the position of the

resulting helium—ion spectrum recorded, in order to give a calibration
point for the energy—scale. The specimen voltage was then decreased

by a small known amount so that the dispersion could be measured directly.
The metal—ion spectra obtained on the second or subsequent

pulses of a series, or after raising the specimen voltage after
’ -previously evaporating it in vacuum, were not different in character ,

H)
;..:.

H
U1

C+

to the spectrum obtained. The influence of field-adsorbed
contaminants may thus be discounted ( as in the first pulse Q

.,_;

1experiments, some tens of planes were evaporated in each pulse ). “J
4..

Examples of the energy spectra obtained are shown in YQ

"1figs (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), and the energy deficits derived 51?;

w
‘Bby comparison with the helium spectra are tabulated below. The Q

ii???

following experimental results should be noted:—

'-'i-52542

1) The metal energy spectra are very narrow, with the
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great majority of the ions confined in an energy bend comperable to
the snectrometer resolution (<f5 V fwhm, 20 V total); the
spectra are much narrower than the original pulse-evaporation
spectra (~30?) v).

I

._4
*4

a-<-I

s-I

2) The metal ions have an energy deficit ich is in the
range 5 — 30 volts, depending on the motel. Molybdenum is
unusual smony the metals studied in showine two well-resolved_' k)

W sectral lines separated by some 17 V; these may perhaps be

1-4

--*4

O

. . . . 2+ , 3+ . . .identified with and Mo ions respectively; a magnetic spectrometer
is necessary to prove this identification.U

4.4 Qisgussion;o§;§§§erimental Results.
Lucas‘ theory of plasmon fornution (Chapter 2) should

apply to the present experiment and as mentioned predicts
1 13+relatively large energy losses ( for h , 252 eV, or 84 volts).

This is at variance with the present results, in which the energy deficit

‘,4
*1

(D

is less than 30 volts for all the species studied so fer. may

therefore conclude that the plasmon loss theory is not applicable
to the formation of field-evaporated ions from relatively heavy

‘ metals at leest without some modification. Furthermore as9 9

the energy spectra obtained in the iresent experiment are

very narrow, it is clear thwt the width of the moss-peaks

obtained in the atom-probe Then a metal is pulse-evaporated in vacuo
*

W

can be attributed to energy-deficits caused solely by pulse-effects it
(evaporation on the rising edge of the pulse and evaporation when the ft

\ '\
MA

) . ;..pulse voltage is about to fall
FM

Although the energy deficits which have been observed in Q

-fr
1*
m
W

J!’

they are nevertheless larger than zero. Ho attempt has apparently
F

5

1;these experiments are smaller than those predicted by Lucas, E
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been made by other authors to predict the energy deficits to be

expected from the image-force or intersection models of field-
evaporation, although the energy deficit is one of the few

parameters accessible to experiment. A simple treatment of the

problem will be given below. '

4.4.l<Eheory of §nergy_Defjcits.
If an ion is created a short distance from a metal surface,

it will be attracted to the surface by the electrostatic image

potential. In the presence of an electric field it will have polariz-
ation energy and can also gain energy from movement in the field.
If the ion starts with zero kinetic energy at a distance xc from

the surface, it will arrive at infinity with an energy U given by
"° 22

1 2 T16U = ~f;CCneFdX-';3"°[‘;F(Xc) — + Um
OC

2 2
1_ ()2_ne=@V — n 9 F(Xc) ,—- X0 -i-g'_-n*?(;}-C; +

where V is the electrical potential of the metal and U represents
m 1

any potential energy due to interaction between the ion and

the neighbouring surface atoms.
l

The activition energy Qn for field—evapor:tion on the

charge—exch#nge model is given by (Chapter 1)
" 2 2

Qn=~/\' +§In_n¢ -r§‘£‘z;""A3 - %Y-MFXCQC

2

Substituting, we obtain

2 aneV—U=/\+ 2In—n¢ - Qn + —f§<X°~F -A.~i-
n

which is the energy deficit expected on the charge exchange model. f
lg

A similar deficit (Vmé U) is obtained from the image-force model

by omittixqgll and [_. The actual quantity observed in the present
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experiment is the apparent change in specimen potential, or
(neV — U)/ne.

“ Some typical values for the quantities in the equations
above are tabulated in fig(4.8), and the theoretical voltage deficit

\ I I
my calculated for the commonly—observed ionic species, assuming
Y the energy level shift and broadening (XE and T-are zero; the

»_ activation energy Qn is also taken as zero, which is close to the
~* experimental situation (QnQ:leV).The effective atomic polarizability
; &~ is not knovn with any certainty; as described in Chapter 1,
- attempts have been made to measure Obby using field-evaporation
; techniques. The deficits in the table have been calculated for OQ_= O.

~ The agreement between the experimental and theoretical deficits
‘ is not good; in particular, introduction of plausible values

2 .
V for-%yjF tvorsens the agreement for tungsten, rhodium and one of

3 the molybdenum species. The agreement is imnroved by considering
the energy level shift and broadening; a total value for

' 7%-0/192 - OE - of about 7 eV for tungsten and rhodium is
necessary for agreement. This value may not be impossibly large,

I as McKinstry (1972) has shown that the shift may be comparable

1 to the coulomb potential of the ion, at the critical distance.
3' However, the discrepancy between the observed and calculated
; deficit for rhenium is so.large (28 eV, or 33 eV depending whether

x the charge of the ion is 2+ or 3+) that it seems to imply an
3 ,

‘t unacceptably large value for the effective polarizability (A/20 K’).

' 4.4.2 Multiple Charge Snecies and Post-Ionization.
It has been suggested by Muller that the multiple charge

species observed in the atom-probe might be the result of

post-ionization of field—evaporated ions. This is supperted by"
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a one—dimensional NKB calculation by Plummer (Muller and Tsong

1973 p.99),but a one-dimensional calculation by Taylor (1970)

and a 3-dimensional calculation by Chambers et al. (1971)

suggest that post—ionization is unlikely. If it were to be the cause

of the appearance of multiple charge species, then the energy

difference between the two species in the final spectrum may be

easily calculated.
We assume that an ion of charge ne+ becomes field-ionized

to charge (n+l)e+ at a critical distance corresponding to the

critical distance of the normal field-ionisation process: we also

assume that the kinetic energy of the ne+ ion is transferred unchanged

to the (n+l)e+ ion at the critical distance. Let the energy deficit
of the first ion be 413 at infinity; then, at xc, the ion has

energy neFxc —Af§E. Following post—ioniZation, the ion picks up

further energy from the field equal to (n + l)eV - (n + l)eFxc,

\ where V is the specimen potential. The final kinetic energy of the

ion is therefore
neFxc — A313 + (n + 1)eV — (n + l)eFxc

= (n + l)eV - A1?) - eFxc
K 3 _ é)

= (n + l)(eV - A n++IY' )

where In+1 is the (n+1)th ionization potential of the metal.

The ne+ and (n + l)e+ ions will appear to have been

accelerated by potentials differing by
I§|'-Q

V‘ ' n - l n

|

».1

1'1 Ina’ -' :2

n n + l M

For molybdenum we have, for n = 2, V‘ = 6,4 volts.
Including a correction for the image potential of the Mo3+ ion alters

this to approximately 8,5 volts. In fact, the data of fig(4.3) §
cl.
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show that the two lines in the energy spectrum are separated by

17 volts; the difference between experimental and theoretical
results is apparently too large to be accounted for by experimental
errors or theoretical approximations, and therefore does not

1

support the post-ionization theory.

4.4.3_§ost-Neutralization.
1

A process which is apparently as probable as post-ionization
as a cause of multiple charge species is partial neutralization
of a highly-charged ion by capture of an electron from the metal.
A similar process has been invoked by Gomer and Swanson (1963)

to account for the low yield of ions in electron-impact desorption
measurements. Although this process may be expected to be relatively
unlikely in field-evaporation, due to the short time—interval
during which a newly-formed ion will remain sufficiently close to
the surface for an electron to tunnel from one to the other, we

will calculate the effect that partial neutralization would have

on the energy spectrum.

The calculation follows the same lines as for post—ioni;ation
with the difference that xc is not well defined: the electron may

tunnel from any occupied level in the metal (with greater or less
probability) and must find an unoccupied level in the departing ion
in which to arrive.

The (n + 1)-charged ion arrives at x with an energy

(n + l)eFx-4Q1%H1, and, following partial neutralization,
acquires further energy neV - neFx (ignoring image-forces for the moment

The n-charged ion has a final energy
- > tne(V ( Aflrn-' eF5c )

The n-charged and (n+1)-charged ions will arrive at the detector
with energies corresponding to a difference in acceleration potential

».
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of vs: _
n+1 n

= -vol-ts.
n n+1

For the case of molybdenum, the experimentally observed

result is V‘ = 17 volts, and n = 2, so, substituting for the
measured quantities, we obtain

eFx = 57 eV.

For eF = 4,5 eV/A, X = 12,7 A.

This calculation suggests that if post-neutralization
is to explain the observed molybdenum energy spectrum, the electron
must tunnel from the metal across a distance of some 12 Angstroms

into a level nearly 60 volts beneath the vacuum level of the ion.
Even making allowances for experimentcl errors and for the (small)
coulomb interaction with the metal, it seems unlikely that this
is the case, unless some theoretical reason can be found for this
low-lying level to be empty and especially suitable for.post-
neutralization.

4.5 Summary.

In the first part of this chapter the measurement of the

energy spectrum of pulse—evaporated metal ions was discussed. It
was found that the energy spread found using pulses of 550 pS length
was similar to the energy spread found by Krishnaswamy and Muller
(1973) using nanosecond-pulsed evaporation. This exieriment did not

5.1 Wsnow the origin of the energy-losses. However, a modification
of the energy—analyser was described which allowed pulse-effects
(premature evaporation, etc.) to be separated from intrinsic energy-

loss processes (possible plasmon losses and losses due to the
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field—evaporation process itself). The results obtained with this
new technique, which are summarized below, suggest that evaporation
on the rising edge of the evaporation pulse wq5~ the main cause
of the energy losses in the first experiment.

Energy spectra were measured for tungsten, molybdenum,
rhodium and rhenium using the modified apparatus. It was found
that the spectra were narrow in width, with most ions being confined
to a 5 volt range, and all ions within 2O volts of one a other;
comparison with helium spectra suggests that the metal spectra may

well be 1 volt or less in width, or at least less than the resolution
of the present analyser. The metal ions all had significant
energy losses, in the range of 5-25volts (l0-50 eV), deduced
by comparison with the position of the helium line on the detector.
Molybdenum alone produced two well-resolved spectral lines, separated
by.l7 volts, which were tentatively identified with the species
l%2+ and Mo3+, which are present in roughly equal abundances
in atom-probe spectra.

V

The energy deficits are too low to to be the result of
the plasmon loss process described by the Lucas theory in its original
form. The energy losses to be expected from the image-force or
charge-exchange models of field—evaporation were derived; the
calculated values did not compare very satisfactorily with the
observed values, even allowing for the possible experimental error.
Post-ionization and post—neutralization, causing the appearance

of several charge-species in the evarorction products, did not fit
the observed data for molybdenum.

Future work on the energy analvsis of field-evaporated ions1. - \.,

islikely to prove a fruitful source of data on field-evaporation, E‘

mm will be a very useful complement to the present technique of
mamuring evaporation-rates as a function of field and temperature.
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It is to be hoped that these techniques, used in conjunction

with field-desorption microscopy, which will be described in the

remainder of this dissertation, will provide enough sound experimental

data to enable the present unsatisfactory state of field-evaporation
theory to be remedied. Future work on energy analysis must include

the development of e more accurate energy—analyser; while the

analyser described above worked well up to its original specification,
the data obtained with it show that an analyser with a resolution
approaching 0,1 volts, or less, over a range of some 33 volts, could

be usefully employed in future work.
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DESORITIOK HICROSCOPY AVE THE ATO$jQROBE.

j 5.1 Aiming Errors.
I

Field-desorption microscopy is the imaging of a

vtfie1d—ion specimen surface by the detection of the arrival

I

- 1

L positions at a microscope screen of field—evaporated metal ions

i or of desorbed gas ions ; field-evaporation microscopy might

imperhaps be a better name for the former,selfwimaging, process.
'\

1

- . . n ‘

1The work on desorption microscopy described in the iollowing chapters

:was§mompted by a series of discussions on the design and use of

zatmmqmobes held in the Cambridge Field—Icn Group, Dr. y¢Do Boyes,

Dr.lLJ. Southon, Dr. P.J. Turner, Er. A.J. Watts and Kr. D.A. Coppell

parcipated in these discussions and made valuable contributions

to them.

As described earlier in this dissertation, the atom—probe

FTM is operated by using a probehole in the microscope screen

toselect a pulse—field-evaporated ion from a particular feature

specimen until the field-ion image of the feature lies over the

e. However, it has long been realized (Panitz 1965)

trajectories of the imaging—gas ions and of the field—evaporated

ions need not be identical. Attempts have been made to measure

s in trajectories, or ‘aiming errors‘, (Panitz I969, Brenner

McKinney 1970) by attempting to correlate the disappearance

an atom from the field-ion image with the arrival of an ion

the atom—probe detector. These measurements were necessarily

, as very low evaporation rates were essential, and they

restricted to regions of the image where there was good
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atomic resolution — thus precluding studies of such important
systems as precipitates and solid solutions, where irregular
images are frequently observed. Precipitate particles, which
commonly have a different evaporation field to the matrix and

therefore protrude from or are recessed into the specimen surface,

Q4
F)1

H»
'3

might be expected to have ierent aiming errors to the bulk,
which could lead to spurious analyses:—
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£kmly,it islqmwn (13-Hvw¢L('q41)
that there may be a discontinuity in specimen - when a
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grain boundary intersects its surface; this could lead to difficulties
in the detection of impurity atoms which have been segregated

]._|.

.3
-9

('0

to the boundary, as it is not in diately obvious what trajectories
such impurities would follow in the locally-distorted field
near the boundary.

Further limitations to conventional atom—probing

stem from the use of a small-probehole. This is typically 1-2 mm in
diameter in a 50 or 75 mm diameter channel—plate, and subtends

an angle of l or 2 degrees at the specimen. Analyses performed
using such small probeholes are essentially performed on a thin“
pencil of specimen material; this is useful when a matrix or
large precipitates protruding from it, but is less useful when

attempting the analysis of thin surface films, thin platelet
precipitates, modulations in composition of ordering alloys (Taunt

W1. . - - ,
14

1973), or grain boundary segregantsi In these situations either
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an inadequate statistical sample of ions is obtained before the
specimen is destroyed, or the detection of a small number of ions
is hampered by the lack of certain knowledge about the aiming error
associated with these ions.

5.2 Alternative Types of itomgfrobe.
Two possible solutions have been proposed for the '

problems posed in the last paragraph. The first (Regan et. al. 1972)

is particularly suitable for thin film analysis. It simply uses

an enlarged probehole, and employs a lens system to ensure that

Q;
(D

ions entering the drift tube are focussed on the tector. If
single—particle counting is employed to provide an accurate mass-

spectrum, as in the simple atom—probe, a very low evaporation
rate has to be employed to prevent the simultaneous arrival of

w
|-In

(D
l—|

Q

several ions at the detector: however, the normal -ion
current is now large, with the enlarged probe—hole, and would

produce unacceptable noise on the spectrum. This problem was solved

by introducing a flection system to separate the field—ionized

D.
(D

gas from the higher—energy pulse-evaporated metal ions. An alternative
technique would be to abandon particle counting and digital timing,
and to use a large evaporation pulse, so that the mass spectrum

would be obtained as an analogue signal from a suitable detector
(an electron multiplier or a channel—plate/phosphor/photomulti

m
}-J

|,_I¢

(D
H

combination). This is largely the approach in the second new type

of atom—probe.

This second type of atom—probe (Panitz 1973) attempts to
simultaneously mass-analyse ions from a large area of the specimen

5.
H:
O

while preserving crystallographic _ rmation on their source position.
Ions pulse-evaporated from the specimen are decelerated to 3 KV in
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a lens and drift to a detector formed from a curved 'chevron'
channel—plate pair, which outputs electrons onto a fast phosphor
deposited on a fibre—optic window. A mass spectrum may be obtained
from the screen current. Individual atoms may be selected from
the normal field—ion picture, after making due allowance for
aiming errors, by positioning a light—pipe connected to
a photomultiplier at the correct point on the fibre~o tic window. .

Alternatively, a particular mass species may be selected by gating
the channel-plate on for a short interval at a preset time after
the evaporation pulse, and photographing the scintilletions
produced on the phosphor.

This last technique would be particulrrly useful for the
study of grain—boundary segregation and perhaps the study of ordering
alloys, particularly if the low mass resolution of Panitz's original

|.Jn

s
w
H
O4

instrument could be ed. To extract the maximum of information
from an analysis it would be necessary to learn the chemical
identity and original lattice site of each atom in a sample area

of the specimen. However, although this information would be very
desirable, it was not clear whether this information could be

|_|.
5
El

(D

obtained from a Panitz—type atom~probe. Two diate difficulties
may be seen: first, the limited detection efficiency of the V

channel—plate assembly, and second, possible 'scrambling' of
positional information between the tip and the detected image,

as a result of variations in aiming errors. Walko and Ruller (1972),
who demonstrated the possibility of constructing a desorption
microscope using a channel-plate and an external image intensifier
to detect the ions, estimated their detection efficiency as about

50 % , as limited by the open sensitive area of the channel-plate.
They attributed their failure to see regular lattice planes in the

desorption image to the random loss of lattice points by the channel-
711:2-iin-
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5.3.1 Qbjectivei.Aiparatus.
In view of the arguments briefly discussed above, it

was decided that a careful study of field—desorption microscopy

might lead to useful information on aiming errors, prrticularly
for the complex specimens described above, and would be a useful

preliminary to any attempt to use a Panitz-type atom-probe for

4

<

i{x4413;-2'06:14r

metallurgical work.

' Although alko and Muller (1972) used a channel-plate 2

and a costly image intensifier, and Panitz used a chevron channel-plate

pair to record single ions, it was realized that useful results

could be obtained in the first instance by using a single channel—plate

at high gain, with fast optics to couple a film to the phosphor

screen, as described in Chapter 2 above. A magneticallyefocussed
w ,-- H.

i 1

in \

1

channel-plate image—intensifier, which has a higher accelerating

potential than the proximity—focussed device used for the energy-

analyser, was thought to be desirable, as the electron energy at

the phosphor is higher, leading to a brighter image and a slightly

‘.higher probability of recording single ions Turner et al 1969).
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It was decided to use a UHV field—ion microscope which was fitted

» with such an intensifier, and which has been described elsewhere

. combination described in Chapter 2 was used to record desorption

1 images on Kodak Tri-X or P475 film, which were processed as described

P above. As in the energy-analyser ex eriments, it was found that

2475 had no significant advantage over the cheaper, but marginally

slower, Tri—X, which is well-matched to the Pll phosphor used

‘,h1the intensifier and which is convenient to handle. Tri—X

hwas used for the majority of the work to be described.

w
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1 (Boyes 1974). The Dallmeyer f 1,9 and Canon f 0,89 lens and camera §'
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5.3.2 Experimental Technique.

84.

As an ordinary field—ion microscope was used in these

experiments, it was possible to compare the normal field-ion

image of a surface with a desorptioniimage of the same surface,

thereby obtaining a direct measure of aiming errors from all @

” ' t 1*. In order to distinguish
parts of the specimen surrace_s1mul aneous y

between field—desorbed ions and field—ioniZed gas ions, the image

as was pumped out usin» a mercurJ

'1:
I-I0

"'0
is

usion pump before desorbing

any material; the evaporation pulse was triggered from the shutter

f l O s cord so that
contacts of the camera, at an exposure time o_ /6 e _.,

‘
|

i

both channel—plate noise and noise from ionized residual gases

was minimized. The residual gas pressure, rith both inner and
....9m

- outer dewars cooled to 780K, was typically l 1O lorr or below.

l l t Volta e of 1500 volts and a screen voltage
Even with a channe —p a e l lg

L of 10 KV, very few random ions were recorded

» camera shutter was op

on film when the

erated without pulsing the specimen voltage.

15 nS, 80 PS, and 550 PS pulses were coupled to the tip

using a 500 pF coupling capacitor in the usual way, with a

- high-voltage current-limiting resistor of l GJLbetween thG

7 specimen and a 30 EV Brandenburg E.T. set. Similar results

were ob tained with each of the pulse lengths, except at very high

evaporation rates, as will be discussed below.

5.3.3 Results.

l

A tungsten surface which had been exposed to helium image

" gas was found to produce pulse-evaporated ions at a slightly in

ssary for subsequent vacuum field-evaporation
c lower field than was nece

f 1 li "m es of the surface before and after
2 Comparison o" xe _um 1 mg _

<pu1se-ov poration in vacuo showed that tungsten atoms were
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i removed from the surface as well as field-adsorbed,helium,
as was expected from atom-nrobe results (Kuller et nl

f-1
\O

\I\
\O

\./

I

The evaporation field was lowered by approximately % by

exposure to helium before evonor“tipn in vacuum. The imege—points

produced by desorbed helium ions and tungsten ions could not, w;

- - 1 -course be distinsuished in this eyneriment.’ L) - ,

Some typical desorntion images are shown in : ,

with a helium image for comparison. A system of rings centred
X

on {l1O} planes was the most commonly observed tyne of pattern,
i especially after repeated evoporetion in vacuum (fig(5.lb)).

Square patterns centred on {ZOO} planes could be obtained when

the snecimen had been exposed to helium; there is presumably

a sliyht change of specimen endform when this type of pattern
is produced. Occasionally, particularly at low evancration

rates or in poor vacua, evaporation occurred irregularly
across the surface, producing an intermediate type of desorption ‘W

image (fig(5.1d)). Similar patterns to those in fig(5.1b and c)
4

\ .

v,| ’\ ,5.3.4 Keosurenent of Aining;§§ggns;g@§jE@5stenL
HAimins errors for the llO ring—type desorption v\) MI

could be simply measured (for the redial direction) by measuring

the diameter of each helium imge ring before desorption, and

comparing it with the diameter of the corresponding ring in the
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have been reported by"Ualko and Xuller (1972) and Panitz (1973). ii

E

|
- . - ,1 =tungsten desorption image. A plot of dHe/dde versus ring number,

counting out from the centre of the (110) plane, was made for three

different zones and is shown in fig(5.2). The diameter of the

>

.1‘
'1

> -\
: ,

. - - > \relatively thick helium image rings which was to en was the mean diameter.

Care was taken to ensure that no changes in magnificstion
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ffof the images had occurred, due to the change in tip potential

‘ during the pulse, as a result of the low negative potential

design of intensifier which was used. It was found that the

I"\'\
X?

\7

§ planes in the helium and desorption images coincided to within
‘S V

. . A

. 1 ' , ‘Hm

the limits of measurement. AS can oe seen from the graan, the gin ,

WM; ¢

i amnng error varies with distance from the centre of the plane,

i and may be as large as 25 %

Y ring. The diameters of the rings in the desorption image were h

I less than those of the corresponding rings in the helium image. :3’

O a

the ring diameter for the central 5&4

l fmnm.that they detected tungsten ions when they positioned. . . "mi
kt

; which is applied to the front of the channel-plate in the t

i\)
I/v\I

3 the probe-hole of their atom-probe slightly on the inside of the 11

- it his

Y helium image of a {llO2 ring. A plot of die/ddeq , where the
4

§ mnmrscript indicates the helium ring after the desorption, was
N

- 1 O
;.

@1a1so made, and is shown in the figure. It is seen tnat the ratio
1

r:
Q is still greater than unit'

Q?‘

~00

T,Itsh0uld perhaps be emphasized that a 25

ecmral ring is in fact quite a small effect; the
.

\ Hm ring was only some 40-60 K, so the atom-probe probe—hole would

"to catch the ions from the ring. MM,

»

1 ¢ uthis illustrates the fact that the

ts
S11

Q;
}_s.

{J
E3

eter of

0

lcdesorption image cannot be simjly regarded as a tungsten field~ion

hiimage of the surface remaining after evaporation, as might he supposed. t

\

iming error for the M

\

t
i my need to he aimed some 5-8 K closer to the centre of the plane xi

it l ‘

,5.3.5 Detection Jfficiency. 4L5
, --i-___.__l__i y,

. . ~~:>*

Measurement of aiming errors in the relatively flat {1lO}

ireghniof tungsten was fairly easy, as many ions were available, ~

lfmmnng clearly-distinguished rings. However, as originally

jpohmed out by Brenner and McKinney (1970), when the local curvature
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of the surface is high, as for the {222z planes in tungsten,

lthe evaporation of a complete plane is expected to produce only

'a few well-separated ions on the desorption image, as the plane is

»small and highly-magnified. This effect was observed, and limited
I

1

iattempts to determine the detection efficiency by evaporating
4-

t

'a?2?; nlane and attempting to correlate the removal of the

1Wel1—resolved atoms from the plane with the arrival of ions in the

corresponding region of the desorption image. The situation was

‘further complicated by the impossibility of discriminating between

field—adsorbed helium and tungsten atoms. Attempts to superpose

consecutive vacuum desorption images failed to produce any satisfactory

“evidence for the aiming-errors associated with {E22} planes or for

ethe overall detection

(D
1'0
H:

‘-1.

O
.4.

ca
I3

cy of the system. Two modifications

to the experiment were therefore tried.

In the first,

cl’-
D-A

(D

specimen was evaporated until only a

Ilsmall cluster of atoms remained at the centre of the central (110)

plane. The image gas was removed, and a small evaporation pulse

‘ a plied. The imawe as was then readmitted to see whether the
1-

L;
3

cluster had been removed or not. An example of the results is

t wwn in fig(5.3). In this example ions were detected in the desorption

|_:.

5
Q3

C1‘.

Q

close to the position of the original cluster; frequently

ns was not the case, and either no ions attributable to the p

cluster were detected, or they were displaced from the centre of the

p1ane.There seemed to be a better chance of detecting the ions

close to the helium image of the cluster if a relatively large

evaporation pulse was used. This seems to suggest that at intermediate

pulse-heights there is a possibility of the cluster migrating

some distance across the plane before desorbinq, and th"t this

effect, in combination with the less—than—lOO 1 detection efficiency,
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88.

was responsible for the frequent failure to detect ions from the cluster

in the expected central position in the image. This result

was not entirely unexpected, as Turner (private communication)

had observed that positioning the atom—probe probe~hole directly

over the centre of the tungsten (110) plane leads to a particularly

low ion catch-rate. Boyes (1974) had also observed that in gold

specimens the last few atoms to evaporate from a {ZOOZ plane

frequently migrate considerable distances before desorbing; this
. . . . o

was observed under neon imaging conditions at 20 K. Therefore the

failure to detect the evaporated clusters conclusively may be due to

1) genuinely low detection efficiency
2) diffusion of the cluster before evaporation

3) evaporation of the cluster from the centre of the plane,

but subsequent deflection, as by coulomb repulsion between atoms

evaporating simultaneously.

Evidence that one of the latter two reasons is the correct

one will be presented below.

The second attempt to determine detection efficiency was

made by attempting to evaporate a complete {?223plane in a single

pulse, to see if the net plane structure could be resolved. Chen this

was done, by using a large evaporation pulse, two things became

apparent. First, its was still to correlate the few

§>.4

§_.I.

H)a
|..|.

Q
C1

-I
;-§-

desorbed ions detected in the {222}regions with the corresponding

atoms in the helium image. Second, and more important, was the fact

that when large Quantities of material (1 or more central {llO§planes)

were removed per pulse, the intensity distribution in the desorption

‘Jo

E-3
"J

5'5}
(D

was not simply a slowly-varying gradation, with density inversely

proportional to the local magnification, as might be expected.

Instead, a marked pattern of dark lines began to be ap arent.
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Raising the size of the evaporation pulse, to increase the thickness

of the shell of material removed from the specimen, simply

accentuated the dark lines, rather than removing them. A sequence

of desorption images (fig(5.4)) taken with a fixed pulse height and

standing voltage, in UHV, illustrate that the structure which

is clearly seen in the high-coverage pictures is not evident in

the low-coverage nictures merely because of the lack of sufficient
~oints to delineate it. This result was confirmed by

.1.

B
{I7

01}
(D

a method which rill be described below. It will also be confirmed

‘:30

5
CY?0

that the structure in the desorption is not due simrly

to a change in the profile of the specimen. due to changing evaporation

rate or other effects. The structure in the desorption image may

be obtained on many consecutive pulses, if the number of ions

in the desorption image is maintained by increasing the standing

voltage or using a suitably finely-tapered s ecimen.

- Comparable structured high~covera§e desorption images

were obtained from aluminium and molybdenum at this stage (these will
be presented in Chapter 6). It was found that the high brightness

of the magnetic image-converter is offset by'a disadvantage in

this type of exieriment. It was found that the brightest regions

of the desorption images were poorly—focussed; this was a defect

of the converter, and not of the external optical system. The

effect was attributed to space-charge defocussing in the 70 mm

gap between the channel—plate and the phosphor screen. At a high
f‘\

. . 3 . . c
evaporation rate, approximately 1O ions may arrive fer cm of

the channel—plate in 15 nS: assuming a gain of lO4, the electron

; current density at the outyut of the plate will be about 10 A/m2.

E According to Child's Law (Bleaney and Bleaney 1957) the limiting
current density J in a plane parallel diode is given by
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4 3/2 -2
Z J=§v god (2e/m)

2:850 A m-2 for the dimensions and voltages of the
present converter. The current density in the converter is sufficiently
near to the absolute maximum for defocussing by space-charge effects
to be a real problem (this will also apply, of course, to an

image intensifier external to the system (e.g. Ualko and Fuller '

1972)). Dr. A.J. Noore and Dr. J. Spink repeated the experiment,
using a tungsten specimen and a proximity-focussed channel—plate

intensifier, which has a short electron path in a high electric
field, and this did not suffer from any defocussing even at
very high current levels. The remainder of the work on field
desorption, with a few exceptions, was therefore done using
proximity-focussed intensifiers.

5.4 Summary.

l The results obtained at this stage showed that desorption
microscopy could provide_usefu1 information on aiming—errors

in the atom-probe, which are of interest in view of the widening

application of atom-probing to complex specimens of metallurgical
interest. Brenner and IcKinney's originel conclusions on the
direction of aiming errors in the {llQ? region of tungsten were

found to be reasonable, although, as will be explained in Chapter 8

their explanation of the effect in terms of parallax is not accepted.
Attempts to determine the detection efficiency of the recording
system were not entirely successful, and the disc very of a

marked and unexpected structure in the desorption images from

tungsten, alumirium, ard molybdenum suggested that the apparently
low detection efficiency might perhaps have a common origin with

(‘.7
p.

E3
[~1-

5
['3

the nhenomenon of errors itself. The detection efficiency
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‘ of the of the microscope was difficult to measure with any certainty;
but in the light of present knowledge and by comparison with
Um results presented by Walko (1972) and Penitz(l973) the
detection efficiency probabiy lay in the range 30-50%.

It was decided that, in the light of these results,
aiurther study of desorption imaging was vital to the sensible
use of the atom—probe in metallurgical systems, and, in view

of the unexpected structure in the desorption image, would probably

provide useful information on the mechanisms involved in field-evaporation
A considerable amount of work was then undertaken, and this
will be reported in Chapters 6 and 7 below.

r
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Chanter 6.

l?I.*5Il1)_—I}_E:S;Ql_li _I{_I:CR,(4§C_(l_lv’Y:_ A _G.1_3IY_l7R!tIl _SUR]_f_.3Y.

I
-6.1 Continuousejvaporation Imaging.

As described in the last chapter, it had been observed

that the field-evaporation of a thick shell of material from a I

specimen in a field-desorption microscope produced a striking

s:

intensit distribution in the resulting micrograph; considerable

detail was seen to be present, in the form of dark lines and

dark centres to major planes. As this observation clearly had

important implications, both for practical atom-probing, and for
(

the development of a credible theory of field—evaporation, it
was decided to pursue in depth an investigation into such desorption

patterns, for a wide variety of materials.

3.1.

*3

The experimental technique used - the last chapter,

pulse evaporation, detection of ‘the desorption image with

(‘JB
Q4

a high-gain magnetic converter and fast optics, was not considered

desirable for the following reasons. Firstly, the magnetic converter

|_).

was known to suffer from defocussing at high ntensities, so a

a proximity-focussed converter was required. iecondly, to obtain a

complete high—coverage desorption pattern from one evaporation pulse

required a very high evaporation rate: to evaporate ten planes in
ten nanoseconds implies an evaporation rate of 109 planes/second.

Although such rates can be achieved with robust specimens, the

field—stress is so high that ' failure is a frequent event. The

r.+
Ho

b

alternative technique, that of superimposing on one negative the

i desorption patterns from consecutive low-rate pulsed evaporations,
X

3 was not possible at the time as a suitable evaporation pulser
E

.

E
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and especially a proximity—focussed converter which was mechanically
suitable for use with a lerge—aperture optical system were not
available.

A solution was obtained when it was observed by the author
that an aluminium specimen could be evaporated, in the presence of
argon image gas, at such a high and protracted rate that the

?i

aluminium ions -' an appreciable effect on the image formed by
the channel—plate. The image obtained is shown in fig(6.l)

P3
Qi

. . . . . i I .a normal f1eld—1cn image—po1nt is 1OTmGd by 103-10; ions/second

|,.n

O

ally,

For an image to be formed by evaporating ions to a similar intensity
to the fie1d—ion image implies an evaporation rate approaching

'3
101-103 planes/second, maintained for long enough for the image

be observed and recorded (1 or more seconds). Boyes (1974) had

previously noted that aluminium could be evaporated at an exceptional

to

high rate without mechanical failure; this was attributed to the
excellent mechanical properties of aluminium, and to the considerable
promoting effect on evaporation of the argon imaje gas, which may

lower the evaporation field by as much as 251. As will be shown below,
it is now known that most metals can be evaporated at such high
and protracted rates, provided that they are in a suitable metallurgical
state and are suitably polished.

Following the discovery that the formation of 'DC'—

evaporation, or continuous evaporation, desorption images might
be possible, an attempt was made to obtain such an image from
tungsten, with the result that is shown in f’-
The operational procedure was as follows: the specimen was first

E—'

CY!
r\

»~<.
V\
0

-'\,')

\/

below.

. 0 . l .evaporated in the normal way at 78 K in helium, to develop a smooth

endform and determine the specimen orientation. The image gas was

9then removed, leaving a residual vacuum of around l 10- Torr.

Q-I

¢(4
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The swecimen voltage was then raised until a desorntion picture,
formed by evaporating tungsten ions, reappeared. A 1 or % second

exposure was then taken using Tri~X film and an f4 macro lens,
with the proximity-focussed converter voltages retained at the
moderately low values normally used for field-ion microscory
( about 900-1000 volts on the channel-plate). Later photographs
were taken using on fl,8 lens, so that somewhat lower evaporation '

rates could be used. The specimen voltage was either left constant
or adjusted slightly to maintain a constant evaporation rate
during the exposure. Specimens were made with deliberately narrow
shank taper angles, so that the specimen field and magnification
would change as little as jOSSible during the exposure.The Tri—X

. . . . 1 ,. 0film was develooed for lO minutes in D Yo oiluted 1:1, at 20 C,

to provide moderate contrast in the developed film.
A question which should uerhaps be answered at this point

|_|-

U!
O0

Is it possible that the contrast seen in the high—coverage

desorption pictures might perhaps be due to an artefact of the
apparatus or the experimental technique? Such artefacts might be the
result of saturation or contrast reversal in the channel—p1ate,

as a result of previous imaging under high-gain conditions
(Cartwright 1971). The answer must be - Ho. Desorption images

have been produced for a wide variety of materials and under a

wide variety of experimental conditions, such as evaporation rate,
residual gas composition and pressure, distance from specimen to
channe1—plate, previous history of channel-plrte, and so on.

Changes were only introduced in the desorption image by alterations
in experimental conditions which would be expected to directly
influence the evaporation behaviour of the s ecimen itself, and

such changes were in general only minor. A continuous transition
could be seen, when observing an eVaP@T@tinS $?e°imen Visually’

z—>,v—-~=_.'

-
1

1
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between the collapse of individual rings in the desorntion image
and the formation of the high—coverage desorption image, integrated
by the eye as the rate was increased. The only likely effectiof
high converter gain are

' very1) to increase random background noise under/high-gain
conditions

2) to decrease contrast in the image of very bright
features. Io mechanism is apparent which would introduce

similar to any contrast seen in the field-ion image.

i As many noteworthy features were seen in the desorption
images obtained from most of the metals accessible to field—ion
microscopy, the next sections of this chapter will summarize these
features, before any attempt is made to offer explanations of them.
The b.c.c. metals, the f.c.c. metals, and h.c.p. metals will
be grouped together, for reasons which will become apparent.
Polycrystals and other complicated specimens will be treated
separately.

6.2.1 T1iee_Bod_;-L-_Centreed Cubic Iletalsz w fie,’ raq,_;r;;;
a) TunSt6n.

It was found that there were only general similarities
between the continuous vacuum-desorption images of the b.c.c. metals.
The tungsten image (fig(6.2)) contains the following unexpected
features:-

crystallographically—related contrast into the desorption image; ,

the contrast in the desorption image is in many cases not at all '

11'‘v’F-A-<=‘f_!"1‘3l

M

_Q;r.=-4:1

1) Dark centres to £1103 and{2Odg nlanes.
2) a pronounced zone decoration on illdzplanes, in the

iq] directions.
I

I



* image, or from those seen in a low-coverage desorption image,

960

3) 4 bright rays extending from close to each {llO}plane
centre towards the adjacent £211; planes.

4) Alternating bright and narrow dark sectors around{llO¥.
5) A complex symmetrical structure centred on f222]planes

and extending to the{2ll}planes; this structure contains very considerabl<
detail.

6) A more diffuse structure bounds the {ZOOZ planes; this
region is bordered by two pairs of sharp parallel dark lines.

7) A ring structure centred on £116} planes.

P3
U’

5;.
U1

structure
must be distinguished from the rings seen in a normal field-ion

which arise from the intersection of the {llOZ not planes with the
hemi-spherical endcap of the specimen. The rings in the desorption
image are only seen when a thick shell of material is evanorated
from the specimen. Evaporation of more than a few {llO} planes
is expected to totally ‘average out’ the effects of evaporating
a non-integrwl number of planes. The rings in the desorption image

are still seen when many hundreds of planes have been evaporated
to form the image, as estimated by comparing the brightness of
desorption image with that of the field-ion image, as mentioned above

The rings are most pronounced when

ci- D.
CD

shank and when ultra-high vacuum is employ

possibility that the rings are produced

rt-
Z3"

(D

tip has an almost parallel

Q
Q4

we

cf
*<

(‘F
I)“

(D

this eliminates the

field-ionization of
residual imaging gas. Some less complete rings are seen around
{211} planes.

As was mentioned in Chajter Dr. A.J. Moore and Dr. J.A.!

Spink, of CSIRO, Yelbourne, Australia, repeated the desorption
of tungsten reported here, using pulsed evaporation, and found
similar features, such as the ringestructure, to those listed above.
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They also confirm the images found for rhenium and _

E‘, Du

;._:.

Q DJ

F-J0?
Q

}_'o

cs

are described below. It is a pleasure to thank them for
confirming the results found in Cambridge, and for their interest
and encouragement during the course of this work.

b) liolybdenum.

Molybdenum, like tungsten, is a body—eentred cubic metal.
It is in the same group of the periodic table as tungsten, and

has a similar electronic structure.

'-"3
13"’

|..1.
U1

suggests that, from the
point of view of bulk structural effects, tungsten and molybdenum

might be expected to have similar desorption patterns. Against this
it is knownthat the three refractory b.c.c. metals tungsten,
molybdenum, and tantalum have very dissimilar field-ion images

(e.g. Euller and Tsong

l>——'

\O
C\

\O
\./

W

reflecting the different surface
curvature produced by fie1d—evaporation. This might be expected to
dominate large-scale features of the desorption image.

It is found experimentally that the DC—evaporetion

image of molybdenum (fig(6.3)), and the similar nanoseoond~pulsed

Q4
H1

H,
"'2

image, are very
The bright sharply~edged {222; regions of the helium image

. . , €

erent to the tungsten desorption images.

are replaced in the desorption image by a dark triangle fringed with
dark and bright lines, crossed by dark bars. The {llO} and{2l§ L

plane centres are dark. As in tungsten, the{?22} andf2l§ planes \

are connected by a dark band, but the complex -

Q4

(T)
<+

9
_:.

P4

of the tungsten

pattern is missing. Overall, the molybdenum desorption image is
much more diffuse than the tungsten image. This may well be a result

. . oof the irregular surface structure produced by evaporation at 78 K;

unless the surface is perfectly regular, it is unlikely that the
desorption images from consecutive layers of the surface will superimpose

‘\|l

~

..

in

l
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exactly on one another, and so fine details =1ll be lost

C Tantalum
. . . . oTantalum gives a more regular f1eld—ion image near 78 K

than does molybdenum. In spite of this the DC desorption images
obtained (fig(6.4)) were similar in character to those from

<1
Z5

I-1

P;
Fa

(D

molybdenum. They are diffuse and lacking in detail. M

molybdenum there is a faint zone decoration connecting adjacent
{llO2and{QOOZnlanes.

The reason for the lack of detail in the desorption images
is not clear. Yowever, it should be noted that in the fie1d»ion
atom-probe tantalum is frequently observed to evaporate as

13+ -, ' tr 3+ ' 1- .1 . - - -0 1Tah and Tane (Muller et al 1970). hydrogen 1S available lrom the
residual gases in the vacuum system (the pressure in this case was

—8 ,., . . . n , . ,6 10 lorr in an unbaged system) and Iron hydrogen introduced
into the bulk metal during electropolishin~ unless polishing

C?
IO

conditions are carefully controlled it is found that the introduction
of embrittling impurities into the metal frequently leads to
intergranular fracture of the wire. The specimens used in the present
experiments were made from an annealed wire (kindly supplied by Dr.
E.D.Boyes) . The specimens could be rapidly evaporated in helium
without failure, but frequently failed intergranularly during
vacuum evaporation, suggesting that an embrittling impurity
was present in the wire. Turner (private communication) h~s found
that_removal of hydrogen from tantalum is difficult without
prolonged heating in u1tra— vacuum after electropolishing.

{T
|_:.

U3
D‘

T It seems possible, therefore, that corrosion of the tantalum
surface by hydrogen may occur at the high field required for
vacuum evaporation; it may be that a regular endform is obtained
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under imaging conditions as a result of helium promotion of
evaporation, at a lower field than thrt at which hydrogen corrosion
becomes a problem; Brandon and Turner (private communication) found
that the presence of helium lowers the evaporation field of

1

tantalum by an unusually large amount (perhaps more than 10¢).
Unfortunately, it did not prove possible to evaporate tantalum
in UHV_following outgassing during the course of this work; it
is probable that a more regular desorption image would be obtained
if this was done.

d) Iron.

I-In

w
|-1;

ct-

The analysis of small prec ates in iron and steels
(Turner et al 1972, Brenner and Goodman 1971) has proved to be one
of the most fruitful fields of investigation to which

g+
w
m

_ atom—probe
has been applied. For this reason desorption images from iron are
of particular practical interest.

Iron does not show well—developed {?22} planes when
. . o o, . .field-evaporated in neon at 50 or 78 K, although T&§ld evaporation
in hydrogen (Sinha and Fuller 1964) may produce a more perfect
surface in these areas. The neon image shown in figure (6.5),
and the corresponding desorption image, are of an annealed

,;‘.,'
l n

‘ 1

. .
_r

\1 0

h1vh—nuritr iron snecimen whichhas been evanornted jor a shorto i 5 . _

time in l 10-6 Torr of hydrogen at 780K, then cooled to 500K and M.

K

imaged and evaporated in neon. The {22%;region is seen as a
u¢ 1poorly—1maged dark area in the neon image.

V In the desorption image the {222Zplanes are seen as
very bright regions with no visible structure. The flld? planes‘
are joined by dark lines. {1lO}nlane centres are dark, but the
{200;centres ere, unexpectedly, bright. There is a short zone decoration

\

1
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on the llO3 planes Complex oifiuse str.otcres surround the 110?
no O0 ilanes It seems liholv that these features mould be
seen more snernlJ in the desorption image if a more nerxect
initial endform had been obtained, b; evaporotion in good UHV

after a bakeout at ¢5O L to remove hidrogen “urner 19733. The
-9vacuum 1n the present ex eriment "s A 10 Torr, in an unbcked system

at UhlCh nressure the neon-ion image was n»t entirely stable

H-
54H

Q‘)
2+

Visual observations of the desorption image shc ed

there were a number of oar} snots on the desorption image wnic
appeared to move across the surface during evsporation, these
probably represent a perturbation of the desorption image bd

contaminant atons retained on the surface, and migietinh across
the surface as the plane edges recede. Such €V@OT3tlOn-T8SlStan
species have been observed in steels (Hishikawa and huller 1966)
and aluminium(Boyes (1975)) under normal imaging conditions.

6.2.2 The B.C.Q. fetalsz Summary.

The tungsten desorption image is seen to be excepticngl
among those of the B.C.C. metals in its detail and sharpness. No

overall similarities are seen between the desorption images of the
four metal studied, which are as varied in character as are the
corresponding field-ion images. Interaction between tantalum or
iron and hydrogen was suggested as a disturbing feature, which
might have been responsible for the general lock of sharp detail
in the desorption images from these metals.
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6.3.1 ghg F.C.C. Vetals.

101.

Unlike the b.c.c. metals described above, there are

xmmked similarities between the desorption images of the

‘-

more refractory f.c.c. metals. Rhodium (fig(6.6)) illustrates t
’ \

the typical pattern. Narrow bright lines connect glllzand 520i;

planes. Broad dark lines surround these planes, and are not

crossed by the bright lines. A faint intricate network of dark
lines is seen over the whole image. In rhodium there are distinct
ring-systems surrounding the {lllZ,§§OQZ, and{22OZ planes.

There are some individual differences between the

l

n

patterns of this group of f.c.c. metals. In the gold pattern W

(fig(6.7)) and the iridium pattern (fig(6.8)) the bright lines
extend to the middle of the {POQZ plates, while in rhodium and

palladium they do not. The desorption patterns from gold and

|_:.

H
|..v.

Q4
|..:.

C:

which was published by Muller and Tsong (1973) during the course

m are very similar to the desorption pattern of platinum

of this work; their picture was apparently obtained using

nanosecond-pulsed evaporation and an external image intensifier as

well as the internal channe1—plate. They do not seem to have

realized the implications of such images for practical atom-probing
I

or for field—eva3oration theory.

While the refractory transition metals appear to produce Id

patterns similar to rhodium, there are exceptions among the less ‘”

refractory nickel, copper, and aluminium.

region of the image is very similar to that of rhodium; there Q
’ HM

¥m.Ware the usuual thin bri;tt lines and a central ring system. @

»-JD.
(D

nickel desorption
image is shown in fig-;(6.9). It is seen that the central (111) 1*-;i

gt...

A very dark border surrounds this r"¢ion. Outside the border the YM
my

pattern is very different in character to that of the heavy f.c.c. %t

M9.
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metals: there are very complex dark and bright regions qhich are

not sharply defined end which do not show all the symmetry which

cl- D,

(D

is to be expected from corresponding fie1d—ion pattern.
The specimen which produced this pattern, which was reproducible,

I

.1.

Q:

was prepared before desorption by rap- evaporation in hydrogen.

This is necessary (Turner private communication) to eliminate a

dark corroded ring which surrounds the central plane of the specimen

if it is imaged in neon alone. This situation *

/5

*')
}_l.

CY;
/‘\

O\ I
\O

\./

&/

Ha

U2

unchanged by evaporation in neon; it seem possible that a non—evaporeble

contaminant is corroding the surface in the dark region. The

contaminant could be removed during rapid evaworition in hydrogen

either by a (field—induced) chemical reaction between the hydrogen

and the contaminant (Ryan and Suiter 1965), or perhaps by

electron-stimulated desorption by the electron shower from field-
ionized hydrogen. If a desorption image is obtained from a specimen

which has not been treated with hydrogen, an image is obtained

as shown in fig(6.9). Again, this pattern was repeatable for a

given tip; the corroding film did not appear to be significantly

»a
s=

(D

disturbed by rapid vacuum evaporation. desorption image is
in character to that shown in " .8), but is different

»_

tn
H0

E?
Ho

I~4

S11

P3

to
t-I;

(‘Q
f\

O\

in detail. i

Tha cause of these complex patterns is not immediately

obvious. However, it should be noted that, unlike the more refractory
f.c.c. metals, nickel commonly exhibits irregular planes in the

higher—field regions of the specimen (e.g.€22O§olanes - Muller and

Tsong 1969 p.198). These are apparently a result of local plastic
deformation of the specimen by the field—stress. It seems possible

that the complex outer regions of the desorption images are in some

way related to this deformation, although interactions with
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contaminant gases cannot be entirely ruled out, at present.

Qopper.

Although field-ion images of copper of reasonable Quality
I

have been obtained (Qoodman and Brenner 1971, Boyes and Southon 1972)

copper remains a difficult material to handle in the FIM. Durinn

attempts to obtain desorption images from copper in the present

work it was frequently found th t, unless the specimen was subjected

to hydrogen etching for a considerable time (Boyes and Southon op.

. . . O , O . ""cit.) imaging in neon at 78 K or /O K xus impossible. A blurred

unstable image was invariably found if hydrogen etching had been

incompletel carried out: it is not clear if this im re was formedé

by evaporating copper, or by field—ionizing contaminants supplied

from a film on the specimen shank. Electron zicroscopy (carried out

by Dr. E.D. Boyes, who also kindly supplied carefully annealed

wire for the experiments) revealed that any such film must have

been extremely thin ( <l.rmQ. When a crudely hydrogen—etched specimen

(fig(6.lOa, neon image)) was evaporated in vacuum, the desorption

|_|.

5

Q;
Pr.

U2

age was as shown in fig(6.lOb): no structure is cerneble at all.
After prolonged etching, followed by careful evaporation in neon,

at 780K, a somewhat better imege is obtained (c); on eva~or5tion

in vacuum, some structure is seen in the desorption image, which,
Q

unlike the f.c.c. desorption images shown above, hes a threefold

Q-Q9
i-I

ya.

ri-
<~_..

~1

symmetry about the (lll) plane centre; the overall is

similar to the outer regions of the nickel desorption images. ~L
i w

. , . o .It 1S probaole that evaporation at 20 K, at which temperature

a better field-ion image is obtained, would produce a more regular Rb
I P
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Atom—probe analysis of the unstable crudely-etched endform
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(by courtesy of Dr. P.J. Turner) indicated mainly Cu+ ions; a
'7

- - 7-+ ~ .marked shift to predominantly Cu’ OCCUTIGQ when the better~quolity
endform was analysed. If the higher—quality endform was evaporated

_|

;§
PJ

for any length of tine, it was found that the desorption L ge would i

\

” Je Jrevert to the type shown in fig(6.lOb). This type of sudden cnang

ims reproducible, and possibly results from a sudden field—induced .

change in the stability of a contaminent on the specimen shank

It seems likely th~t the observations of Berofsky and Muller
@ . . , . + 2+(1969) OI shifts in tne I8l?tlVO abundance of Cu and Cu as a

function of temperature were related to this effect, rather then to i"
1

simole tunnelline orocesses Tsone l 58 .._ Q _. L;

;._:.

r.-)-

Silver was found to show the sane type of instabil
copper on initial imaging, but yielded relatively stable and

1;

{J3

U2

LT‘
f-Iu

C53D.

—quality
argon images after hydrogen etching. Attempts to obtain desorption
images from silver were unsuccessful, due to frequent specimen

failure, although atom—probe spectra of silver were successfully
. . . . +obtained in the presence of argon, yielding

I-,,>

G1

private communicatio§.

Aluminium.
. . .

a

(Boyes and Turner

The third, and perhaps more important, exception among the
.~ .0 C7 1- 3f.c.c. metals is aluminium. Aluminium is fer irom beino a refractord

metal, and has only become accessible to fie1d~ion microscopy

follorinr the develooment in Cambridte of low-field ima<in@ techniquesQ - 5 e -

(‘Q

employin

~:‘
-4

‘i.L~
in7 Fpaper, the good mechanical properties of aluminium allot high
ll»!
ET.

r ' \b

and

protracted evaporation rates to be achieved, esnecillg in the
mt

 I _

e ,1 M

» Y

H

L

4

\ ‘En.ultra-high vacuum and argon as imaging gas (Boyes, Turner, ‘J

and Southon 1971, Boyes and Southon l972).As as noted in the latte? ‘%

M
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presence of argon,
PO-

in vacuum was also readily achieved, and aluminium has been successfully

to
_\n

%_-1». .

105.

,3.
|._:.

ch depresses the evaporation field by some

It was found during the present work that prolonged evaporation

vacuum—evaporated in the atom-probe.
. . . . , o . .A DC-evaporation image of aluminium at /8 K is shown in

fig(6.ll). This specimen was polished from recrystallized wire and

imaged prior to desorption imeging in argon. The desorption image is
Seen to differ from those of all the other f.c.c. metals in this
respect: there are no bright lines in the image at all. Instead, the
' 01 -image is covered with e network OI

0.1

9.:

H4
‘Pi

lines, which are more

pronounced than the faint background lines in the other desorption
images. Ring structures are in evidence around the {lllzand {22Q;poles.
The centres of all major planes are dark. Overall, the contrast is
unlike that of any of the other metals studied to date. As aluminium
is a non—refractory non—transition metal, such a difference is
perhaps not unexpected, but must be accounted for in any theory
put forward to account for the contrast in desorttion images.

The possibility might be raised that the different contrast
is due in some way to the presence of retained field—adsorbed argon
on the surface, since it is extremely difficult to remove all the
argon from the microscope after imaging, as there are large areas of
metal cooled to low temperatures which can adsorb argon. However,

the desorption images were obtained at a considerably higher field
than that at which the metal subsequently evejoreted in argon. Furthermore,
as will be described below, argon was totally eliminated in
subsequent exoeriments bv the use of neon-ion microscoey at low. u

temperatures; the effect of argon in iroducing fig(6.ll) is
therefore felt to be negligible. It will be shown below that the
presence of a low rressure of hydrogen ma; dramatically alter
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the desorption image.

1*] D.

(D

6Lj.2__W F.C,C,WTetalsi;g Qqmmry,

It has been shown that the desorption images from

the more refractory f.c.c. metals are very similar, and are

quite unlike those of the b.c.c. metals. The images are characterized

by the presence of bright zone-lines connecting the £111; and {PO22

planes, and an intersecting network of dark lines. Nickel and

|_:.

copper give somewhat different desorption ages, but these

also contain bright—line contrast: the possibility of mechanical

deformation by the field-stress and the effect of contaminants
in these two cases was raised. The desorption image from aluminium

at 78 OK was shown to be different in character from those of the

other f.c.c. metals, in containing no bright lines at all, but
an intricate network of dark zone-lines.

6 4 The H.C.P. Ietals.
A comparison between the flllideserption pattern of the

refractory f.c.c. metals and the {lOOO} desorption pattern

from an h.c.p. metal (Re, Hf, Ru, Co, Be, or Mg) would be

especially interesting in view of the pseudo-hexagonal symmetry

of the former. As h.c.p. wires are 0OmnOnly (1010) or <ll2Q>

oriented no such comparison has been possible to date. Rhenium

specimens of these orientations have been successfully vacuum-

evaporated to give desorption patterns of the type shown in

fig(6.l2). There is considerable detail in the form of dark lines
x

-
and a broad bright zone—line, but the overall pattern 1S somewhat

diffuse, as might be expected from the slight irregularity of the i

field-evaporated end~form. The desortion image from rhenium,



 
1O

and also from iridium, have been confirmed by Dr. A.J.Y. Xoore

and Dr. J.A. (private communication),

U1 :3 go
P‘?

No other pure h.c.p. elements have yet been examined,
1

although a cobalt~tantalum alloy has been evaporated successfully
in the presence of neon to form a desorption image, as will be

described in Chapter 7. In view of the dissimilarity in character -

of the desorption ima of the f.c.0. transition metals and the

in
O

m

non—transition series metal aluminium, it will be especially
interesting to compare images from rheniun, hafnium, cobalt and

ruthenium with those from beryllium, and,if possible, magnesium.

6.5 The Qffect of ;dsprbed_Gases, Qvanoration Rate, and Qemperatnre

In an analysis in the atom-probe the specimen is generally

pulse—cvapornted in the presence of an imaging-gas. To enable

an analysis to be made in a reasonable time the evaporation rate

has to be raised to give a high probability of er pornting an

atom in the few nanoseconds of the evapor tion pulse; this
. . . L . 7 ,lOimplies an instantaneous evaporation rate betteen 1O and 10

planes per second. This rate is considerably faster than that which

is employed in the DC—evaporation experiments
O

f‘
Q1.

>3

c
kl-

nn
(D

_|n

O
D

have been

rences in the desorptiondescribed(l® -103 planes/sec.).
patterns at very high evapor tion rates would not be unexpected

in view of the changes in specimen profile which have been observed

under these conditions (Tsong and Kuller 1970).

The imaging-gas present during an analysis has a dual role

Birstly, it allows the entrance aperture of the flight—tube to

be aligned over a selected feature on the s ecimen surface.

it
Jo

O
‘r—’

D»

Secondly, the evaporation _ of the s ecimen is commonly lowered
I

1 1 1 *by tne presence of field-adsorbed imaging gas, and this nrevents
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the destruction of the specimen by

1W8.

the field-stress. The evaporation

field may be lowered by up to ten percent or more in specific cases

such as tantalum and helium or aluminium and argon, although

the effect appears to be less for ruleed evanoration than for
DC-evaporation.

The effect of the adsorbed gas may be due to evaporation

of the metal as netal~gas complex ions, of which many have been

reported (Muller and Tsong 1973}. The existence of stable comnlexes

is not necess ry for rromotion to occur. example, argon

w
Os

promotes both DC~evenoration, end to a smaller extent, pulsed

evanoraticn of aluminium, but is not seen in the atom-probe mass-

spectrum either as individual argon ions or as com lex ions.

Comparison of the spectra obtained

indicate a greatly enhanced number

n\
S

Q4

in argon 2- in hydrogen

of AlC+ ionsin the former,
~ + '1 1-n

and also an altered shape of the AL peak, with a sniit to a

higher mass. This suggests that the aluminium evarorates as an

argon complex which rapidly dissociates. The spectrum obtained
. . . . . 0 0, . . . .

on imaging aluminium in neon at /O h is similar to the hydrogen

spectrum in the relative abundance

Sometimes, where chemical

lower the DC—evaporation field, but not

€:3-I

}.J.

U)

for fast pulsed evaporation.

hydrogen; aluminium is unstable in
field at which it DC-evaporates in\

of the two charge sfecies.

interactions occur, e gas may

the field necessary

Q)t
H:

(D
O
(+

is illustrated b; aluminium and

at about the some

D‘
=<!
Q;
H
O
01

<03

o- .argon at 75 R, To obtain an

atom-probe analysis the evaporation field hes to he raised some

25%, so that e low standing voltage and large pulse-height are

HGCGSSHTY.

1 '8 I \It was found that a low presture of hydrogen (1-5 iO Porr,

dramatically affected the desorpti on pnttern from aluminium,
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unlike the more refractory metals, which were less sensitive to

ch
¢/'
Q

vacuum conditions. Fig(6.l3) shows a comparison between a yical
hydrogen—ion image of aluminium and a desorption image from

. . , nk ;, v -8 1 . qaluminium in the presence oi “Q 10 Torr of hydrogen. Unline the

argon—ion images of aluminium which have been presented by Boyes and

Southon (197?) the hydrogen~ion image is of quite low contrast.
Unlike the ergon—ion imege, the central (111) region is well-developed

and bright. The hydrogen-ion image is relatively insensitive to
poor vacuum conditions. It was found that if the hydrogen wos removed

C!-
\-,-

(D

and replaced bv arson Eeepinr - volta»e constant the centralu C: 7 \_) {z 7

(111) planes evaporated rapidly and the specimen reverted to the

normal argon end-form. The desorption images obtained in the presence

J‘
°<'

$1‘
‘S

O

Q};
\lI

of hydrogen reflect the -" gen-ion image in quali the lllfregions

PE] D.
(D

_ + {

show a rdiating S§StOn of dark lines, as in the UHV image.

rest of the picture shows little crystallogrophic detail, corresponding

to the rough areas on the hydrogen-ion image. Dark spots were frequently
observed on the {200}areas of the desorption image; as in the

case of iron, discussed rbove, these are attributed to the

perturbing influence of evapor:tion—resistant species, which may

sometimes be seen in argon or neon-ion images as brightly—imaging

noints.
i ~

Further experiments to determine the effect of helium on

desorption patterns will be described in Chapter 7.

6.5.2 BveQ9ration*£iteL

Early in the early in the experimental work described above
vit was found that the desor tion images obtained by evapor ting

0 0 l‘tungsten, aluminium, and molybdenum in vacuum were similar if the

evaporrtion was achieved using DC—eva§or@tion or single nanosecond or
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microsecond pulses. However, sufficient numbers of ions could

not be produced by a single pulse,without a high probability of

fracturing the specimen, to reveal the full details of the

' — Y t h cue was used to circumventdesorption pattern; the DC ev goration ‘ec.ni,
this difficulty, in alternative technique is to use many relatively
small nanosecond evaporation julses to build up the desorption

kl-
5

E3-1

C‘?
(D

“ ’ tt o on Carin:on s yhOtOQTCPh, by leaving the camera snu or pt- 1*.‘ 3

many pulses. Obviously, this must be done in UHV, to prevent the

field-ionized gos ions from obscuring the desorption image.

emitters, with the results shown in
This technique was employed on tungsten and iridium

1- Pnd 6 i

e
|_J-

Q
/'\

C\
G
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'2
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I
4

‘Q1
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O

@->

DC-evaporation imege of the same specimen is shown in each case for

comparison. The overall appearances of the pictures are the same,

but

ci- *5.

(D
P3

(D

are specific

Q:

iifferences. For example, the radial bright

lines between {lie} ane{¢11}p1@n@s, in the tungSten DC ima€e,(78oK)v

are absent in the corresponding pulsed image. The dark centres to

planes are more pronounced in the pulsed picture, and there

are considerable differences in the details of the structure around

{222}t1enes.

characteristic bright—line contrast is present in both pulsed—evaporation
In the case of the f.c.c. iridium, it is found thut the

and continuous—evaporation images. As in the case of tungsten, it
is found that the major planes have very pronounced dark centres

in the ndnosecond—pulsed case. In the example shown there is a

grain-boundary present:

c-F
:3-I

|_.|1

U2

is seen as a dark line in both the

microgrsphs. Some 20-30 {Ill} planes VGTG evaporated to form

these desorption micrographs; a ring—structure is beginning to develop

around the (111) plane centre.
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111.

6.5.3 Temrerature.

Evaporation of tungsten in vacuum at 200K under continuous
and nanosecond-julsed conditions leads to similar micrographs
to those obtained at TSOK: There are a small number of significant
differences (fig(6._ The bright lines radiating from £110} to

_:

L‘\
\~/

\_/

0

{§ll§, which are very prominent in the DC—evaporation images
. ,;o o . _cbta;ned at [8 K, and also at K, are absent in both 200K images.

K)
\O

Q.)

The ring structure around {i102 ylanes is new very much sharper
and consists of narrow dark polygons separated by broader bright
polygonal annuli; the edges of each bright annulus are apparently
slightly brighter than its central region, suggesting that the
edges contain ions which have been deflected from the adjacent
dark polygonal area. There is also some structure in the centralflldg
region. The sectors around the {llO}planes are seen to be separated
by pairs of thin dark lines. There are other differences in the detail
in the {222} regions.

C3
O

It should be noted that the vacuum _ -evaporation and

nenosecond—pulsed evaporation end—forms {fig(6.l7a,b) helium imsge)

are very similar, and different to the endform obtained by
nanosecond-pulsed evaporation in helium. The vacuum—evaporation

' end—forms are similar to the normal end-form obtained by bC—evaporation

in helium. The ragged nature of the pulsed helium endform was

attributed by Tsong and Kuller (1979) to the lack of time, under

nS—pulsed conditions, for —site atom to be thermally activated

Q7

W’
|..:.

§~

into neighbouring metastable states. The true explanation seems to
be that the field-adsorbed helium perturbs smooth evatoration

L
s
an

by allo' some atoms to be evaporated at lower fields than others;
promotion of the evaporation of all atoms is prevented by the
interruption of the supply of helium by the field—barrier during th:
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evaporation yulse.

112

The evaportion behaviour of aluminium is markedly

different at low temperature to that described above. The

evaporation field (Uoyes 1975) is a fairly sensitive function
of temperature, and is depressed by some

O

f\)
\)'1

“X1.

U‘
°<1

the presence of
o . . . .argon, at 50 K or 78 K. Boyes predicted that neon-ion imaging

of aluminium should be possible at a low enough temperature.

An experiment, made with Dr.

Ci
O
<4

(D
U2

and Dr. P.J. Turner, proved that
this prediction was correct, and high—quality stable neon-ion
. . o ,images were obt ined at 20 K. If tne neon pressure was reduced

1+
O

c+ D.-

point where the neon-ion imege was very faint, and the

specimen voltage then raised until a desorption image was obtained

superimposed on the faint neon image, microgrephs were obtained whih

were very similar to those obtained under similar conditions with
argon—ion imaging at 7801 (compare fig(6.l8) with fig(6.l)).
The bright streaks on the desorotion jhotograph are due to

ci- ,3,

C9

neon-ion-imaging of impurity atoms; they were resistant to (DC)

evaporation and were frequently seen to migrate vcross the

S 1

‘ forces; leaving streaks in the desorption image (5 sec.

evaporating surface, presumably under the influence of polarization

ci-
l,..J>

5
(D

exposure).

K When a normal continuous—ev:poretion image was obtained
' ,0 n . —20 K, aiter reducing the neon~;ressure to below 1 10 9 Torr,

an image was obtained which is markedly different to thvt seen

‘ at 50° and 78°r (fig(6.l9)).

-*5D.

(D

number of dark zone-lines crossing

the image is dramatically increased, and they are frequently seen

as pairs of dark lines separated by a narrow bright line. Pronounced

ring structures surround major planes, which have dark centres.

The dork-line structure extends into

(‘F
>-...

}..J

(D

\

{ZOO} regions, which are X

featureless in the high-temperature desorption image.
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1 1 3 Q \\\VL
At on intermediate temperature, estimated at 3O—4OOK,

at which the evaporation field was too low for neon ionization to
occur, an image was obtained which (fig(6.2O)) has uoints in
common with both the low and the high—temperature images. “he overall

. . . . . . 0 .detail in the picture is considerably less than in the 20 K lmcge,

and the structure in the {Z062 regions is reduced to a single dark

CTOSS .

The dramatic temperature sensitiv I of the aluminium

}_l.

1+
Q,‘

desorption images has not been found for any of the (limited
number) of other metals which have been studied at low ten erature.

>3
D4

(D
Q‘-
D‘

(D
H

this sensitivitv is a result of a chsnve from thermellv-u -.4 <7

activated evaporation to an ionic—tunnelling evaporation mechanism

* a result of the low mass of the aluminium ion,at low temperature,

9
m

or is a result of the much higher evaporation field at low temperatures

altering the polarization forces involved, is not yet apparent.

6.6 Grain Boundaries.

It was pointed out in the preceding chapter that grain
boundaries are of current interest in atom—probe microscopy.

A considerable number of boundaries were observed in tungsten,

iridium and iron snecimens durinr the course of the nresent work., _ \_2 -

A detailed analysis of these boundaries will not be undertakes here,

but a representative selection of the features observed in the desorption

images will be outlined below.

Fig(6.?l) shows the helium and desorption images from

a complex tungsten specimen containing several grain boundaries

and other faults. A fault in the local surface topograjhy at A

is seen to distort the {Elli rings in

c!- D,
(D

helium image, and produce
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a cross-over in the trajectories of the helium ions; a corresponding

crossover is seen in the tungsten—ion desorption microgranh.

The grain-boundary labelled BCD is seen in the desorption image as

a dark line in section BC end es a bright line, on one side only,

in section CD. The desorption image in section CD is brighter

on the side corresponding to the highest radius of curvature -

\ (that is, the lowest local m gnification). It is interesting to

note that there is an incomplete ring system in the {lid} region
of the

adjacent to section CD, although the centre /(llO} lane is

missing altogether. This behaviour has been seen on a number of

micrographs, and indicates that the formation of the rin systems

is a general property of the local surface, and not a troperty of the

specially symmetric situation in which a complete and perfect

ring system is present on the specimen end-form.

The second illustrative specimen (fig(6.22)) contains a

low—ang1e boundary running close to the central (110) plane.

The boundary is a rotation of approximately 200 about (llO>.

The desorption inage of this boundary illustrates a t¢FG of

behaviour which was commonly observed in tungsten. The boundary is

seen ‘in the desorjtion image as a bright streak, which sometimes

has an adjacent dark streak, or a dark centre. As in the previous

example, the {llO?ring—system:in the two crystals exist independently

on the two sides of the boundary. In the case of this boundary

there is no large change in the gross topography of the specimen

at the boundary (although there may be a local change at the

boundary itself) and it seems unlikely that the appearance of the

boundary in this desorption image is due to the same tyne of gross

l-I
54

}_J-

O
:3‘

,3,
(0

ion-optical effects produced the 'crossover' T scribed above.
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Fig (6.23), uhioh was .

w
Pl-

s
D-I

P‘
Q

ll§o

supplied by Ur. P.J. Turner,

0 ative neon-ion image.illustrates a boundary in iron, and a comp r. '

It is seen that, as in the case of tungsten, the grain-boundary

is clearly visible in the desorption image, in this case as

two narrow parallel bP53%1ines.
It must be emphasized that the desorption images shown

above are of boundaries not expected to contain any significant

proportion of segregant. The images illustrate the effect of the

"6 ' is not necessarily the same
boundary on the trajectory of the matrix ions: the trajectory of

any segregant atom at the bounrar5

$1
ca

that of an adjacent matrix atom, and has not yet been experimentally

studied.Fu

P3
ci-

£3‘
(D
H

§.7 Summary.

In this chapter we have seen the development of the

work to clear up this point is clearly desirable.

technique of using continuous evaporation in vacuum as a may of

F tal ions evanorateddetermining the spatial distribution 0- me '

were de

shown to be anomalous and tempera

images obtained

the presence of a grain boundary a

wide variety of metals, and a variety of new and unexpected phenomena
from a fie1d—ion specimen. This technique was used to study a

t’ mazes ct the f.c.c.scribed. It was found that the desorp ion i so» _

metals, with some exceptions, had strong similarities with one

another, and unexpectedly contained bright zone—lines. Many other

unexpected features such as ring—systems and dark centres to major

planes were described. The desorption image from aluminium was

ture sensitive. The desorption

under pulsed and continuous evaporation conditions

were found to be similar, but not identical. It was found that

h.s a marked effect on the

‘ desorption image, p ‘roduoing bright or dark streak contrast.



 l
ll

Some effects of the presence of contaminant or imaging gases

were described for the aluminium desorption images. The effect

of neon and helium on desorption images will be described in

Chapter 7 below. Further analysis of the data described in this

chapter and in Chapters 5 and 7 will be given in Chapter 8.



 i _
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Chapter 7.

;jQQRHINQ_éIQHfQRQQi,A2§LY§lS.

P“!
':-T‘

VIr-F
L5)

cl

7.1 Ehe Eiect or ImeginQ+Gas.

The data outlined above were taken, in the main b
. 9 Y

field—evaporeting the specimen in vacuum, and recording simultaneously

and indiscriminately all types of ions formed. However, in

conventional atom-probe analysis, image gas is almost always

present during the analysis. This is for two reasons: first, so that

the field—ion image may be inspected, to align features of interest

with the probehole; second, the image gas generally lowers the

field at rhich evaporation of metal atoms will occur (Uishikewa

and Muller 19$, As field is lower, the stress on the specimen

F.
\__,1

O

c+
D’

(‘D

is lower, and there is a reduced chance of the specimen failing;
this may be particularly important, for example, in the study oi

specimens containing grain boundaries, where the purpose of the

analysis is to study the segregation of embrittling impurities to

the boundary.

No complete theoretical account of the evaporation—promotion

(D
to

U2
\_JI

I--1

*<

mechanism exists, and therefore no convincing predictions can be

= made as to the effect of image-gas on the desorption pattern

to be obtained when a metal is eve orated in the presence of such

gas. It is therefore important to establish experimentally

the correspondence between the spatial distribution of motel ions

obtained by continuously field—evaporsting e motel in vacuum, and

the spatial distribution obtained by nanosecond-pulsed evaporation

in the presence of an imaging gas. To do this, it is necessary to

devise an experiment in which the desorbed metal ions will not be
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obscured by the vastly greater number of field-ionized image—gas

ions.

I

by Panitz(l973, 1974) who has designed an atom-probe with a

very short
channel—plate with spherically—curved surfaces, so

Pa
._|

-1-.
C’?
I5‘
rt-

—path (100 mm). The detector is a chevron

<+
»-.. ‘Ii

An elegant solution to this problem has been described

‘t all ions
travel an equal distance between the specimen and the detector.

Metal ions are nanosecond~pulse evaporated from the specimen, and

then retarded to a final potential of 3 KV, to increase

of the flight—time to the

gm

(0

C!-

>1‘
O

length

tector. The chevron channel—plate

is switched on for a brief instant, using a high—voltsge pulse,
1

,~, . . - .
a preset delay alter the initial evaporation pulse. Only ions

\ with the correct mass-to-charge ratio to strike the detector
» , ,1during the duration of the second pulse will produce an output

f . th * t t» . P ohotorranh of the output tron the fibre—orom _e ce ec or J \, * _ _ _

phosphor screen at the exit—side of the chevron plate will

"ii
rt-

|_lI
O

therefore show the spatial distribution of ions of a particular

m e ratio. is the chevron Qatinm—pulse is extremely short thereF

L / s pl

will be little interference from the random field—ionized gas
- -6 . .current, at reasonable gas pressures (<hM) Torr). This instrument

has been used to study the spatial distribution of H and

ions from a tungsten sgecimen (Panitz 1974); as the complex

-
. ,3+ 74+

nature of the tungsten desorption image was not recognized, the

conclusions reached will need considerable modification.

7.2 A Simnle imaging Atom—Probe.

A greatly—simplified version of the Panitz atom-probe

was constructed for use in_tne ,resent exgerimen a worn ( ig(7. )).

The flight-

Q;
Q4.

I’)

ts ~ “ti vr 1

tonce between the sjecimen and the single flat 50 mm
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channel-plate used as e detector was short, so that a reasonable

cone—ongle of ions emitted from

R

swecimen would be intercented

c"!-
,_,..

._» 0

( O0). The short fli5ht—path,*vl2O mm, and the lock of any

retarding or imege~conpressin5'lenses, restric the mass

CF
Q

Q4

resolution to be expected from the device. The peth—lengths

between the tip and the centre and edge of the detector are

respectively 170 mm and 124 mm. The best possible mass resolution

to be expected is given by

dm/m = - 2 di/I, l/15, or dear 4 at mess 60.

The channel-plate used as'detector was s Bendix 50 mm

diameter x 49 um channel device, which was modified by evaporating

i a thin film of gold over the nichrone film which is supplied as the

standard electrical contact to the channels. This was necessary

(Panitz private communication) in order to allow the pnssage of

large charging-currents during the gating—pulse. Assuming a 100 pF

plate capacitance and a 5 nS risetime 2 KV pulse, the charging

currents are of the order Q/t = CV/t = 200 amps., which would

rapidly destro; the contact areas between the external electrodes

and the resistive nichrome film.
The large 2 KV pulse used to gate the channel-plate-was

necessitated in pert by the driving electronics, and partly by

the non-linear gein~cheracteristies of the channel-plate (see below).

The chennel—plate sting rulse had to be produced a short variable

C7‘.

time after the evaporation pulse, which is best derived from e

jitter-free mercwry-wetted reed relay (Regen 1973) which is

asynchronous. An electronically-fired pulser using an EG & G KN 22

krytron as

D.
P-
fa V.

“—volt1ge switch was used to produce the gating pulse.q

It was found that there was a delay between initiating the output

nulse and the wctuel outnut ulse- this delav was a minimum when
.. .- P 7 u

—<
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the krytron was operated at 4 EV, to produce a 2 KV output pulse.

A simple TTL monostable circuit was used to vary the delay between

the evaporation and the gating pulses. The minimum possible delay

with the circuitry used was nS, which restricted the minimum

\.b
ui
O

mass/charge ratio which was detectable to 30, at about l2 KV

specimen voltrge. The width of the gating pulse, which was governed

by the length of the krytron charging line, was apjroximately

80 nS, with 5 nS rise and fall time. This pulse was made deliberately

wide, although this limited the mass-resolution of the instrument,

(1.
H;

Y”
3'3
d-

as it was found ' the use of a short gating time (10 nS) caused

problems in settina the dela' which is of course a function of
- \_.r 3’

IJ-"hort
specimen voltage. ing the/pulse easily possible to adjust

C3‘
U}

*4.
rt-

1.4
-1 fl

U)

the delay so that only the central area of the plate, or only

the outer annulus, actually registered the arrival of a particular

mass species. The overall jitter of the gating system was measured

at less than 2 nS on a fast oscilloscope
Ho problems were found in operating the channel—plate at

the extremely high voltage of 2 EV. Under 30 conditions the noise

level at such a voltage would be prohibitively high, but the

observed number of noise pulses during the 80 nS gating time was

extremely small. The output pulses produced much denser records

on Tri-X film, with an apparently more uniform size of output pulse,

than under DC conditions at 1500 volts, as in the experiments described

above. This was probably due to ion feedback (Eschard and Manley 1971)

in the straight channels of the channel-plate; electrons near the

exit aperture of a channel ionize gas atoms or atoms adsorbed on the

channel wall, and the positive ions thus formed return towards the

input side of the plate under the influence of the electrostatic

field in the channel. They may then collide with the channel wall
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and initiate further electron avalanches; this process will continue

until the surface of the channel becomes so charged that the

channel gain is drastically reduced. The result will be a total

__:.

$3
Q4

§._».

output charge than the charge'of the _ vidual pulses. If the

channel-plate is operated in the (relatively) high gas pressure

of 10-5 Torr, then gas atoms ionized by the electrons will contribute

significantly to the feedback process, while at lower pressures

only adsorbed gases will contribute significantly. For ion feedback

to occur it is necessary for the channel—plate voltage to be

applied for a time which is longer than the time for an ion to

travel the length of a channel. This will be, for an ion formed

at the exit of the channel and accelerated down the whole length of

~d
-4

¥*"
,...

(D

if before hitting the Wall, given by t = (2 m s2/neV) , re s is

the channel length, m the ionls mass, ne its charge, and V the

channel—plate voltage. For He; and s = 1,5 mm, V = 2 KV the

flight-time is approximately 9 nanoseconds.

The cutout electron signal from the channel willtherefore

be augmented by ionic feedback events, at a high enough image

gas pressure, the gating pulse has a width of more than 9 n3

‘-1»
H,

Q3
L)

for helium (or 35 nS for neon). Longer pulses, such as the nS

pulse used in these experiments, will give proportionately

larger outputs until the channel becomes saturated. Equally,

for operation in vacuum, the nulse gain at a given voltage will

be smaller at small pulse-widths than the DC gain at the same voltage,

by an amount which reflects the imnortanoe of ionic feedback

from adsorbate atoms dislodged from the channel Halls. These

effects probably account for the observation by P~nitz(l974)

be

Q.)
{JJ

that a larger pulse voltage than expected to be applied to

his chevron ohannel—p1ate to record single ions; this was attributed



at the time to difficulty in transmitting the ,u

Electron transit times (te:O,2 nS) wou i

III-————_——————-_-________
122,

n lse to the plate.

ld be expected to cause a

further drop in gain at sub-nanosecond pulsewidths, where the

current-levels involved would probably be prohibitively large anyway.

In the experiments reported below the increased gain from

gas-ionic feedback could be clearly seen. The output pulses from

the jhosphor were brighter when imaging—gas was nresent, and uhen

the metal ions causing the scintillation were arriving near the

beginning of the 80 nS gating yulse. Uith the P KV nulse~height

there was no difficulty in recording the arrival of single ions

even in

this st

$71
CL:

L44
u

Q;
‘.1.

film to record

a filter or two-colour

to exposure levels.
, For combined field-ion imaging and gated *

td
.4
>-a

O

h "‘ llfferent pain in
vscuo with s 10 nS pulse—widt . rho c'i_ n 9

vacuum and in imaging gas, while not of particular importance in

t ce ‘n en" ottemnt to use colour

_!,

H,

,.
fl»

P-Jo

erent mess species in
sphor, sin

would be of impor an i JnJ s ,@_

fferent colours, vie

ce fast colour films are sensitive

atom—nrobe mieroscojy the sing- - n

—desorption

*‘)
Pu

(D
l—'
fl:

*‘ ' le chennel—pl;te detector appears to

t used bv Fanitz.
hove significant sdvsnteges over the chevron pla es . J

' Texpensive, C

conventional at

gain

that the chevron does not pro

(1972) who found significant numbers of

Although chevrons have nominally higher gain, they re delicate and

‘

r

ind may only be onereted at low imege—gas pressures (<jI)OTorr),

Muller has used e chevron as a single-particle detector in a

" i@ 3) zhere the highom-probe (iuller and Tsong ,7 1;

t t be nandatorv' he claims
of the chevron might be though o M’- J,

be risinternretedduce afternulses (which can M if .

as metal/gas com;ex ions)in disagreement with Brenner and Ickinney

5.:
.-I;

c+

erpulses in s similar
"f” * detectors.

detector, in e careful comparison of the merits of di ierent

The present author hes found that a photomultiplier external to
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the vacuum sytem will easily detect the scintillations nroduced by

o single ion on a single channel-slate; U fast phosphor (e.g.

»<:
Q

U3

Levy4?est 70) produces adequate time—resolution for most

purposes ” nS) and opergtion of the slate at 1200 volts

1’?
p_.:

U

gives a satisfactory saturated output—pulse distribution; aft rnulsing
is also present for this ty*e of detector. New tyres of single

channel—plate now under develonnont (frekuukd ef'qL lq?1e)

which may be operated at very high voltages, to produce saturated
. n . 8 .after—nulse Iree gains of 10 or so, will apparently be even

more suitable for single—ion detection in atom-probes and desorption

microscopes than present channel-plates.‘

7 - Bl Results free jci-he ,-;Li2m<¥?i£<z‘22-

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the

<+ D.
(D

imaging atom-probe was constructed in order to comrsre

field-desorption patterns obtained from nanosecond-pulsed

evaporation in vacuum with those obtained in the presence of

imaging»ges. The limited survey carried out with the atom-probe

showed that, for tungsten end iridium at least, the major features

of the patterns are obtained in both vacuum and image-gas. There are,

however, some minor differences which are of interest.

7.3.1 Tunvsten.—x¢

Some results from tungsten in vacuum and in helium are

cO+wQ d ' 4~( 23 ( 80") W‘ (" pb) h ~ t" t"v.C1 tt -m,ure" in Jib 7. , 7 n . &lg 1.‘ sno s ne J91 ui pd ern

obtained by simultaneously recording all charge species produced

by evaporating the specimen in vacuum (i.e. the channel-plate

was run at 1450 volts DC while the specimen alone was pulsed).
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C‘-"2

- (7.20) shows the desorption pattern from the same specimen in
the presence of helium, with only U3+ ions, or more probably
W 3+ . M 1 . . .wHe ions(muller i969) being recorded. The pictures were obtained

e
Q

superimposing many pulsed pictures, taking a time exposure of

L
<7?‘

‘J’

5-20 seconds "- the evaporation pulse generator running at

ill
*:.$

*0‘
"3

oximetely 20 Hz. The collapsing 6110} rings could be clearly

1'!- DJ

(0

seen with naked eye, and the presence (in helium) or absence

(in vacuum) of a relatively bright centre to the (llO) plane

hi
O
rt-

C7

could be seen as the rings collapsed to the centre. vacuum

and helium desorption images show the ring—structure around

the (110) plane,which was described in Chapter 6, provided that
sufficient numbers of {llO; planes are evaporated to form the image.

. . 1+ .The zone decoration was somewhat more ragged in the HHe' desorption
image than in the vacuum image; Turner (private communication)

>\-,4

, 4+ . . .has found that ' is frequently obtained from the tungsten zone

decoration in helium, and this mny account for the observed

{.5
Q
Q

fsintness of the zone oration in the WHe3+ image. The grain
boundary which may be seen in the helium—ion image (7.2s) is
seen clearly as e sharply—edged dark line in both of the
desorption images,

The bright centre to the (110) j-j>la;:1e in the 78°14

W3+/helium image is not seen st a much lower temperature, estimated

as 1O—2OoK (fig(7.3)). This may be related to the lower abundance

of UHe3+ at low temperatures, reported by Huller (1959), or to

to formation of W4+ at the plane centre (Penitz 1974); equally,
a reversion to the 780K vacuum evaporation behaviour, where

. , + . .neither J3 nor H4+ are observed at the plane centre, is a

s‘
H0

Q1

possibility at the ier low-temperature evaporation field.

‘E1
‘IO

|._:.
5

A low-angle -boundary, which was barely discernable
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. . . . . + . .

1n the helium image, 1S clearly seen in the U3 /helium image as

a relatively broad dark feature crossing the (llO) pole. Other
.. . . , 0 .features of the image are similar to the vacuum/78 /nanosecond pulsed

-, I -

<'_:.

C
DJ

C2
(D

Q4

desorption image, as far as may be from tne relatively
'noisy' pictures obtained.

The evaporation behaviour of the metal was found to
'\~r\ - I1 1 -O --

be oiiferent in character to that which was ooserved at [8 K. At
c . . . .

78 Kit 1S easy to set the evaporation rate so that the 110 rings

shrink steadily and continuously. At the lower temperature the

evaporation rate is found to be much more sensitive to the field:

\t

,L.
e
D"

as the specimen standing voltage is raisei ' the pulser running,

little happens until suddenly the whole {*lOZring system starts to

evaporwte, apparently from the centre outwards; 1 plane, or a

small number of planes, evaporate in a fraction of a second, and the

surface then becomes relatively stable again, with evaporation .

only taking place from a few high—index planes for the next few

seconds; the {llO} rings then evaporate again, and the whole cycle

is repeated. The evaporation rate has been predicted to be particulrly
field-sensitive at low temperatures (Taylor l97O) but this cyclic

type of evaporation behaviour makes the definition of the experimentally-

observed evaporation—rate a matter of some debate.

7.3.2 Iri ' LIdlum

A study of one of the f.c.c. metals in the imaging atom-

probe was felt to be of particular interest, in view of the

characteristic patterns shown by these metals during continuous

vacuum evaporation. Iridium was chosen as a representative sample.

Iridium has been studied previously in a conventional atom-probe
. ,. . . _~ '"+

by Brenner and Kchinney (1968) who noted the formation or Ir‘
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1 . . .The micrographs obtained from Ir

. i 3+

126.

and Ir3+, with the lower charge snecies predominating in helium,

and the higher in vacuum. Iullcr(l959) has reported the formation

of IrIe2+ and IrHe3+.

The results obtained in the present study are summarized

in and fig(7.5). Fig(7.4) shows the Ir2+ and Ir3+ images

H»
|-Jo

C2
/'\

\1

-¥>-
Ll

_-I
-1
.3.»

F4.

}—’

(D

. 1 . 110 . .obtained in vacuum (Yo K), ‘L fig(7.5) shows the same species

(and helium oomulexes) in the presence of helium image—gas. The

latter set were taken at a relatively fast evaporation rate, so

. . . l 3+ . qthat a reasonably large proportion OI Ir was obtained. Qhe

shift in abundance of the stecies between sbectra taken in helium

and vacuum, reported by Brenner and McKinney, was observed.
+ .Ir} in vacuum

N+

§
Q.»

and in helium all show the general characteristics of the iridium

*-3D-J

(D

pulse-desorbed image (Chapter 6). y all contain alternate

narrow bright and dark zone—lines radiating from (lll) with

pseudohexagonal symmetry, and a diffuse background. This eliminates

the possibility that the bright zones are formed from one charge

species and the background from the other. There are some

specific differences in the character of the micrographs: the bright
fv

. r+ . .
and dark zones are apearently broader in the Ir images then in

?+the ir images; the bright z:ne~lines are faint in the Ir' /vacuum
. . . . 3+ . .
images obtained; alternate bright zones in the Ir image taken in

. , . , _ , 3+ . . hhelium are orignter or Qarcer; Ir ions are obtained zrom close to
4_ 49 1) ,. 2+.the centre O; (ill,, while Ir ions are not. These results are

not entir unexpected, as conventional atom-probe studies have

(0
|_.._l

w.

occasionally indicated different ratios betzeen the charge srecies

obtained from .ifferent szecimen areas

Q4
J
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Cobalt-Tantalum.

The imaging atom-probe hes e very high iotential usefulness

in the study of metallurgical rroblems. As has been emphasized

above, the conventional small—probe—hole atom-nrobe has the‘
disadvantage that a correlation between the wosition of the field-ion
over the probe-hole, and the field—evanornted ions which pass

through the probe—hole, to be assumed. Correction for aiming

:3-I

Q.)
U1

errors may be made on a trial—and—error basis, but becomes

imnossibly difficult in the case of complex metallurgical specimens.

If, for exvnple, a grain boundary is being studied, with the object

of studying the segregation of impuritg atoms to the boundary,

it is of interest to know whether any impurity atoms which are

detected cone actually from the boundary, or ere present in the

matrix on either side of, but close to, the boundary. is is seen

in the results "resented above, the grain boundcry may show in e

desorption of the matrix ions as a dark or bright line,

|-J0

ET?
'3:

Ci?
(D

indicating significant deflections of the matrix ions at the boundary.

This tells us nothing about the behaviour of any imrurity atoms,

which will differ from the matrix atoms in binding energ§, nolarizability,
interaction with i: —ges, etc. We conclude that a displacement of

C‘?
m

the probe—hole to a position at which matrix atoms from the position
of the bounds ' are detected will not necessarily result in the

w
Q-f

detection of imfurity atoms, or, if they ere detected, will not

yield accurate information on the source of the atoms. If instead

of a probehole an imaging atom—probe is used, the apgeerence of

a short line of segregant ions close to, but rerhens displaced from,

w
_lv

(‘D
I~—'

Q1

the image of the boundary in the -ion or matrix desorption

images, immediately provides strong evidence that there are

segregated in urity atoms at the boundary. Also, since now the
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whole boundary is providing atoms for the analysis, only a

few planes have to be evaporated from the specimen to orovide the

analysis, which will be of importnnce if the boundary moves

through the specimen in an erratic manner, or if the specimen

is much weakened by the presence of the boundary, as is often the

case.

The same arguments apgly with equal force to the analysis

of small precipitates, especially when these have an evavoretion

field which is substantially different to that of the matrix, and hence

protrude from or are recessed into the s ecimen surface. A

cobalt—5 tantalum alloy was chosen to illustrate the use of the

M4!~4

G)
Q1

d-

short atom-probe in c metallurgical context. —treatment of

. -

. .. o .

this alloy by slowly cooling it from 800 C leads to the apieareuce

of swell yrecipitates in the field—i0n image of the material, which

have a _ evaporation field than thvt of the matrix. Analysis

D4
-J1

C32

13’
O

"3

of the orientation and imaging yroperties of these jrecipitates

led Eildon and coworkers (1973) to conclude that they were

the Laves phase Co2Ta in an f.c.c. cobalt matrix, and -

c+
>3‘

P.
U2

composition has been confirmed by conventional atom—probe analysis

(Turner private communication). It was found during the course

of this analysis that the apparent composition of the precipitates

was a function of the hydrogen concentration in the vacuum system

in the srecinen itself. Atom-probe analysis in UHV following

9:
.3

Q,

]-_.-I

O
m

E1.

. . 0 ,.
specimen outgissing at 200 C for a short while to the

composition Co2Ta, while analysis without such outgassing yielded

a composition with a small and variable aiount of cobalt and a

large amount of tantalum; that is, cobalt was selectively removed

from the nrecinitates b;"the action of the hydrogen.

A specimen of this alloy were procured and imaged in neon
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in the short atom-probe. Yhotogranhs were alternately taken of

Q
Y

\/

neon field—ion image (78 h and of the desorption images formed

by Co2+'(m/n = 29,45) and Ta3+(m/n = 60,3) rhich conventional

analysis had revealed as the majority charge species during

evaporation in the presence of neon. A typical sequence is shown in
‘ The nrecipitates ire seen as bright irregular clusters,

H»
I-11

on
f\

-\1

O\ \‘J
.

with some ring structure, in the neon-ion image (b). The tantalum-

ion image (a) = the cobalt—iwn image (0) show the rcsition of

rw

.5
u

the larger precipitates clearly as bright and dark regions respectively

¢:{D
(D

The specimen had not been outgassed, and _ background pressure

was relatively high (9 lO_9Torr) so that some removal of cobalt from

the nrecipitites res to be expected. Comnnrison of a reries of such

pictures shoved that the tantalum ions arrived on the detector

in an area closely corresponding to that exyected from the size

of the precipitate in the neon ima and conversely the edges

C’?!

(D
Q

of the treciyitate correstcnded with the boundary seen in the cobalt

image. This exneriment therefore {hows that in this case at least

conventional atom-probing would lerd to sensible results, as there

is no evidence for any severe divergence of the trajectories of the

neon and the metal ions, and there is no evidence of any overlap

of the desorption image of the precipitates and the adjacent area

of the matrix.

7.4 Summary.

The construction of an imaging atom—probe, a simjlified
version of that described by Penitz, was outlined. The use of a

single channel-nlete driven by a fast hi5h—volta5e ulse as a
/

time—resolved detector was described, and the occurrence and
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effecw of pressure—dependent afternulsing in this detector

were noted. The desorption images from iridium and tungsten

in vccuum and in the nresence of helium were compared. It was found

that the images were similar in the two cases, but that there
r

were some snecific differences as well. It was shown that both

of the comnon charge species from iridium showed the characteristic

f.c.c. desorytion»pattern. The desorption image of a grain boundary

in tunssten res not ereetlv affected hr the nresence or absence
._i k» " " u 2/ . ~

of helium. Finally, an €X&mhlG of the use of the imaging—atom—probe

in metallurgy was given;

would not have been greatly effected by

p.
C?-

was shown that a conventional atom-probe

i i -errors in this case.

[13
.0.

El
}..1.
I3

U-"I

Future Work with imaging atom—nrobes rill undoubtedly
occur in the next few years. Areas of interest include atom-probe

analysis of precipitates, segregation at grain boundaries,

the formation of ordered alloys, the analysis of thin films,

catalysis, field—adsorption and evaporation, to name but a fer.

Future instrument l develonments will include construction

cf- ,3.

(7)

of more so histicmted instruments using new types of channe1—pl2te

with better gain and noise qualities, image—compressing lenses

to enable a larger snecimen area to be analysed at high resolution,

and the development of date—handling technieues to extract

compositional

g“.
,1:

G3
‘,-I

"4

sis and its spatial variation in the s ecimen

from the nhotographs of the desorption image, or from the phosnhor

Q;
1.1.

H

ect
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Chapter 8.

5
M

.~'aI,__'§_)_ CO?EC_LT;SI7C§lS_._

»

w8.1 Summary_Qf Results.

The preceding three chapters contain a great deal of new

experimental observations. Before attempting to account for these

a summary of the main features to be explained will be useful.

a) In Chapter 5 we saw evidence that a field-evaporated metal

ion follows a trajectory which is markedly different to that of

the image-gas ions produced above it.
b) i It was shown that the evaporation of a thick shell of

material from the end of the field-ion specimen leads to a

desorption image containing a great deal of fine structure. This

structure has a common

O
H

E0
(tq

\-h

I3

to the ‘aiming errors‘ and apparently

low detection efficiency from some specimen areas which are seen

in the atom—prcbe.

0) The detail in the desorption images consists of dark and

bri:ht line svstems the oririns of which are not immediatelv
. J 9 u)

J

obvious from the normal field-ion image. The centres of major

planes frequently appear dark, especially at very high evaporation

rates, and are frequently surrounded by ring systems.

d) Some small changes in the details of the patterns are

observed when the evaporation rate is changed from l plane/second

to 108 planes/second.

5
C7

(D
(I4

u

e) Provided that the general state of the surface is uncha .

imtroduoing an imaging—gas produces only minor changes in the

desorption image.
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K changes in the character of the image.

 j
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f) There is a general similarity between the desorption images

of the F.C.C. transition metals; the desorption image from copper

is slightly modified. The transition metals show a pattern of

bright lines radiating from {lllz and {ZOO} planes: in the case

P.
H

Pa

Q4
}..r.

9:3

. . 2+ . +

of the desorntion patterns obtained from Ir and Ir}

alone are very similar.

g) The non—transition series F.C.C. metal aluminium has a

desorption image unlike any other metal so far studied. The

amount of detail in this pettern is increased dramatically by

.
n o n on .

lowering the temperature irom T8 K to ¢O 1. Lowering the temperature

4 0, 0,
_of tungsten from Y8 R to 20 L sharpens the "

fl:
(D

$1“

I-'

in the image

H.
D

{la
S3

Q
(U

quite considerably, but unlike aluminium does not great

Q4
(D

U1
O

H
w

rt" H0
O5

h) drain boundaries are clearly visible in the

images as bright or dark lines, or both, even when the change in

the gross curvature of the surface across the boundary is expected

to be slight. Ring systems cut by a grain boundary exist independently

in the desorption images of the adjacent grains.

8.2 Scale of Details in Qesor3tion_ImagesL

The physical scale of the features in the desorption images

can be estimated quite simply by using the inherent atomic

resolution of the field-ion microscope to establish a distance scale

which can be transferred to the desorption image from the same surface.

The distance scale can be taken directly from the known interatomic

spacing of well—resolved atoms, or indirectly, by counting the

number of net rings between two poles of ?nown angular spacing.
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- n 0, . .
When this was done Ior a 20 L tungsten specimen, which had been

descrbed both by nanosecond pulses and continuous evaporation,

the following dimensions were obtained:-

Tip radius A/510 Q (51 nm.)

continuous evapn.)

"3
J0
5

C75?i
\O
Q

§,;0

2\

Diameter of first dark llO l
Width of first dark 110 ring -5 1.

Diameter of dark central region of(llO) 15-25 A (continuous)
u n n n n u n 25_35 A ( nS_pu1sed)

Width of 100 zone decoration ~9 A.

Width of dark fringzaround <lOQ) zone decoration ~4 R.

Width of dark lines radiating from (110) ~2,5 A.

Total width of arms of dark 'nropeller' radiating
from 222 ~20 these contain further structure on a scale

P
~40

{}1*
of 4 K which is denendent on evaporation rate and temperature

Mean width of dark features crossing {2llfplanes, perpendicular

to the close—packed rows,-7 K.

Similar measurements for the f.o.c. metals give the width of the

characteristic bright zone~lines in the desorption images as 8-15 1.

From the point of view of practical atom—probe work these

results are fairly encouraging; the probe—holc of a normal atom—probe

subtends a circle on the image corresponding to a diameter of

approximately 2O 1 referred to the specimen surface, while the
,

dimensions given above show that the aiming errors in particular

ections at particular regions of the specimen may have an

Q4
|_|.
H

uncertainty as little as 2,5 A. For the measurement of chapter 5, in

which the diameter of{llO? tungsten rings in the desorption image

were compared with the rings in the helium image and found to be

considerably smaller, the worst case found corresponds to a shift of

only some 6 L towards the centre of the (110) plane.
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8.3 TanQential_@nergy and_Aiming Errors,

It is instructive to calculate the tangential energy which,

|-J-s
w

H

if it were the onl; factor involved oducing aiming errors,

would be necessmry to deflect ions over the apparent distances

described above. Gomer(l96l) calculated that a particle of mass

m, charge ne, and transverse velocity vt, would be displaced at the
l_

microscope screen by 2vtx( 2neVo/m) 2, where x is the tip to screen

3

{

1

distance, and V0 is the specimen potential. is the sgecimen

t magnification is x/ r , where rt is the specimen radius, thet
apparent shift on the specimen surface is

.1
d = 2(3rt Vt (m/2 e VO)§

..1_
J T1 3,

/5

L‘...

ci-

<1
O

\_/\/

K 2 2Prt( he
t . - -

<

x

»

where it is the ions transverse kinetic energy at the surface, and

Q is a small constant.

Substituting values for n=3, n=4 , with rt=5lO K, Vo= 17 KV

and Q = 1 we obtain

d,A E eV, n=3 E eV, n=4
.

t t
,

‘i
r

9,5 9,57

‘ 6 1,8
1

eI

~

¢

12 7,2 9,6

4; ~ -
r It is seen that deflections due to thermal energies,-of

order kT = 0,01 eV, will be negligible at the low temperatures

comxonly used in field-ion microscopy. Any change in the desorption

image as a function of temperature must be result of a change in the
K

¢ I

:

mechanism leading to a change in the transverse electronic energy

of the ions. ‘
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flrror s .

8.4.1 Previous Qzilanations.

Before considerinc the desorntion atterns in detail
L: ¢.

two nrevious attemnts to exnlain 2 _i errors should be mentioned.

{_.|.

3
4.

.5
C3}

First, Brenner and Kchinney (1970) attempted to account for
I

aiming errors by stating that the effect was due to parallax, as

the image-gas ions are formed some distance from the surface;-

\__ __ _. __//"‘.__ g _ — —— __ ~-___ ___ ___?0r;(_-ioaai He lgV1|'1la.(-'2-&'V\

/ ; Z; ; // : : : I : //
I

[no]
l

’

' n .1 ' . ' ,

While this may be a contributorg erfect, if it is remembered that

the metal ions will arrive at the critical distance for gas

ionization with considerable kinetic energy, the considerable differences
v

~ ¢ ¢

between the desorption images of, say, tungsten and iridium '

indicate.that the true explanation is more complex than Brenner

and Kcinney suggested.

Second, in a very recent pacer, Gillott (l975)_has calculated

the deflection of an ion's trajectory as a result of the changing

electric field during pulsed evaporation. He found that there should

be only a small deflection, in the o posite direction to that found

by Brenner and Kcinney, and he states that other processes must be

involved. Since in the present work we have been largely concerned

-.4
-1

P1.
rt

,3‘

. DC-evaporation, pulse—effects will not be considered further.

We shall now consider the factors which are likely to

influence the trajectory of metal ions and the formation of the

desorption image. Three obvious factors are local magnification,

surface diffusion before evaporation, and deflection after evaporation.
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8.4.2 Locql High cation.
The magnification in the desorption image is given by

M = R/Q r, where R is the tip to screen distance, r the specimen

radius, and Q is a smell constant. Specimen areas with a

smell local rndius of curvature will be seen in the desorption image

at a proportionately larger tagnific tion than that of other

C!-
(D

Q4

specimen areas. As Brenner and Icinney (1970) poin out, this
will result in a smaller number of ions nmssinp through the

probe-hole in the atom-probe from the evaporation of one plane in

w
|,._J0

(D
Q.»

the highly—magni area. Abrupt chgnges in local magnification

:2
D‘

QJ

must tend to produce structure in the desorption image, may

account in part for the detail in the desorption image around, say,

the §332}planes in tungsten images. The msgni?ication is not the

only relev nt factor in the production of structured desorption images,

since altering the eve oration rate and temnernture produces considerable

changes in the desorption image of the tungsten 222 region,

C1- D.
D

without any corresponding gross change in v local curvsture as a

justification for a drastic modification of the local magnification.
Equally, there are no obvious reasons why the rhodium 110 zone—1ines

should be sufficiently demagnified to appear as bright lines in the

desorption image, while the apparently similar endform of aluminium,

imaged at ZOOK in neon, should yield dark zone—lines.

It has been suggested (Muller and Tsong 1973) that the
dark centres to “lanes in a desorption image may result from the

increase in local magnification of the last few atoms left as a

cluster at the centre of a plane. Again, this does not fit the

experimental results; the local magnification should very indenendently

of the rate of eveooretion while it is observed that the dark.. 7

ti-

centres to planes are generally larger a very high evaporation rtes;



’ image as a bright area with a dark

137.

also, the centres of major wlanes are not elggys dark in the

@.eSOI‘ff>‘bi.On image ( viz.G'o1d{200}f'ig(6.7)).

8.4.3 Zone

"'3
;_:.

(D
P-4
Q)

The

Decorati
»

ons

—evaporated endforms of many elements are

commonly observed to be decorated along zone-lines by brishtlyh

emitting atoms — the 'zone—decorstion'. The appearance of the decoration

is often e function of the evancretion temperature and rate

(Pmller l964). As the zone—decorati0n atoms are resistant to

field—evsporstion and are sometimes seen to move from their original
surface site, it is perhaps not unexpected that the field—desorption

images are modified along the some zones as those in -

3.
*4.

O
P3‘

For example, the <lTO} tungsten zone-decoration, which is an

are decorated.

obvious feature of the field—ion image, is seen clenrly in the desorption

the breadth of the

H)
*1

Hm

‘J3
C?

(D

decoration is less in the desorntion imsge than in the helium image.

Also in tungsten, misplaced atoms are frequently seen on <lll>zones,

\1
O0

>-.40
r’\

we

at

1-»

cl“

are very brig‘

. .- 0-when tungsten is UC—evaporated at 78 R, the <lll>zones

in the resulting desorption image (fig(6.2)),
X.

The <lOO}zones in the {ZOO} regions of f.c.c. metals (Ft, Au, Ir)
are always decorated, and it is these zones which appear bright in

the f.c.c. desorption image ( the letter is true for rhodium, which
. . . 0

does not show a zone decoration in helium or neon at 73 K).

The origins of the zone decoration and the structure in the field-
desorption image a

Muller (1

T8

\O
O\

4%
ci- D,

(D

) s

refore likely to be related.

uggested that the zone—decoration atoms

are atoms which are held in exposed sites on the surface bi a gain)

Of polarization energy in lieu of the lattice binding energy lost

t
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as a result of the reduction in the number of near neighbours; that
. . f _1__ F2 TF2 _1_(°< NJ / V,’ “LL t dis, 1 ¢o§,, - r kt‘ Q 3- / ,@, uAG m om soul move

from a site with four neighbours to one with three UM? is the difference
in binding energy between a kink-site and a metastable site, considering
constant nairwise potentials between first nearest neighbours only.

I'—-7

)4.

e
$-I

)4-

Cu

Tong and Gilran (1958) and Forbes (1970) found that at
helium temperatures the tungsten.<lOQ> zone decoration was

formed from small clusters of 3,4, or 5 atoms in metastable sites,
rather than single atoms, as stated by Huller (1964).

Muller attempted to calculate the polarizability b5
_ . , 7 . 1 2 , ,. . . .equating tne electrostatic energy E'£oF O1 the field inside the

metal surface, assuming a small penetration distanceA , to the

polarization energy of the surface atom. This equation, xhich he

did not attempt to justify, resulted in in a value for the polarizability
34» _ _ , __-» - 1 ,of 0,54 A ior tungsten {llJ}, thicn is mucn less than the 4, i

3 ' '1" - ' 4- F"\or 6,8 A obtainea iron evaporation rate measurements (isong and

Muller 1970) or the 9,2 A3 derived by Tsong and Nalko (1972) from

experiments on the random walk of adatoms in the presence of an

electric field. Although Hu1ler's (l9é4) calculations seem hard to

justif (jhrlich and Kirk 1967 conclude that polarization and

t,_.41

field-penetration produce separate changes of opposite sign in
the energy of a surface atom) the concept of a partial replacement
of lattice binding energy by a polarization energy for an atom in
a metastable site is reasonable,

8.4.4 Other Field jffects.
Several workers have noted the movement of surface atoms

\

_ . - »unaer the action of the electric field. For_examp1e, Rettler and
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Cherbonnier (1960) reported that the activation energy for
surface self—diffusion was reduced by some ten percent at fields of
0,3-0,4 V/A for a number of transition metals; Utsupi and Comer

(1962) found the activation,energy for diffusion of Ba on tungsten
became zero at O,5~O,6 V/K; in contrast, Bassett and Parsley (1963)

found no change in the activation energy of diffusion for rhenium

atoms adsorbed on tungsten.

Plummer and Rhodin (1958) observed that platinum ad—atoms

diffused across the {222}and illfzplanes of *“1gsten, and gold

ad-atoms across the {llO}and f200}?lanes, before evarorating.

ip,

Boyes and Southon (1972) noted the rearrangement and iffusion

C1?0
1-1

'11

of the last few gold atoms to evaporate from {lll; planes,
. 0 . . A -. .~ .imaged at 20 K in neon. Plunner stated that the d1;:usion
was the result of polarization forces, and ced that the

§'\

}-J

\o

G3
\}

p.
O

,0.-

C

electric field could vary by lO§ from the centre to the edge of a

net plane;

8.4.5 Binding }nergg_in an Electric Field.
The binding energy of a surface atom, as a function of

its position relative to a step in the surface, is of the form shown

below (Schwoebel and Shipsey 1966).
O

T /3 / /T Pgban L'Z¢<l/\ ilt [ma-6 -J

Q
Here A represents the energy of the atom at a kink-site

and B the energy as the atom is moved over the edge of the step. This

diagram is obtained by summing the interatomic potentials (e.g.
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find the barrier to be lg eV for tungsten 2223 rlanes from1 . N 9

Morse notentinls) between the atom and its near neighbours. The

140.

binding energy"/\ is given by lhrlich and Kirk (1967) as 8,83 eV

for tungsten, whereas the adatom binding energy /\' is found

experimentally to be 5,2 eV—for {llQ£planes, 7,0 eV for {Ell},
and 6 O eV for ll] , and from a Horse~notentiel calculation9 , i
(Girifalco and Ueizer 1959) to be 5,77 eV, 7,58 eV, and 7,93 eV

.~respectively. The barrier-A which prevents kink—site atoms from
diffusing across the adjacent terrace is therefore of order

LJJ

\I
U\

depending on the plane, in zero field. Graham and Ehrlich (1974

measurement of

r+
D.-

O

OJ
1-}:

to
1":

$3‘

sion rote as a function of temperature.

The potential diagram shown above will be modified in

-O,9eV,

)

the presence of an electric field by the polarization energy of the
2 . . . . . .atom, §4¥F . This energy will be a function OI the position of the

atom; the polarizability will be greater when the atom is exposed

to the field, and less when it is in a nosition screened by the

conduction electrons; the field will be higher at the step, and will
decrease on either side of it:—

(U é€9'>/ / E $_¢“c_F

to _¥-i/\-—~
0-) F5?

(tr)+ ¢

OT!

' /\ e

6“)

Av
K

“§r
~

O

>

- - \ nThe polarization energy binds the atom to the suriace, so

the total potential energy of the atom = - (IA) +-§MIF2) will become
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The barrier to diffusion across the terrace is little
changed, but the barrier to diffusion up over the ledge is greatly

reduced; the magnitude of this reduction is difficult to estimate,

ci-
|>\—‘

W

(D

as neither polarizability of the kink—site atom nor of an atom

CF

O
l)

in an unstable site on ; of a ledge are known; if the difference

of the polarizabilities is say 3 K3 and the field is 10? higher on

the ledge, a reduction of 3 eV at 5 V/E would be easily possible.

This raises the possibility that, prior to eva oration, a rink-site
atom might move up onto the ~cent ledge, to a site more exiosed

{D
C

C__.1.
(J

to the field; ionization and field—evanoration would be likely to

%

es
Q-In

U2

follow rapidl following this migration. movement up onto the

ledge would be an alternative to that shown by the zone—decoration

atoms, which move across the terrace away from the step. In fact,

cl-
*T

(D

movement across the terrace, or up over . step, could be a

function of the plane under consideration, and of the evanoration

rate (i.e. local field, and hence polarization energy).

If migration of a kink-site atom before evaporntion did

‘-1

%
Fw

(D

occur, it seems ly that the migrating atom would move so as to

I3
(D

‘J0
C73D.

U‘

keep the number of its near ours a local maximum (that is, it
would tend to travel to the hiQher—field region by moving along

an adjacent channel between its neighbouring atoms). Ioore and

Spink (1969, 1974) have considered the sequence of evaoration of

atoms on various planes of tungsten in a series of careful exyeriments,

using lO uS pulsed evaporrtion. The; conclude that the order in which

atoms evaporate deoends on the availability of asnitable diffusion

channel in the surface, adjacent to the evaporwting atom's lattice site.
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3.5 §urfaceA3iffrsion gnu Desorption lmases.

The likely surface diffusion directions, and the

i_J-
.5

H:
G

U1
‘-11

O
13‘

effect that such 6 _ is likely to have on the desorntion

image, may be seen by inspection of a ball-model of the s;ecimen

surface. Photographs of tynical surface structures for common

crystal planes have been summarized by Uicholas (1965). We will
briefly consider the possibilities for the more prominent planes

of the f.c.c. and b.c.c. metals.

8.5.1 The vj .,1 ., eta s

The environment of a kink-site atom on a circular {POQ}

not plane may be seen from fig(8.l); it is seen that the kink-site
atoms, labelled A, are all constrained by their neighbours to move

in direction a if thev move un over the sten towards the centre of- ... d v_-

K4-

I5
(7.

J-

"3

the plane, or . _ ections bj bf if they move away from the step

across the terrace. As the plane evaporates, the last atom of

the row, labelled C, is not able to be channelled in direction 3;

it must either travel up over the ledge in direction_c, while in
contact with only l near neighbour, or move away from the ledge in
direction_b. The appearance of single zone—decoration atoms at sites

corresponding to C in the field-ion images of f.c.c. metals is thus

accounted for; the atom C is unable to evaporate. in the same manner

as its neighbours, and therefore migrates onto the terrace, where

it is retained until its local field becomes high enough to allow

evaporation in some other manner. .

For the flll} planes, (fig(8.2)), the optimum diffusion
directions are as shown. The kink-site atom A can move up over

the step in directions Q1, Q2, or_a3 and away from the step across
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the terrace in direction.b1,_bP. In direction al the atom has one

nearest neighbour and two second nearest neighbours, while in

CL’

,4-

H
(‘J

. ctions_§9,_§3 it retains two first-nearest neighbours and

one more distant neighbour. Fhe last atomsof the rows, C and C‘,
are still able to move up over the ledge in directions a2 or a3,

w ;

without any jrior movement along the ledge, as well as moving

away from the sten along bl or b2; this fits the experimental
observation that f.c.c. flllfplanes do not generally have zone-decorations.

Further analysis of hi;jher—1ndeX planes (§22o} (31.i} etc._l
has been carried out, but will not be described in detail here; as

the plane becomes rougher it becomes progressively more dif'icult to
| . . , ._ . -, . 1determine the likely oifrusion oirections; however, as the most

prominent planes on an f.c.c. specimen are the {lll} and the[2CO},
we shall now consider the likely effect of the above conclusions on

the desorption image.

It is plausible to assume that if a kink-site atom is channelled

(‘J
Q1

Ll-

in a particular direction up over the ,. acent step under the
influence of strong polarization forces, it will arrive in a

region of enhanced field with some considerable kinetic energy.

If ionization and subsequent evaporation is virtually instantaneous,
this kinetic energy may be retained by the ion, and will tend to
propel the ion further alonsits initial channelling direction.

PT’
|_|-

Qr\

Since, as we have seen, all ~site atoms of a net plane will
have well-defined crystallographic channelling—directions,
the resulting bulk movement of ions will have a considerable
effect on the desorption image. For the {ll and{2@§ planes

discussed above, ‘A situation, and expected desorption images,

c+
.7.

(D

are sketched in fig(8.3). Overlap in the trajectories of ions
from adjacent sectors with different surface channelling directions
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will lead to a doubling of the number of ions/unit area in some

areas of the desorption image. Two types of {lll} imapes are shown,

E-’

C?
/-\

CI)
0

Y\)
\/

.3‘one for the directions_§l of i and the other for directions
a a The letter lead to the anoearance of dark lines intermediate1?’ __3. . , . , l ___._L V _

between the bright lines, in remarkable agreement with the

iridiun desorption rattern, fig(6.15).
The circumstantial evidence that channelled diffusion

up over the l:;be leads to the appearance of the typical f.c.c.
desorption pattern is good. To summarize it,
a) This model predicts appearance of pseudehexagonal

(-3-

T
(D

symmetry for the desorption images of fllljnlanes.

O‘
"5

}._r.
C»?

D7
ci-

rd
H
Q

Q4
|,_:.
Q

6*‘
(D

Q4

b) The -line contrast is to be roughly twice

as intense as the local background; as nearly as may be judged by

counting the number of scintillations/unit area in the deserytion image

(e.g. fig( 7.4)) this is correct.

H)
P.)

c) The ilure of the <lOQ> zone decoration atoms to

evaporate at the same field as their neighbours, but rather to move

into a metastable site, is explained.

d) If there are bulk movements of ions in particular
crystallographic directions, there will be particularly dark contrast

in the desorption mage when the directions in two adjacent

sectors are opposite;
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cl-
P-I

,_,

(D

This dark contrast is exactly that is seen in desorption image

(e.g. gold fig(6.7)); the dark contrast in these areas will
also be partly due to the higher local magnification, as the

dark lines follow the hi§hest—field re§ions of the f.c.c. specimens.

of

53..

(D

This simple model accounts fairly succesfully for the appearance

desorption images from the refractory f.c.c. metals.

Does it also account for the different onnearence of the desorntion

images from copper and aluminium? The prime vssumption that was

mode above is that the diffusing atoms can be treated as hard

spheres in contact with one another. This is a good approximation for

cl-
D4

(D

the transition metals, in which the attraction between ion

cores and the conduction electrons is balanced by the steeply—rising

repulsive potential due to
of the cores. Copper is somewhat

ci- D.

(D

overler of the outermost electrons
Q to the other f.c.c.

Q4
}_.h

s
‘3
Q
‘"3

(‘D

I3
1+

metals in that it has a full d—band and one s—electron- the interstomic7

potential may be expected to be modified. In the case of aluminium,

we have an sp metal in which the ion cores may be considered to be

completely separated by the conduction—electrcn gas; this gives

aluminium different mechanical properties to those of the transition
metals, and in particular the interatomic rotential does not rise
so steeply as the ion-cores aprroach one another. There still
seems to be some disoute as to the nature of the forces on and

Q4
I,-I0

U)
w

7-‘

acement of surface atoms on aluminium (illdredge and Yleinman

‘ 1974, Finnis and Heine 1974). However, it is not surprising, in
view of the different nature of the metals, that aluminium produces

a different type of desorption image to that of the refractory f.o.c.
metals. It seems rroboble that the aluminium atoms migrate away

from the adjacent step across the terrace during evuporstion, lea

Q4
}-I0

5
m

\

to the appearance of dork zone—lines in the desorption image. The
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precise nature of this migration, and in particular the way it
changes as a function of temperature (nd hence field, or polarization
energy) ere not understood at present. The unexneotedly high

evaporation field of aluminium'(Brendon (1951) predicted only 1,8 V/A)

may be due to the difference in evaporation behaviour.

P3
r>‘

':>

‘ed I
.

8.5.2 - ,_ C C.

We may aptly the sane type of herd—sphere analysis to

the less elosely~nncked B.C.C. structure. For the {llO; plane

>__._4r1
;_:.

.¢D
,_~ (1

(fig(8,4)) the _ -site atoms A, B can migrate up over the step

towards the plane centre in directions e, b; atom A can also relax
in the reverse direction to a into the adjacent metastable zone-decordtion

ci-
4
S3

(D

site on the terrace, as suggested by Muller (1964). Hhen normal

kink—site atoms A, B have evaporated, the atom C is left at the

end of one of the close—packed rows and is unable to migrate up

over the without nrior ** sion on the terrace. It is

U}
ct-

(D
‘Li

Q.-
|,_I

*':
H:

$3’

commonly‘observed (e.g. Taylor 1970) that at liquid—nitrogen

temperature the atoms at the ends of the close-packed rows are

resistant to evaporation and frequently migrate short distances

before evaporation. The positions of these evaporation—resistent
. .. .., . . . , 0,atoms CO1nCl€ with the bright—line contrast seen in the 78 K

}_.JO

3
5:

C?0

tungsten continuous~eveporation desorption s(fig(6.2)). This

contrast is very marked at high temperatures, but not under
. . ,0- .nanosecond—pulsed evaporation at 7e R or continuous or pulsed

. V 0" . . .evaporation at 20 h. Consideration of possible overlap between

cf‘
:3‘

(D

the trajectories of ions from different specimen areas predicts the

sane bright contrast along these (111) zone lines as on the f.c.c.
<lOO) zone-lines. However, the disappearance of the bright contrast
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low temperatures and high evupcration—rotes suggests that the
mechanism is more complicated than for the f.c.c. metals. A

measurement of the aiming—error in this region as a function of
temperature and evaporation rate would shed light on this problem.

{@-
{:3

we are here concerned with the interpretation of the vacuum

desorption image, the method of Chipter 5, which relies on the

prior field~ion imaging of the surface, is not appropriate, as

the presence of helium is known to affect the evaporation behaviour,

to an extent which is dependent on the field and temperature (Chapter

The determination of the exact way in which the evaporation of
tungsten occurs is not triviel,for this reason.

If the <1lO)zone-decoration atoms move away from the original
plane edge to metastable sites, before finally evoporrting, it is
not surprising thwt the zone+decoration appears distinctly on the

desorption image. It is not quite so obvious why the zone-decoration
o ¢_ v1S narrow in the desorption image, while in the helium image it is
seen as a broad band of bright atoms (although the magnification of
individual atoms in the zone decoration is large, especially at

high temperatures, the extent of the decoration across the surface

should not be subject to such a large change in local cation).

if!F5
F-ll

w
‘-I»

It is oossible that the introduction of helium into the system after
vacuum desorption leads to e broadening of the zone decoration, as

e result of ' ' ' "

<+
DA

(D

change in atomic potential due to the polarizing
effect of field—adsorbed helium: vacuum evaporation, followed by the

, _ _ _ o- . . .admission of helium at a very low temperature (<:2O R) to minimize

thermal excitations, and at as low a field as possible, to minimize
_ 1 '1 .1. 'polarization energy, might perhaps reveal a narrow zone-eecoration

corresponding to the vacuun—evepormtion zone—dccoration.

/\
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|,_|.
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On the b.c.c. {200} planes ~(8.5)), migration of the
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centre involves one nearest neighbour

and two second-nearest neighbours; diffusion across the terrace in

FJ

the (O01) directions is easy, and the di ~ atom retains contact

2-
&~.

Ci
U2

F‘
V-1

»—)

CY‘

with two near neighbours. The ragged appearance of the tungsten

§200f regions sug est that atoms migrate in this latter manner,

and are not evanoroted immediately, but rather settle in new sites
further from the plane centre. The

desorption image.

I'OW§3 SOHO

§
5;

C“)o
Q4

~ nature of this region may
\

be responsible for the diffuse appearance of this region in the

The {Ell} planes of b.c.c. metals consist of close—pncked

Q.)
Pr-

U)

tance apart (fig(8.6)). Shrlich and Kirk (1967)

found that the activation energy for diffusion along the rows is only

0,57 eV for tungsten ed—atoms. The last few atoms to be evaporated

from tungsten {Zll} planes are commonly seen in the helium image

to be spread out along the surface channels; somewhat similar behaviour

’ is seen in molybdenum also. It seems reasonable to conclude that
tungsten atoms diffuse down the channels for some distance before

evaeorati
»

Y3
C3‘

\o

the result of this in the desorption image is the

dark linear centre to the plane perpendicular to the close-packed

directions.
The evaporation behaviour of tungsten{222}ond adjacent

planes has been studied by Noore and Spink (1974), w found

Ir‘
O

r—‘
|.J-
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that surface diffusion before evaporation was . _ y. As has been

w
O

|-In

5

of

c'!'
J
:3-

O

ted out above; the desorption image of this region is o function

evaporation field. It seems likel; that changes in §olerizebilit'
and hence of polarization energy for different diffusion directions

occur as o function of field, which is very high in this region, and

this causes a change in the diffusion directions vhich are favourable

{J-.1

}_:.

at fferent fields. The central region of this plane is dark in
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‘ ~ . . 0-1ow—temperature desorption images: however, above Y8 I at slow

evaporation raten some structure becomes visible at the centre of
the plane. It is possible that evaporation may take place almost

1

directly from lattice sites under these conditions; further experiments

to see if the {lll§ lattice censbe resolved under these conditions
would be of interest, as there seems to be no other case, in the

materials which have been studied to date, which is likely to yield
the resolution of a net nlnne of the lattice, since other plane centres

are either dark, implying some gross deflection of the ions‘ trajectories,
or contain structure due to the f.c.c. desorption imege, which is
only indirectly due to the lattice.

It is seen that the hsrd—sphere surface diffusion model

is reasonably successful in the case of tungsten. However, the

behaviour of tungsten is more complicated than that of the f.c.c.
transition metals. The very different helium and desorption images

:3
Q

Y-"5
O

(D
Q4

of tantalum and molybdenum suggest that the model some

modification, to take into account directionality of bonding and

differences in polarization energy, which seem to play some part in
determining the different endforms of the refractory b.c.c. metals

(Nakamura and Kuroda 191%).

8.5.3 Grain Eoundaries.

Ho detailed analysis of the appearance of grain—boundaries

rt D.
<1)

rt-

will be given here. However, it should be noted . the arguments

which have been discussed above may be relevant to the desorption

images of grain-boundaries. Suppose that there is s well-defined
surface channelling direction in a specimen area adjacent to a
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grain~boundory, so that ions are deflected towards the boundary.

The lost few atoms to evaporate from this side of the boundary will
do so from a misoriented lattice. If there are not easy channelling
directions presented by the lattice on the other side of the boundary

the last few atoms may be retained, and evaporate at a somewhat

Q4
‘.1.

H:

higher field with a ferent trajectory, probably leading to a

bright line in the desorption imrge at the boundary. There will
be an adjacent dark line if the ions from the other side of the

boundary have been channelled away from it by their local surface

geometry.

8.5.4 Plane Centres.

c The dark centres to major planes are very pronounced at
high evaporation-rates (and hence high fields). The possible explanations

for this ere:— V

a) At some fields the balance between the binding energy of the

net plane and the polarization energy of its constituent atoms

may be such that the plane breaks up, with atoms diffusing away

before evaporation. As mentioned above, this type of behaviour

has been seen at normal imaging fields and low temperatures for
go1d{1ll}w1anes (Boyes and Southon l972). It is also knownthat

the interatowic bindinp energy may be reduced for small clusters of
atoms (Bessett l97D).

b) If the last few atoms on e plane evaporate simultaneously,

there will be strong coulomb rerulsions between then (even after
allowing for their image potentials in the metal surface). This

J
-4

*1

Q3

revulsion will lead to deflection of the ions e'oy from the centre
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of the ulane in the desorption image. For this process to occur

the ions would have to evaporate within a very short time of one

another, as they are rapidly removed by the field. This time
. . n n -15is estimated as Ol the order oi l0 / seconds; unless the removal

¢

of one ion is directly resjonsible for the ionizotion of the others,

this mechanism seems to be less likely than the mechanism given in
(a) above.

8.5.5 Ring Structures.
One of the most puzzling features of the desorrtion

images is the appearance of dark rings around major poles; as

exylained above, these are obtained even after

ol- :3.

(B

evaporation of

hundreds of net planes to form the desorption image. Since they

pv-

13
Q4

(D

exist pendently in two crystals separated

O’
1-<1

a grain boundary,

they must be a property of the lattice. They imply that there is
a periodic fluctuation in the magnitude, or direction, of the

aiming error near the pole. breadth of the dark rings, or polygons,

§
o

_ 0, . .for tungsten {llO} at 20 R was given above as some 5 A, corresponding

to a change in tangential energy of at least 1,5 eV; this implies

that the rings are due to an electronic or field effect, rather than,
say, a lattice effect, as phonon energies are generally much smaller

than

c+
P31

.1»

U1
0

A possible explanation may be the following. Consider a

circle radius R drawn round a well-developed hkl pole on the

From Gauss’ Theorem, the charge“

Suppose that the mean re

Q;
|,_:.

C
U2

soecimen surface. Let the mean field inside this region be F0.

|_.l-
:5

U}
1.4.

Q4
(D

ha
O

/"\

O
0

Q ' "-' 2tne circle :7T d

of curvature of the specimen is S;

. 1. ththen if the spacing of the {hkl} planes is d, the rulus Of thc n
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{hkl} net plane will be given by
1~§= (2s - (n + <5)d)((n .,. a)@,) 2s(n +J)d

where CLQY;<d gives the diameter of the innermost (n = O) plane.
We know that the

H;
|..1.

(D
I>—\-'

{L

CF
.:..

(D

at the edge of each net plane is
same eveporntion field Fe; the field decreases away from the edge
of each plane:-X)? '4-‘V ___/g ‘X -Z\_ }-\——; F 0/Z////

-[7/7 ’// //»//7 ZZ
Suppose

ti-
D-I

{D
H“

to a first approximation the field decreases
linerrly from the edge of each net plane in towards its centre:—

f"“‘*@F0 ~v~“ 6 
K f l‘ Z}

or F(r) = Fe — k(rn — r) where rn> r§ rn_l.
. . th . ._The total charge inside the n ring Ulll therefore be

‘ f\ "rs
given by G1 =5£o1" dS = 2TV{O€ J (Fe — }:(rn - r)r dr

H“? "5’:

c+ D.

and, after adding any charge for an incomplete n+1 ring, this
must equal the value obtained from the ‘average " obtained

‘*0
}_l-

(D
}-_1

Q1

above. It seems clear that if k f O, then k cannot be a constant, since,
for example, the total perimeter of the net nlene edges inside our

,3,

Jo

O
J’

radius R, on vi_ - a large pert of the charge. resides, and

O
Z3

=1D.
)-_|¢

O
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the field is fixed at Fe, fluctuates periodically as the parameter
$ changes between O and l;

5'—>

|- O

8
€11< kn)
H
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O
1

Now if k varies periodically, as the central net plane evaporetes,
then it seems likely that the aiming error, ‘ .

:i‘
J‘

}Jc

O
>3”

must depend on
the spatial variation of the field at the edges of the net planes,
will also fluctuate periodically. Until a full three-dimensional
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calculation of the field and its variation with net plane diameter
becomes available, this theory must be considered speculative. The

fact that the diametenaof the desorptien—image rings obey the same

In relationship as the field~ion images of the net—nlanes lends
some support to this simple theory, as does the fact that the rings
are seen on more-or-less any W ll~developed plane of a Hide

(I)

variety of metals. It is also supported by the observation of
sequential evaporation of planes, from the central plane outwards
(Chapter 7) which implies thft the local field at the edge of a

net plane is a sensitive function of the field at the edges of
the adjacent ylanes.

3.6 Summerv.

In this chajter we have seen a summary of the essential
features of the desorption images described in Chapters 5-7.

;.:.
Q;

(D
Q.)

The dimensions of particular features were estimated, so that an

of the useful spatial resolution of an atom—probe could be obtained.
It was found that this varied considerably from plane to plane in
tungsten, and was slightly dependent on evaporation rate and the
presence of image gas; the useful resolution lies between one or
two Angstroms to some fifteen Angstroms (O,2-1,5 nm.). The tangential
energy required to deflect ions of various charges over comparable

distances was calculated. An account followed of previously—known

interactions of the electric
produce atoms shifted from normal latttice sites and zone-decorations.

K

H:
}_J~

O
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Q1

with the surf ce atoms, to
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This introduced a brief discussion of the way in which the binding-
energy of a kink—site atom would be effected by the field; this
suggested that field—eveporstion might occur, not directly from

the kink~sites, but rether,via thermal activation or tunnelling
through a reduced barrier along a surface channel, bounded by

neighbouring atoms. This very simple model predicts the desorption
patterns from the refractory f.c.c. {lll} end{§OO3 planes with some

success; it was suggested that aluminium behaves differently es

a result of its very different type of interatomio potential. The

model also had some limited suoces with the b.c.c. (tungsten)
desorption image. A brief discussion was given of the origin of
dark centres to planes in the desorption im~ge, and a tentative
explanation for the frequent observation of rin5~struotures surrounding

such planes was advanced.

IN
1 8.7 suggestions for Future Hork.

The experimental evidence on the field-evaporation process

which has been described in this dissertation, both the wor? on the.
energy of field-evaporated ions described in Chapter 4, and the

work on fie1d—desortion su marized in this chapter, has perhaps

raised as many questions as have been answered. The use of energy-
anelgsis as a tool for investigating fie1d—eveportion has been established:
the results obtained so far suggest the further investigation will
be useful. The work presented here on field—desorption has served

to show that the field—evaporetion process is sensitive to the local
environment of the evanor ting atom; the previous treatment of
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field—evaporntion es the removal of an ad—atom from an infinite
nlune is no loneer &CC€Utvb1G as a description of the evanorction—»- L» ...

behaviour of kink~sitc atoms on a crystal with a sharnly-curved
surface. The hypothesis outlined above, the channelling of atoms

r

during evaporation into high—field sites by the interaction of
electrostatic and interatomic forces, may perhaps be fairly"compared
with the role of dislocations in determining the deformation of
metals; the channelling irocess anrarently offers an easier path

to field evapornt on, as the dislocation provides as easier indirect
way of deforming a metal. It is to be hoped that it will become

the trajectories of the resultant ions , so tht the validity _

the conclusions reached above may be tested.
As to the use of

c-I-
5-‘.4 ,1

O

nossible to calculate the polarizebilities of surface atoms and

O ch

etom—probc as an instrument for
chemical analysis, it is now clear that, in general, it is not

rossible to chenicallv enalvse a metal atom—bv-atom at nresent- unless.-. ‘ u —' “J u - 7

and until it becomes possible to deconvolute the effects of the

evnpor ticn process from the desorption image

4+ D.
[,4.

U1

must be considered

impractieal.Eowever, although the desorption images from single
crystals of pure elements have been shown to be complex, the

ragged nature of the specimen surface of many alloys may actually
prove to be advantageous, in limiting the possibility of surface

diffusion over lonv distances nrior to evrnoratien. Eouall the. , _ _ & 1

little work which has been done so far in the presence of imaging

gas suggests that aiming errors may be less in some instances than

in vacuum; there is no re son at present to believe that they are

' worse. Further work to establish the accuracy of these conclusions

is essential.
The desorption etom—probe, of _

D‘
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O
>3‘

~ simnle version wvs
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i described in Chapter 7, hes been clearly established as e useful

instrument, both for the investigation of field-evaporation, and

for use as a metallurgical tool. Since i:agin3—gus is not an essential

requirement for field—desoretion microscopy, it seems possible that

this instrument could be used to investigate materials (e.g. magnesium

O"
'3

-\ ~ - -\

alloys, iasses) and processes (catalytic reactions) which are

adversely uffecteu by tne oi h electric fielo necessary for

>_
\.

J-

C‘-Y

field-ion ima " The onlx rec irenent no" is that it should be

Q
|~.¢

9,§

P

possible to field-iesorb the specimen for analysis, thus allowing

the apnlicntion ot the fie1d—ion technique to a wider range of

problems than ever before.
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